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Summary 

This report deals with energy conse1Vation opportunities at Tanzania Bottlers ltd. in Dar es Salaam 
Tanzania. The research question is 

How can Tanzania Bottlers achieve higher energy efficiency and lower specific energy costs? 

Achieving higher energy efficiency implies the lowering of the specific energy cost. Specific energy cost is 
determined as the amount of energy cost input for each energy carriers entering the factory divided by 
the size of the production in a given period. 

The methodology used to solve the problem in the above stated question consists of the following steps: 

1. Modelling of the overall production system in energy terms. 
2. Determining the factors which influence the specific energy consumption. 
3. Identifying the opportunities of energy conservation. 
4. Enumeration and estimation of the energy saving potentials where possible. 
5. Ranking the energy conservation potentials and giving recommendations to the company. 

Ad 1. Before modelling the production system in energy terms, the boundaries of the system need to be 
defined: this has been chosen as the (physical) limits of the plant. The model that has been chosen is the 
so called total energy system. This model is based on the mass and energy balances and it subdivides the 
total system into three subsystems: the utility-, the transformation-, and the energy recovery subsystem. 

The utility subsystem consists of the transformation systems that are presupposed to the production 
system, such as steam production and the electricity converting equipment. The transf onnation subsystem 
is the actual production processes, in this case the syrup preparation plant and the bottling line. In the 
energy recovery subsystem degraded energy is transported from the energy users to the utility subsystem, 
where it can be upgraded again. 

Ad 2. Factors have been identified which influence the energy use in a production entity. The 
environment in which this study took place is of special attention: in a developing country such as 
Tanzania, some factors play a more dominant role than others in comparison with countries in the 
'developed' world. For example, the inadequate supply of electricity affects the production continuity and 
causes low capacity utilisation. The factors have been visualised in a fishbone diagram given in annex 4. 

Special attention is given to the factors energy management and maintenance. It has been pointed out that 
on these two topics improvements can be achieved by altering the organisational structure. In the field of 
energy management the top level management should state energy goals and in the middle management a 
staff member can be appointed as an energy coordinator. In the field of maintenance the spare and stock 
control need to be revised. In both fields it is necessary to obtain more involvement of the employees. 

Ad 3, 4 & 5. A tool to identify energy conservation opportunities is the energy audit. This tool presents 
steps in which the total energy system can be tackled in a systematical and concise manner and resulting 
in possible conservation opportunities. The results and recommendations of the energy conservation 
opportunities are mainly found in the field of the so called organisational and housekeeping measures. A 
summary is presented in section 5.3.1. Approximately all opportunities require the awareness of energy 
usage and the need to bound the usage within standards. This means that from top level to bottom level 
in the organisation, commitment in conserving energy is required. It varies from goals set in the top to 
corrective actions at the bottom of the line. 

The ranking of the energy conservation opportunities is based on the initial investments required to 
implement them. The ranking groups are not given in terms of nominal values of cash but in terms of the 
effort in time and organisation necessary to implement them. The ranking groups are organisational and 
housekeeping measures, low costs opportunities, and retrofit opportunities. 

Answering the research question, the Tanzania Bottlers ltd. is recommended to implement at least those 
opportunities in the ranking group organisational and housekeeping measures. 



This report consists of a second research question concerning the soft drinks producing companies in 
Tanzania. It is stated as: 

What is the position of the soft drinks subsector within the industry of Tanzania? 

To obtain an answer to this problem it is necessary to identify indicators which describe the 'position of 
the soft drinks subsector'. The main indicators are found in the field of employment, labour productivity 
and value added in comparison with the total manufacturing sector. 

The results of a questionnaire of the Bureau of Statistics were used to collect data of the establishments in 
this subsector. Although, not all establishments in this subsector were incorporated in the study, some 
general concluding remarks can be given. 

Of all establishments in 1989, the majority, 11 out of 15, could be found in the highly populated regions 
around the Victoria lake and in the regions of the north: Arusha, Kilimanjaro, Tanga and Dar es Salaam. 
These establishments employed 69 % of the persons engaged in 1989. 

The performance of the subsector in terms of volume and value are satisfactory in comparison with the 
total manufacturing sector: 

The volume and value size increased over the years and there is an increasing trend of both 
indicators. The share of the value added of this subsector of the total manufacturing sector has 
been 7.5% in 1989 . Considering the amount of people engaged and the number of 
establishments, this is not a poor performance. Capital performance in this sector was very poor: 
only 4 establishments were capable to achieve positive figures at the year's end. 

Considering the individual establishments, the Ruaha Bottling company in Iringa, Tanzania Bottlers and 
Fahari Bottlers, both situated in Dar es Salaam, were the best overall performing bottling companies. 

Finally, future trends of the production volume and value added were extrapolated showing an increasing 
volume and a decreasing value added growth. The last indicator is subdued to the inflation and increasing 
production costs. 
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General /nlTOduction 

Chapter 1. General introduction 

The minimum goal of a private industrial enterprise is to obtain continuity on the long term. To maintain 
this goal, profitability, market share, value added and growth are the goals on the shorter term. This 
means reaching maximum effectiveness of the resources available. Under the prevailing circumstances, for 
example continually rising energy prices, unavailability of fuel and electrical energy, lack of foreign capital, 
inflation, shortage of skilled labour, shortage of capable managers, increasing competition and restrictive 
governmental acts, companies are forced to improve effectiveness of the production resources. Raising the 
efficiency of the energy input in this case, is a conditio sine qua non for maximum effectiveness. 

In Tanzania, the country in which this research took place, the above mentioned circumstances are 
prevailing. The need to raise the energy efficiency of the production systems on the one hand means the 
need to conserve energy<1> and on the other hand reduce the production costs and improving the margin of 
profits. To produce the same amount of output with a lower amount of energy input. 

Improving the energy efficiency can take place by investing into newer and more energy efficient machi
nery, but it can be achieved by taking measures with use of the same equipment to produce better by 
energy managing and maintenance. 

A case study in the field of energy conservation as a manner to improve efficiency and costs, is performed 
at the Tanzania Bottlers ltd. in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. 

The research question is: 

How can Tanzania Bottlers lid. achieve higher energy efficiency and lower specific energy costs? 

A method to answer this question is: performing an energy audit and analysing the organisational system. 
Here the answer can be found in the field of energy conservation opportunities and by altering the 
organisational system. 

Within the same context of the bottling industry, a second research question had to be answered to 
determine the position of the soft drinks sector in Tanzania. The question is as: 

What is the position of the soft drinks subsector within the industry in Tanzania? 

This question is tackled by setting up a set of some indicators which can give an insight of the position of 
this subsector in the industrial sector. 

This research is a part of the general research programme of the group International Technological 
Development Sciences at the Eindhoven University of Technology. The name of the research programme 
is The industrialisation process in the third world. The programme is focused on countries such as Costa 
Rica, the Philippines and Tanzania. The general aim is to identify bottlenecks of progress in the 
industrialisation process and to arrive at an improvement of general policies and development forecasts. 
This should lead to an overall improvement of development of Tanzania and other comparable countries. 

The set up of this report is as follows: 
It is divided into two parts: part 1 focuses on the case study Tanzania Bottlers and it's energy conservati
on opportunities; part 2 elaborates on the soft drinks subsector of which Tanzania Bottlers play an 
important role in its region. 

(1) A definition of energy conservation 'The strategy of adjusting and optimising energy-using systems and procedures so as 
to reduce energy requirements per unit of output (or 'well-being') while holding constant or reducing total costs of 
providing the output from these systems' [Schipper]. 

- 11 -



Part L Theoretical framework 

Chapter 2. Theoretical Framework 

This chapter presents an exploration of the environment in which Tanzania Bottlers Ltd., the company on 
which this research is focused, is situated. It outlines the governmental policies with respect to industry, 
the manufacturing sector (ISJC<2> 3<3>) and, within this sector, the beverages<4> subsector. A short descrip
tion of Tanzania Bottlers is given. Energy problems of the company are briefly touched upon. After this 
'problem setting', the research questions, the objectives of the research and the methodology used to 
answer the research questions are presented. This chapter also serves as the theoretical consideration and 
description of the main issues about factors influencing energy consumption of which energy management 
and maintenance are given special attention. 

2.1 Governmental policies in Tanzania after independence 

2.1.1 Multi-year Plans and other programmes 

After independence and the unification with Zanzibar in 1964, Tanzania launched various multi-year plans 
to enhance social and economic development. The First Five Year Plan focused on industrial and 
agricultural development and the acceptance of a high dependence on foreign initiatives. During this 
period a gross domestic product (GDP) growth rate per annum of 4.3% was realised. The share of 
industry rose from 6.6% in 1964 to 10% in 1969. In 1967, the 'Arusha-declaration' was launched, in which 
socialism and self-reliance were the main themes. The Second Five Year Plan 1969-1974 was the detailed 
programme of the principles set out in the Arusha-declaration. At the end of the period the annual GDP 
growth rate was 4.8%; significantly less than the 6.7% aimed at in the Plan. Tanzania experienced a 
balance-of-payments crisis in 1974-75. Energy prices were high, imports were expensive and a severe 
food-grain crisis only worsened the balance-of-payments problems. The economic decline could not be 
stopped even after the introduction of the Third and the Fourth Five Year Plans, 1976-81 and 1981-86 
respectively. In the Fourth Five Year Plan, the promotion of the industry was emphasized, since most 
expenditures were allocated in this sector. 

In 1982 the World Bank (WB) was consulted and an agreement was reached to liberalise the economy. 
The Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP) aimed to stimulate the productive sectors, particularly the 
private sectors and the main export crops. The SAP was a start to liberalisation and the International 
Monetary Fund (IMF) assisted the Tanzanian Government in completing the process. In 1986, the 
Economic Recovery Programme (ERP), a three year programme, was launched. The GDP growth rate 
improved and by 1989, it reached 4.0%. 

The general aims of the ERP were continued in the Economic Recovery programme II 1990-1992: a 
GDP growth rate of 5% on average, inflation reduction to below 10%, restoring internal and external 
balances in the economy and improving social service delivery. The actual GDP growth rates were 
somewhat behind the targets, since the growth rates were 4.8%, 3.9%, 3.6% and 3.6% in 1990, 1991, 1992, 
and 1993 respectively, but the economic decline of the early 1980s was reversed on a sustainable basis. 

Figure 2.1. shows a time line with the Governmental policies in Tanzania since 1961: 5-Year Plans, 
Arusha Declaration, and the ERPs. 

In the early 1990s the government stimulated joint ventures and liberalised the foreign exchange market. 
Despite those efforts production did not increase significantly, as average capacity utilisation rates in 

(2) International Standard Industrial Classification of all Economic Activities, United Nations 1968 

(3) ISIC 3 comprises of all manufacturing companies. 

(4) The beverages sector ISIC 313 consists of the soft drinks, carbonated water, beer and Konyagi producers in Tanzania. 
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manufacturing continued to decline. In the Rolling Plan Forwarding Budget 1993/94 - 1995/96, a policy 
document, the Tanzanian government stated objectives such as enhancing efficiency and capacity utilisation 
in existing industries and restructuring the industrial sector. The aim in this policy document was to 
stimulate the increase of the output and share of industry in the national economy and to establish a 
strong industrial base for further economic development. 

Despite of governmental efforts to stimulate a better environment for the industry, the sector responded 
generally slowly. The factors responsible for this response are of a general economic nature: low capacity 
utilisation, aged machinery and plant, insufficient capital, rising debts and inadequate infrastructural 
services. For example: the year 1992 was particularly affected by erratic supplies of electricity, which were 
caused by drought throughout the country and inadequate distribution. The electricity is generated by 
hydro power for 95%. 

In the mid-eighties the government recognised the importance of energy conservation in industry, since 
industry was emphasized in the last five year plan and most foreign exchange expenditures were allocated 
in this sector. With the help of the World Bank it has set up an institutional infrastructure to carry out 
energy audits in the industry. This is executed by the Tanzania Industrial Research & Development 
Organisation (TIRDO). In the field of regional co-operation with other countries, Tanzania is a member 
of the Southern African Development Coordination Conference (SADCC)<SJ. Within this organisation, 
subsectors such as Food and Beverages are the main focus sectors with respect to energy conservation 
programmes [SADCC]<6>. 

2.1.2 National Energy Policy 

In 1990, the Energy Master Plan and Programme 1990-2005 was set up [MWEM]. The main strategy is 
the reduction of dependence on external energy sources and rational management and utilisation of own 
resources. This master plan was accompanied by the National Energy Policy (NEP). In this document the 
short and medium term strategies concerning energy conservation are [NEP]: 

(5) 

(6) 

expansion and consolidation of the activities in energy auditing and providing expert consultancy 
services to industry on energy conservation; 
making industrial energy audits obligatory; 

The SADCC countries consist of Angola, Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia, Malawi, Mozambique, Swaziland, Tanzania, 
Zambia, and Zimbabwe. Primarily, SADCC focuses on coordination of projects, whereby the countries, individually, are 
responsible for the progress of the activities; the integration of the national market is not taken as the starting point, but 
as the final objective in the long run. 

References are given in brackets[ ... ) and are listed in annex 2. 
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provision of duties and tax incentives with respect to equipment purchased for implementation of 
energy conservation measures; . 
consideration of making legal regulations to ensure implementation of recommended measures. 

2.2 The manufacturing sector 
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In 1961, after independence, Tanzania inherited an 
industrial structure which relied on private inves
tors, mostly foreigners, to produce goods for the 
domestic market. The economic structure was 
designed to produce agricultural and other raw 
materials needed by the developed countries and to 
serve as a market for the industrial products of the 
same developed countries. The only significant 
industries inherited were East Africa Tobacco, East 
Africa Breweries, Tanganyika Bottlers 'Coca-Cola', 
Tanganyika packers, Metal Box Company and Bata 
Shoes. All of those were light industries and 
privately owned, notably by multinational cor
porations. The traditional areas of food, beverages, 
garments, footwear, timber and simple furniture, 
printing and publishing and chemicals remained 
dominant. The contribution of the manufacturing 
sector to GDP was 3.5%. 

Figure 2.2: GDP share of the sectors in 1993 - -
Source: Rolling Plan Foiwarding Budget 1993/94-
1995/96 

In 1993 the manufacturing sector contributes a small share to the GDP of Tanzania; the greatest contri
butor to GDP is still the agricultural sector (47.5%). The value added in the beverages sector, however, is 
relatively high. Figure 2.2 presents the contribution of the main sectors of Tanzania to GDP in 1993. The 
figure shows that the share of manufacturing rose to 8.5%. 

2.2.1 Beverages subsector 

Table 2.1 presents some figures related to the position of the beverages sector in Tanzania. 

Table 2.1: The relation of the beverages sector w.r.t. the total manufacturing sector. 

GDP contribution of the manufacturing sector (1992)° 
Share of Net Value Added of manufacturing in GDP (1992)°

0 

Share of Net Value Added of Beverages in Manufacturing (1990) 
Persons engaged as% of manufacturing (1990) 
Persons engaged (1990) 
Value Added per capita in manufacturing (1992 and TSh) 

[Source: Tanzania Economic Trends: April 1993 ] at local current prices; 

[Source: World Bank Tables 1993; at local constant prices; 

[Source: Survey on industrial production 199q Bureau of Statistics, Dares Salaam] 

8.3 % 
6.4% 
26.1% 
4.1% 
6316 
3.0°106 

Within the beverages subsector (ISIC 313), which contains the soft drinks, the beer and the Konyagi(1) 
drinks, the soft drinks factories are privately owned. The beer and the Konyagi factories are in the 
transition state from parastatal towards private companies. The bottling lines in many plants are in a 
deplorable state, because of incompetent management and bad maintenance. Many plants suffer from low 
capacity utilisation and inefficiency. For example, the factory of the Tanzania Breweries, a producer of 
Pilsner beer, has a capacity utilisation of 30% [Touss2]. The line of the soda factory on Zanzibar dates 

(7) Konyagi is an alcohol containing drink, something like cognac. 
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from 1976 and is utilised at 40%. The problems appear more obvious after the liberalisation of the 
Tanzanian economy in the early 1980's. Many companies experienced severe competition on the soft 
drinks market. Moreover, the problems enlarged because of the often interrupted utility services such as 
electricity and water, and because of the poor availability of spare parts. Many bottling lines continually 
had breakdowns, giving the companies a hard time to satisfy the market demand. 

2.3 The case study: Tanzania Bottlers Ltd. 

Tanvmia Bottlers Ltd. is a bottling company located in the Keko industrial area in Dar es Salaam. Soft 
drinks like Coca-Cola, Fanta (Tropical, Orange and Lime), Club Soda, Tonic Water, Sprite, Ginger Ale, 
and Krest are the products of Tanzania Bottlers Ltd. The plant produces about 11 OOO cases (792 
hectolitres of soft drinks) a day and operates 24 hours a day, seven days a week in two shifts (on Sundays 
one). On Sundays the major maintenance work is carried out. 

The company has a license to produce the Coca-Cola products and therefore experiences strong compe
tition, especially from its worldwide rival Pepsi-Cola. Competition is also given by smaller brands of soft 
drinks like Vimto. The company employs about 350 people of which 200 are permanent and 150 are 
casual labourers. The marketing and the production departments are the largest ones. There is one 
bottling line with an installed capacity of 1000 cases per hour, a water treatment plant and a syrup 
preparation plant. The bottling line of the company dates from 1988, which is relatively new. It was set up 
in the framework of a package deal by a manufacturer of West Germany. After the installation, the 
company experienced no major breakdowns due to the adequate maintenance structure and spare parts 
control. The major aim of the company is to attain a major market share in the region of Dar es Salaam 
within the soft drinks subsector. To realise this goal, the company has to react adequately to the market 
changes and set up an almost 'aggressive' marketing -advertisement- strategy. To react as fast as possible 
to the market demands, the company distributes its products by lorries to its dealers in the region. A well 
functioning logistic administration is necessary. The bottling plant, the core of the company, has to be in 
perfect condition to meet these conditions. For this reason, the maintenance of the plant has to be 
adequate and performed on a regular basis. In section 4.4 more details are given about this subject in the 
company. 

The study carried out at Tanzania Bottlers concerning energy utilisation, efficiency and energy conserva
tion opportunities had to be performed under the conditions described above. In general, it can be said 
that energy efficiency is not an explicit goal of an enterprise, but a conditio sine qua non for effectiveness, 
the way in which an enterprise utilises its inputs to reach its final economic purpose. For Tanzania 
Bottlers Ltd., a private company, the aim to reach optimal profitability and continuity, means maximal 
effectiveness in which maximal efficiency a is a necessary condition. An explicit energy aim is 
unfortunately not present. 

2.4 Research questions 

From the problem setting, the research questions are derived. The research question and the related 
subquestions concern about Tanzania Bottlers Ltd. and its energy efficiency, see Box 1. 

The research question refers to the use of the so called energy audit method to identify and implement 
energy conserving measures. This tool will be described in annex 1. Energy costs will be placed in the 
light of the total operation cost. The sub-questions indicate that not only a literature study need to be 
done, also a research on the spot, a fieldwork at Tanzania Bottlers should be carried out. 

Sub-question 5 refers to the (available) skills and maintenance system in the company. 

This report investigates the importance and the position of the soft drinks subsector within Tanzania as 
well, but this issue will be elaborated upon in the second part. 
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How. can Tarizama Bottfo.fs ltd. achieve.·higher energy effidency and lower 
energy costs? ·. ···· ······ · 
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1. What ~.f(tlle<various stepsi11the productioll proces~? . . .... 
2 . Whata.fe the high energy collSuming steps<()fthe produCtio1l process? 
3 .. ·.. What ar~ the factorsthafillfJ.ti.ence erierg)' cOristi.mptioJ]_7< ... . .. 

. 4 .. Whaf are the possibilities fOr energy conservation ? .......... . 
5 How<can eJ:lergy managelI1ellt and maintenance he of ally importance to .. 

energy C()1lsl1Illpti()11 atTanzama ·Bottle~s?. 

Box 1: The research question. 

2.5 The objectives of the research 

The aim at company level is to generate solutions to achieve energy savings and cost reductions in order 
to increase effectivieness and finally the profitability. 

2.6 Methodology 

The research is set up in the following phases: 
. preparation in the Netherlands 
. fieldwork in Tanzania 
. analysis and a set up of recommendation 

2.6.1 Preparation in The Netherlands 

The preparation consisted of literature research on modelling of industrial enterprises in energy terms, 
industrial energy conservation, beverages processing, maintenance, Tanzania and Africa in general. In the 
literature report all references are summed up, see annex 2. This annex will be used as the list of 
references. 

For comparison reasons, a visit was paid to a Coca-Cola factory in the Netherlands. 

A way of modelling has been chosen to describe the processes in an industrial enterprise in terms of 
energy flows and it is given in the next section 2.7. The production process of a bottling factory has also 
been studied. 

The factors which influence energy consumption are described in section 2.8. 

Theoretical considerations on energy management and costs are elaborated upon in section 2.9. 

The theoretical concept on maintenance in general are discussed in section 2.10. 

2.6.2 Fieldwork and questionnaire 

In this phase the following steps are carried out: 

The energy audit at the company of Tanzania Bottlers ltd. The steps of an energy audit [Witt] are: 
J. Collecting historical data of energy-related records; 
2. Preplanning a walk through of the plant to identify major energy using components; 
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3. Defining the data requirements; 
4. Computing of mass and energy flows and estimation of energy losses; 
5. Enumeration of energy conservation opportunities,· 
6. Estimation of energy saving potentials for each conservation opportunity; 
7. Detennining the cost and profitability potentials for the implementation of the opportunities; 
8. Establishment of priority recommendations for conservation opportunities implementations and 
9. Establishment of a continuous monitoring effort for major energy-using systems. 

Before any analysis is carried out some insight in the functioning of the organisation is required. This is 
obtained by gathering the basic company features.<8> These data can be derived from the company's 
statistics and from interviews. They serve to describe the company settings to a certain level. But, to make 
the study as complete as possible, the factors that influence the energy use in the company will be 
identified and described and additional recommendations will be given. 

The emphasis on the energy management system and the maintenance system at Tanzania Bottlers is the 
next step to be evaluated. 

2.6.3 Analysis and recommendations 

After the fieldwork the report has to be made, in which the framework of the study of International 
Technological Development Sciences is incorporated. The findings of the fieldwork will be presented to 
Tanzania Bottlers Ltd. 

The analysis consists of analysing the data of Tanzania Bottlers to identify the energy conserving 
opportunities. The recommendations should be offered in the shape of priorities of energy conservation 
opportunities. 

2. 7 Modelling the production system 

To describe the energy system and to identify energy conservation opportunities (ECO) the plant of the 
company was modelled using the model of the total energy system, based on the mass and energy balances 
!Wolters]. 

The model incorporates the mass and energy flows involved in the production of commodities. Further
more, only available energy ( exergy) flows are incorporated in the model. It should be noted that mass 
and energy flows, although treated separately, may be physically combined in practice. 

Since this report deals with energy conservation, the production process is considered as a part of the 
total energy system. In figure 2.3, the total energy system is divided into three subsystems: the utility 
subsystem, the transfonnation subsystem, and the energy recovery subsystem. 

The utility subsystem consists of the transformation systems that are presupposed to the production 
system, such as steam production and electricity transformation (the energy converting equipment), and 
also management and administration (the central services). The equipment converts the incoming energy 
into a usable form. 

The transformation subsystem is the actual drinks production process. 

In the energy recovery subsystem, energy is recovered to be used again such as steam/condensate 
recovery systems. 

(8) 
The basic company features are, for example, the data about the history of the company, the ownership, the type of 
outputs, and company goals 
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The energy entering the total system consists of the 'raw5" energy supplies, such as electricity, fuel oil and 
water. 

primary' 
energy • 
carriers• 

energy energy energy 
losses losses i0·sses 

Figure 2.3: The model used for the total energy system of the factory 
Source: [Wolters] pg. 35 

energy in 
: products 

This model implies that when quantifying the energy flows, the flows are not discussed by block in the 
model but by energy subsystem. A subsystem is defined as the combined system of energy conversion, 
energy distribution and energy consumption. This approach is used, because for each subsystem a 
minimum of energy carriers is involved, resulting in less complication and simpler relations. 

2.8 Factors influencing energy consumption in an industrial enterprise 

From the literature some factors has been pointed out which influence the energy use in a production 
entity [Touss2]. These factors could be discerned into internal and external factors. 

Internal factors which have direct influence on the specific energy use are capacity utilisation, production 
losses, energy efficiency of equipment, the management of energy, objectives of a company and behaviour 
of people. The following internal factors influence the specific energy use in an indirect manner: applied 
technology, maintenance, know how, organisation (structure) and investment possibilities and priorities. 

Internal factors with direct influence on energy consumption 

Capacity utilisation<9> 

To put it in simple terms: an optimal capacity utilisation will lead to the lowest specific energy use. 
Capacity (under)utilisation itself is caused by other factors. Factors which cause capacity underutilisation 
are discerned into supply side and demand side causes [Wangwel]. They will only be mentioned here. 

(9) 
The concept on capacity utilization is distinguished [Wangwel], see also annex 3. 
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Supply side factors causing capacity underutilisation 
Typical factors, such as shortage of raw materials, available machine hours, machine breakdowns and 
maintenance problems compounded by unavailability of spare parts, inadequate supply of power and 
water, emerge as important factors of capacity underutilisation. 

The supply side factors shortage of raw materials and inadequate supply of power and water will be 
elaborated upon in the next paragraph of external factors. The supply side factor machine breakdown and 
maintenance will be worked out under the heading maintenance section 2.10. The factor available 
machine hours is detailed here, because it influence capacity utilisation directly. 

Available machine hours are finally determined by start-up/resetting time, maintenance time, unplanned 
stops, and no-orders. Unplanned stops are subdivided into: technical disruption, internal transport, 
available personne~ available raw materi~ quality of raw material, operating mistakes, and other 
unplanned stops [Crott]. 

Demand side factors causing capacity underutilisation 
Demand may not match the productive capacity of industry for at least one of the following reasons: 
(i) The advantages accruing from economies of scale may exceed the disadvantages of underutilisation of 

capacity. 
(ii) Excess capacity can exist at point in time if a larger plant is deliberately selected to serve current 

demand and to retain some capacity to meet future growth of demand. Economies of scale is also 
relevant here as output grows over time and as additions are made to the capital stock. These economies 
may offset the optimisation undertaken in a static sense. 
(iii) The deficiency of domestic demand can be aggravated or even created by inadequacies in the 

distribution system and by errors in the estimation of the relationship between supply and demand. 
(iv) Demand deficiency can also occur when the product-mix projections turn out to diverge from actual 

requirements. 
(v) Fluctuations in demand also may be responsible for excess capacity at times. 
(vi) Some firms might experience the demand constraints because of the oligopolistic structure of the 

industry. This means that a few firms controls most of the output and none of them is fully utilise. 

Production losses 
Production losses increase the specific energy use. Losses occurring during, at filler e.g, and after, at 
packaging and storage, the production line contribute to a higher specific energy consumption per product 
sold, because energy is already used to produce these lost products. 

Energy eJJiciency of equipment 
It can be recognised immediately that the equipment that is used for production would influence the use 
of energy. This efficiency is also by many other factors which can vary from the (technical) state to the 
operation on the equipment. 

Energy management 
This factor will be discussed in section 2.9. Here, it can be said that managing energy (use) is not only a 
question of measuring and monitoring, but also of promoting, planning and implementing programmes, 
reporting of progress and finally feedback to the lower levels of the organisation for corrections. 

Objectives 
The final goal of a company is of an economic nature: profitability and continuity. To maintain these 
goals in the long term, effectivity and hence efficiency are the minimal requirements of the company. 
Efficiency is a requirement to meet effectivity, which means that energy efficiency is used to enhance 
effectivity {of the production system). In the energy management system of a factory, goals need to be set. 
And these goals should be tough, but achievable, measurable and specific. The goals are made to be met 
and the employees have to operate accordingly. This means quicker establishing reporting systems to 
measure progress towards the goals and develop strategy plans to ensure success. 
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If an energy goal is set it could be the driving force to lower specific energy consumption in a company. It 
is also important for the motivation and encourages the lower staff and operators to act in an energy 
conserving manner. 

In practice, goals can be set with reference to the planned production on, for example, a monthly basis. 
The changes of specific energy consumption can be used as a measure for efficiency within the company. 

Behaviour/attitude 
Generally, people in a factory are not aware to go easy on the use of electricity, water and fuel. This 
awareness should be the task of the management, which could appoint an 'energy coordinator'. Among 
employees, not only (self) awareness, also the basic understanding on the use of energy and the encou
ragement from above, the management, should be applied to ensure proper use of energy carriers in a 
company. Campaigns with posters and pamphlets with instruction on energy use, short information 
sessions, education and training are the tools to change behaviour of people in an energy conserving 
manner. Even a competition among the various departments to conserve energy can lead sustainable 
reduction in energy use. 

A motivation campaign could have the following steps: 

Step how? actions 

1. knowledge information posters, papers, audio-visual means 

2. attitude argumentation job sessions, meetings 

3. presumptions goals, instruction analysis of behaviour, planning job meetings 

4. behaviour rewards/penalties, instructions energy competitions, stickers, judgement 

5. feedback registry, visualisation energy accounting, panels 

Internal factors with an indirect affect on energy consumption 

Applied technologies 
The applied technology can be energy intensive or energy saving! 

Maintenance 
Maintenance is a prerequisite for a continuous and secured production. Under heading Capacity utilisati
on, the importance of maintenance with respect to capacity underutilisation, breakdown of equipment is 
given. Maintenance will also affect the stand still, the production losses and eventually the specific energy 
consumption. 

Maintenance problems and breakdowns compounded by the unavailability of spare parts affected specific 
energy consumption. Shortages of technicians and engineers might have contributed to frequent machine 
breakdowns because of inadequate service and maintenance. Lack of experience on the part of operators 
could be a reason for machine breakdowns. 

Because maintenance is of vital importance for a machine park and the continuity of a factory, this 
subject will be high lighted within the factory of Tanzania Bottlers. In section 2.10 the theoretical 
consideration and concepts on maintenance are given. In section 4.4 the actual situation in the factory of 
Tanzania Bottlers is described. In section 6.2, recommendations are given to optimize the maintenance 
system of in the factory. 

Know how 
(Lack of) know how in many fields will affect the specific energy consumption in a company [Touss2]; 
- to organise the production process in an energy efficient way; 
- to use equipment in an energy efficient way; 
- in the field of maintenance; 
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- to control energy consumptions and costs; 
- to identify energy conservation opportunities; 
- to select the most appropriate equipment and investment; 
- in other fields like logistics. 

Organisation - structure 
In fact, a well organised production structure will lead to low specific energy use in a factory by, for 
example, a well organised logistics department, by the better use of raw materials, by good scheduling of 
equipment use (load management to lower peak demand) and by applying energy management. 

Investment possibilities and priorities 
When the company decides whether or not to invest in energy conserving measures, the limiting factors 
laying on priorities are the manpower and capital available to perform the investments. Some investments 
require a certain amount of foreign exchange, and when this is scarcely available, it might get a very low 
priority, even if it is a good energy conserving opportunity. Main priorities could be laid on safeguarding 
of production, which means (preventive) maintenance and the amount of output may have all priority 
before any other activities in the factory. 

External factors 
The environment in which a company operates can be described according to factors, which cannot be 
influenced by the company. The factors which directly affect specific energy use in a company are: energy 
prices and tariffs, supplies of energy, and climatological conditions. Indirectly the factors affecting the 
specific energy use are demand side factors, governmental policies, spare parts supply and, in the case of 
Tanzania Bottlers, the soft drinks market. 

External factors with direct influence on energy consumption 

Energy prices and tariffs 
Energy prices and tariffs are directly linked to the energy cost of a company. High prices might motivate 
to implement energy conservation measures. Low prices might not give any reason to do so. 

(Reliability ofl energy supplies 
When energy is supplied at approximately 100% reliability, the specific energy use in not affected by this 
factor. But when there are frequently power cuts and shortages of fuel, then it is affected, because of, for 
example, additional start up of machines and equipment, which causes higher specific energy consumpti
on. To produce the same amount of output as planned before, a higher energy use will take place. Energy 
supplies affect the specific energy use indirectly via capacity underutilisation. 

ClimatologU:al conditions 
Seasonal changes in demand and typical climatological circumstances such as high relative moisture in the 
atmosphere affects the energy efficiency of equipment like cooling towers, refrigeration units and 
evaporators. Appropriate protection and adjustment of machinery is necessary to operate in the tropics. 

External factors with indirect affect on energy consumption 

Demand side factors 
Under the heading of capacity utilisation the demand side factors which affect specific energy use were 
mentioned. 

Governmental policies 
Regulations and legislature always interfere with the activities of judicial persons such as firms. This 
means that there are always implications with respect to the execution of a company's activities. These 
regulations and legislature refer to conditions in the field of import duties and taxes, investments, import 
restrictions, subsidies, income policies, labour and job opportunity laws, social (security) laws, and 
industrial and national energy policies. 
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Spare parts supply 
Lack of spares will affect the capacity utilisation and hence the specific energy use. 

Availability and quaJizy of raw materials 
The availability of raw materials affects the (short term) planning and the capacity utilisation and 
increases the specific energy use. Poor quality raw material increase production losses and the specific 
energy use. A fluctuation in quality of raw materials results in fluctuation in process variables, which 
makes process control more difficult (Touss2). 

The soft drinks market 
Under the heading of capacity utilisation some comments were made about the demand and market 
which affects capacity underutilisation and causes high specific energy use. 

A summary of the factors influencing energy consumption in an industrial enterprise could be visualised<10> 

in the figure of annex 4. 

2.9 Energy management and costs 

2.9.1 Energy management 

To realise any change in structural energy use in the conserving manner of sense, one has to manage the 
consumption of energy. In a commercial business this managing is meant to be as: 

energy management: the strategy and systematical controlling of energy flows with the final goal 
to lower energy costs now and in the future(Claus]. 

This definition implies that energy management is a task for all hierarchical levels in an organisation. It 
varies from the direct supervision over energy by the 'operator' of a machine to the development of an 
outlook on the future energy use by the head of a company. The difference in interference lies in the time 
scale on which the decision is made. The operator takes care for the right performance and correct when 
there is a deviation. The production head looks after the (production) organisation and watch over the 
quality. The top management is occupied by the market developments with respect to the products and 
energy and decides whether to invest in new or other products and processes. The fact that different 
management levels in the organisation have different tasks implies that they have to have different 
information to take the decision they have to make, although this information is generated from the same 
data. 

The level of the operators 
Of all workers in a production process the operator has the most direct influence on the way things work 
out. His primary task is to watch over the process and see to it that the product fulfil its specifications. 
The operator maintains the prescribed conditions and this is the spot where data about the energy use 
should be collected. The data then can be translated into useful figures such as [water in litres per 
hour/production units per hour]=[litre/production unit], the specific water use, for other (management) 
levels. These figures can be compared with norms set. The operator should analyze which specific use has 
deviated from the norms and take the required actions. It is of very crucial importance that the data 
which has been collected here should be right: quality and quantity (no poor meter readings for example), 
because they are the base for the management of higher levels. 

The level of the department 
The head of the production department is responsible for the quality of the products, the organisation of 
the production, for the choice of the production means and for the maintenance of the production means. 

(10) Toussaint has visualized these factors by the use a the so-called fish-bone model. 
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The level of the management 
Energy management on the highest level is not only of interest to the management, but goes a lot further 
than that. It is obvious that the production factor energy has a direct link with the share of the energy 
costs in the production costs. Energy costs consist not only of the bill for electricity or fuel oil. They 
consist of the fuel prices, the costs that have to be made for the purchase and maintenance of energy 
conversion utilities, and costs for the removal of rest products like ash and waste. An important issue is 
the share of energy in the raw material costs. A company has in general little or no influence on this 
issue, but they are a considerable part of the energy costs which are calculated in the product finally. 
The time schedule in which the management judges is of such that detailed information is not useful any 
more. With respect to the production factor energy, the attention should be focused on: 

- decision of investment wishes; 
- judgement on prepositions on organisational changes and process changes; 
- judgement on substitution possibilities of the energy carriers used; 
- safety and environmental considerations of energy use; 
- encouraging of good housekeeping. 

The top management should judge developments for the company as a whole. Focusing the attention to 
isolated units is sub-optimising. 

The energy management definition given above also gives the final energy goal to lower (the share of) 
energy costs now and in the future. And it implies that the top management should set the final goals and 
the program how to achieve these goals. 

The set up of an energy management and control system can be seen as part of the quality management 
system, as is normalised in international standards such as the IS0-9000 series. The British Standard BS 
7750 Environmental Management systems consists of a comparable set up. 

The quality management system exists of 8 elements: 
- Policy statement. 
- Quality management program. 
- Integration into the company management. 
- Measurements and registration. 
- Internal control and checking. 
- Internal and external reporting. 
- Internal information and education. 
- Quality audit. 

These elements are translated for an energy management system in the next paragraph. 

The energy policy statement concern about the global aims of a company, but also gives the way in which 
these aims should be achieved. 

The energy (conservation) program of the company will have the same basic ingredients for most of the 
situations. These ingredients are planning (based on the goals) and implementing programs, promoting 
energy conservation, measuring and monitoring of energy flows and results and reporting of progress. 

Planning and implementing (energy conservation) programs starts by setting up goals, that are achievable 
and realistic. These goals should be based on estimate in energy audits. Setting priorities for projects can 
be based on economic viability or even more on available resources capital and manpower. Finally, the 
scheduling of the projects is the last but not least step. Deadlines should be realisable and not under 
estimated or else they become meaningless. 

Measuring means, in an energy management sense, not only the reading of instruments, but involves 
setting up a system for accurately determining energy consumption; this system includes hard data, 
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detailed procedures by which relevant data need to be acquired and processed and a plan for obtaining 
the information on a regular basis. Monitoring means making measurements on a regular basis and 
tracking important indicators to determine energy conservation progress in comparison with established 
goals. 

Promoting energy conservation means promoting on all levels in the company. Top management should 
be committed to energy conservation by, for example, allocating money for energy conservation projects. 
General awareness can be achieved by the use of posters and signs, as well as setting up energy conser
vation checklists for employees, which are related to particular activities within their jobs. 

Reporting means, in general, transmitting meaningful information in a concise way, along with its interpre
tation, to those responsible for acting on it. 

Energy auditing is the periodic assessment of the activities and the performances of a company in the field 
of energy consumption. Here it can be found out how the energy programs has worked out. 

Energy coordinator 
A staff member should be appointed in every plant to perform and manage the functions given in the 
former paragraph. The task of this 'energy coordinator' should consist, at least of the following: 
- checking all lines and flows of utilities; 
- maintaining and improve the user-behaviour of personnel; 
- maintaining and evaluate the registration system; 
- presenting new energy conservation ideas; 
- analysing (in collaboration with the production manager) the energy use figures; 
- correcting deviation from the norms. 
- finalising the energy situation in reports to the general manager; 

Finally, this coordinator should have the knowledge of conservation opportunities, which can make a great 
difference in, for example, the purchase of (new) equipment. 

2.9.2 Energy costs 

In energy use thennodynamic efficiency 
and maximum cost-effectiveness are the 
two principles that govern energy conser
vation policies. The first and second law 
of thermodynamics measure the efficien-
cy of energy use; allocation of available r 
production factors determines the cost
effectiveness of conservation. Only the 
cost-effectiveness principle will be detai-
led here. costs 

Maximum cost-effectiveness 
Maximum cost-effectiveness is achieved if 
the production factors is made to 
maximise energy efficiency at the least 
cost. Maximum cost-effectiveness in 
energy use is determined by two com-

Q 
conservation efforts 

ponents: (1) conservation costs for im- F. 2 4 ri · · ,n: · · · I 
1 

. . f£ . agure • : unit maxzmum cost-eJJective conservation m tie 
P edmentmg energy cons(e

2
rvm) g e orts m neighborhood of point Q if constant prices are assumed. 

or er to save energy, energy costs. Source: [Hu], pg. 79 
The trade-off of the two components is 
shown in figure 2.4 and explained as 
follows. Conservation costs increase as the degree of conservation mcreases. This 1s understandable 
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because the least expensive conservation methods are the first to be implemented. To achieve technically 
maximum efficiency, the conservation efforts would be economically undesirable, because more substitu
tes, such as capital, material and labour, for energy is needed; and they become more expensive to get. 
(The far-right side in the figure). Energy costs will decline as more conservation measures are implemen
ted to reduce energy use if constant energy prices are assumed. Less energy is required in each unit of 
production when energy use becomes more thermodynamically efficient. Maximum cost-effective conser
vation is achieved in the neighbourhood of point Q of figure 2.4, if constant energy prices are assumed. 
At this point, maximum thermodynamic energy use is achieved at the least cost. Clearly, the level of cost 
effective conservation is substantially lower than that of technically maximum thermodynamically efficient 
conservation when one takes into account the use of all production factors (capital, labour, energy and 
materials). 

Cost-effectiveness in energy use can be measured by several indicators such as the net present value, the 
pay back period, the simple rate of return, the benefit cost ratio, the internal rate of return, and the break 
even point. 

2.10 Maintenance 

The use of any machine/equipment involves the reduction of the state of this object due to unavoidable 
wear and tear, corrosion, dirt and suddenly break down of parts. The longer a machine is in use, the 
more unreliable it becomes; this means that the user should take action to decrease the irreliability. That 
means that maintenance should be carried out. Maintaining the equipment on a sustainable basis is one 
condition for effective and efficient use of the same equipment. Within the context of this research 
maintenance is one prerequisite for energy efficient use in a production process. Therefore maintenance 
will be highlighted in this research. 

Aspects of maintenance 

1. The relalion between maintenance and production 
The objective of the production department is to produce a certain amount of production units at a 
certain quality within a certain period of time and budget. The objective of the maintenance department 
is to watch over the physical production factors to achieve an availability within the life length of the 
production factors. The aim 
is to perform this at low 
possible costs. The 
availability is the percentage 
of possible run time in 
which the machine actually 
will function. The use of the 
production means necessi
tates maintenance. In the 
next figure 2.5 a model is 
given in which the state of 
the production factors with 
respect to production 
and/ or maintenance. The 
arrows show the flows of 
information. 

2. Maintenance attitude 
Ideally, from the production 
point of view, it would be 
best if the production fac
tors: 
1. would never fail; 

~ quei~g tor 
repairs 

1_(51. - -
prod. facror 
not available 
(prod. loss) 

in planned 
maintenance 

(4) 

not available 
(prod. loss) 

being 
repaired 
(3) 

lmeans not pjanned 
If emergency) 

+ maint. means: maintenance 
workers, parts, l==:=lplanning 
tools 

!planned 

l(p~e~e) _ 
1 

out of production 
(available) (2)" 

feedback 

Figure 2.5: 17ie relation between maintenance an_d production. 
Source: [Kelly) pg. 20 
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2. if they fail, it happens as least as possible; 
3. if they fail, it happens in a predictive manner; 
4. if they fail and are reparable, they are operational again as soon as possible. 

ad 1. This is trivial. Failing of a component in the long run takes a part in the price the producer pays. 
Failing is unavoidable and does not explicitly means failing of the object of which the component is a part 
of. 

ad 2. The desire for failure as least as possible is linked with the desire for a high possible availability. 
Availability A could be a measure for the effectivity of the maintenance department. And it can be 
expressed as in formula (2.1), which is defined in figure 2.5. 

A 
(1) + (2) (2.1) 

T used + Tout of use (1)+(2)+(3)+(4)+(5) 

ad 3. Prediction of failure is done with the use of mathematical. models [Kelly]. The so called bath tub 
curve, figure 2.6, which is often referred for the failure rate r(t) of a component, describes the rate of 
failure by first overcoming the children's diseases, decreasing 
line, then being constant for a certain period of time, and Bath tub curve 
later on increasing due to aging. Although this is the most 
stated model, it must not be generalised. 

The operational reliability Re is the chance that an object 
survives a period of time without failing. For sake of sim
plicity, it is assumed that the failure rate of an object is 
constant and the Mean Time Between Failure MTBF is used 
as a measure for Re. 

The frequency in which preventive actions has to be taken 
place is of importance: the chance that no preventive main
tenance actions has to be carried out in a certain time is 
called Rp. A measure for this degree of freedom of preven
tive actions Rp is the so-called Mean Time Between Sche
duled maintenance MTBS. 

ad 4. Making components or objects operational in a safe 

fB.ilure 
r11te 

the number of failing 
components in relation 
to the number llill 
functioning 

operB.tional hours 

Figure 2.6: Bath tub curve 
Source: [PATOJ, pg.1-10 

and easy way and as quickly as possible is called maintainability. This maintainability M is defmed as the 
chance the a maintenance action is successful within a certain time from the time of failure. 

Re, Rp, and M are used to defme the maintenance characteristics of an object. They are being influenced 
by the constructive character of the object: the number and nature of the components, functional and 
material structure (PATO] .. 

The conditions one lays on the maintenance behaviour is strongly linked to the nature of the object ( eg. 
equipment for house holds or for industrial use) and the circumstances (in the Netherlands or in the 
tropics). Also the developments in the field of the society put in this context their constraints on Re, Rp, 
and M (for example, the shortage of skilled labourers). 

In practice, Re, Rp, and M are difficult to quantify, because, for example, objects are constructed in 
chains of components, each with its own characteristics, because they are badly defmed and measurable in 
certain cases and because they are not independent of each other (PATO]. 
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3. Maintenance policy/strategy 
A very important element in the maintenance system is the maintenance concept with the strategy in 
which it is carried out. The timing is the most essential choice when one executes preventive actions. 

Depending on the risk of failure 3 maintenance strategies can be distinguished. 
1. failure based maintenance: corrective maintenance. 
2. use time based maintenance: preventive maintenance. 
3. condition based maintenance: preventive maintenance. 

Failure based maintenance 
Within this strategy one may consider the repair of failing components, defects. Global actions within 
corrective maintenance could be the replacements of faulty components and the repairing of faulty 
components. 

Use time based maintenance 
This strategy of maintenance is also called periodical maintenance because failures are prevented by 
executing maintenance actions and procedures after a certain fixed time, run time or amount of units 
produced and it is independent of the actual state of the component. This maintenance strategy is 
effective when the component failure mechanism is time dependent and the component is expected to fail 
in a shorter time than the average life time. 

The more data one has got about the state of the object, the more effective the periodically maintenance 
can be planned; especially when the interval between failures show a small deviation. Whether this policy 
is the best depends on the costs of alternative policies. Repairing or replacing of components on a fixed 
time schedule, as is often stated for greasing and oiling, could be a more effective procedure for easy 
replaceable components, when total costs seem to be lower than in the case of the pure corrective actions 
[Kelly]. 

It is less common when this strategy is applied on complicated components, because of the low knowledge 
of the state condition and because of the high costs involved to these kinds of products. 

Condition based maintenance 
This type of maintenance is only useful if the cause of failure allows enough time to measure the sta
te/ condition and time to take action against failure. 

Measuring the condition of the component could be subjective (by experts) or objective when it is 
possible to measure the cause of the failure. For many physical characteristics there exits a large amount 
of measuring techniques [Kelly]. 

Condition based maintenance is not common is some cases: 
- when the apparatus to be maintained has a low capacity utility; 
- when the number of the likewise objects is low; 
- when the skilled personnel is present, who are in direct contact with the components, which allows a 

regular check. 
The consideration here is that one must be able to get experienced with the failure behaviour of the 
objects. 

An opportunistic maintenance strategy is when inspection is done on the machines during stand still and 
maintenance is carried out. Preventive replacement is carried out, especially when the time for planned 
maintenance is not far ahead. 
It is therefore logical to use the opportunity and try to keep the stand still losses as low as possible. A lot 
of structuring is not possible. Usually, one restrict oneself to the description of the preventive actions 
which must be carried out when certain corrective maintenance comes up. 
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4. Maintenance costs 
In maintenance, costs can be seen as 
life expectancy costs: direct 
maintenance costs, maintenance 
execution costs, and indirect 
maintenance costs, where the 
attention is focused on the stand still 
losses as an outcome of the 
maintenance strategy chosen. In the 
figure 2. 7 the structure of the life 
expectancy costs of a technical object 
is given [PATO]. 

Insight into the structure of the 
maintenance costs is of importance to 
the management to make choices with 
respect to renewal, budget, and to 
assess the effectivity and efficiency of 
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I 

~he maintenance system. ~he Figure 2.7: Life expectancy cost of a technical artefact 
mfluence of the preventive Source: [PATO) pg 17. 
maintenance on the availability of the 
production assets and the level of the 
corrective activities can also be evaluated. 

5. Maintenance system 
The aspects of maintenance that have 
been discussed before will be related 
together in this section. 

The use of a production system or a 
technical object of a certain nature 
and capacity (size): 

involves a certain 
maintenance behaviour, which 
can be characterised by the 
operational reliability Re and a 
certain degree of prevention 
Rp; and 
evokes a need for maintenan
ce in which preventive actions 
(as a result of the strategy 
chosen) and forced corrective 
actions can be distinguished; 
which 
also is determined by the 
maintainability M, leads to 
a distrain of the maintenance 
assets with a certain capacity 
such as the man power, ma-
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one would like to optimize by maintenance control. 
This is depicted in figure 2.8. The arrows show the cause and result relation. 

The maintenance system consists of the system of means that are necessary to carry out maintenance 
actions and to manage and control these actions. These means are the personnel means, materials means, 
and procedures. 

Personnel means 
Actions of maintenance ask for skills that lie in various disciplines and that are of different levels. Here it 
can be said that large organisations can afford to contract specialists while in smaller organisations the 
personnel has to be of various skills and levels. How many maintenance personnel and which skills an 
organisation attracts depends on the environment, the eduction, in which it operate. The quality of the 
labour market varies from country to country where the developed countries have the least effort to get 
appropriate (maintenance) personnel. 

Material means 
The aim of stock control of the spare parts is to achieve the balance between the cost of having a spare 
in stock and the cost of not having the spare immediately at hand. The essence of the stock control is: 
- which spares to have in stock; - when to order; and - if one orders, how many? 

Some aspects deserve the attention. Per organisation, they play an important, moderate, or negligible role: 
- what and when to contract third party for maintenance activities? 
- what is the expected demand for spares? 
- what is the reparability of the components? 
- what are the essential parts? What parts have acceptable delay time? 
- what parts are specific and rare? 
- what is the price? 
- what is the predictability of the demand? 
- what is the time to get the part? 
- what is the availability? 
- changes in the intensity of use of production assets; 
- non-conformal use; 
- modifications; 
- redundancy of spares. 

Procedures 
The procedures of maintenance contain some components, of which choices have to be made with respect 
to maintenance strategy, the sequence of action, the reporting, and the feedback. One may consider the 
following basic components of the maintenance concept [Kelly]: 

1. a complete inventory of the objects to maintain; 
2 schedules of the right preventive actions on objects; 
3. a specification of the action; general instruction with respect to the tasks of the maintenance 

personnel; 
4. a maintenance control system: a system of activity to control as in 2. 
5. a control system of the personnel means; a system to administer the distribution of the jobs to 

meet the maintenance needs by optimising the available labour force; 
6. a maintenance administration system, in which the former maintenance action have been archived 

and from which reports can be made to the management; 
7. a maintenance back-up system of technical documents and manuals and the control of the stock 

of the material means; 
8. a planning system: effective consultation of production management with respect to planning of 

maintenance jobs; 
9. a cost control system for adequate cost control and distribution of the budget of the maintenance 

department; 
10. an instruction/schooling system to update knowledge in the field of maintenance. 
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The maintenance system or the maintenance organisation has the characteristics of the production 
organisation. 

A more elementary structure of the maintenance 
system is given in figure 2.9. In this figure, two 
essential functions make up the basic of mainte
nance: 

maintenance control; the function which 
determine what maintenance actions sho 
uld be carried out to reach and to main-

object's" 
Maintenance system 

state x • .--C-o_n_t-ro-1 ...., 
Execution 

. 
, objecrs 

tain the state desired. At this point the Figure 2.9: Elementary functions in the maintenance 
strategy to be followed is determined. The system 
technology which is used is specifically Source: [Loonen] 

chosen for maintenance and it is not trans-
ferable to other departments; 
maintenance execution, the actual performance of the maintenance strategy. The technology does 
not specifically come from the maintenance profession, but appears in various versions in indus
trial enterprises. Attention is placed on the efficiency of the organisation, the work, and the 
effective utilisation of the material, personne~ documentation and skills. Similar to the production 
organisation. The maintenance organisation looks like a production enterprise for sometimes 
difficult, complicated and single products with short delivery time. 
Maintenance control, in which the main task is to have hand in and maintaining of the mainte
nance process by insight of the result. 

Maintenance in an environment of a developing country 

A low productivity of the factor labour 
causes a low capacity utility, which again 
causes a low productivity of the factor 
capital [Unido]. In figure 2.10 the 
influence on the labour productivity is 
sketched [Ven]. Unido stated that 
capacity utilisation of the installed 
production facilities in developing 
countries was very low, which was mainly 
caused by the stand still due to poor 
maintenance of the production assets. 

Comparison between the productivity of 
(western) industry and the industry of 
developing countries in the Unido study 
shows the following aspects: 
- the performance of labour in develo
ping countries is not the obvious cause 
for low productivity; 
- the presence of workers was even hig
her than in the Netherlands; 
- the work rate was at least not lower 

.external -control -internal_. organisational 
system syslem 

materia I' I technical , ____ _.,_., parts~ system 

productf.iity 
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than in the Netherlands in the companies Figure 2.10: Diagram of influence of the tabor productivity 
of research. Source: [Ven]. pg 5 
- only on the aspects work method the 

losses became higher in comparison with 
the Netherlands; especially in combination of an increasing task complexity which is caused by low skills 
as a result of the low education and technical skill. More over, the lack of back-up from the organisation 
in the shape of work instructions increases the losses. 
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Ergo, one explains the difference in labour productivity by the poor conditions determined by the control 
system which lack on various fields: 
- lack of planning; no long term planning with respect to the capacity; 
- lack of adequate quality control, resulting in low product life and reliability; 
- deficient operator (work) instructions; 
- deficient job/task definition and coordination; 
- deficient cost control; 
- deficient stock control; 
- and last but not least, a deficient maintenance system in all its aspects. A mentality of 'invest, quick 
repay, and carry on with the old stuff of the entrepreneurs is observed. 

The result of the low productivity can be expressed in the high manufacturing costs. In comparison with 
the dutch situation, there are, on direct and indirect level, more manhours necessary and the . required 
number of machines are even higher for the same production level. An advantage with respect to lower 
wages is, in this case, levelled out. 

The influence of a lower labour 
productivity with respect to the 
manufacturing costs between a 
developing country and a western country 
is greater when the comparable 
enterprises are more capital intensive. 
One alleges, therefore, that the control 
system is the most scarce factor for 
companies in developing countries. This 
pose fits the Unido's observation of 
deficient management (and poor 
planning) in many companies. 

That what a manager needs is simply 
common sense, and more practical 
experience combined with some 
theoretical knowledge. 

The poor economical situation in many 
developing countries makes things only 
worse. One can put these consideration 
in a diagram, figure 2.11. 

poor economic 
conditions 

limited financial 
and material 
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poor maintenance 

poor management 
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With respect to the poor maintenance Figure 2.11: Characteristics of the management of a company in 
many people of the West are astonished developing countries and the result w.r.t. labor productivity 

of how cars, bikes and other likewise 
objects are kept running in the developing countries by means of little or no tools, and by creativity. The 
question is against what costs this is done: safety, or cannibalising of other objects. 
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Chapter 3 The case study: Tanzania Bottlers Limited. 

Chapter 3 will describe Tanzania Bottlers Ltd., (hereafter abbreviated into TB) the company in which the 
case study took place. Within the context of this elaboration, the first two sub-questions will be answered. 
These sub-questions are: 

I What are the various steps in the production process? 
2 What are the high energy consuming steps of the production process? 

The energy subsystems will be given for TB's case of the total energy system. Following the total energy 
system, the insight into the energy use is presented in the shape of mass balances, section 3.6, and a 
Sankey-diagram, section 3.7. The energy audit, annex 1, was the important tool to collect the data and to 
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Figure 3.1: The organisational structure of Tanzania Bottlers Ltd. 

recognise energy conservation opportunities at the plant of TB. 

3.1 Introduction 

Like many other Western companies, the Coca-cola Company is striving 'to conquer the world' with its 
products. This includes the penetration, and if possible the domination of local markets in various 
countries all over the world, like in Africa. To achieve such goals, The Coca-cola Company International, 
for example, licences other companies to produce its products. 

The Coca-cola Company originated from the United States of America. Its headquarters are in Atlanta, 
USA. Its strategy is to sell products according to a formula similar everywhere: coke tastes everywher~ 
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the same, advertising logo is recognisable, factories should meet some minimal requirements, no 
competition between companies in the same region, etc. 

Tanzania Bottlers Ltd. is the official authorised licensed bottler for the Coastal region of Dar es Salaam, 
Tanzania. It is under the supervision of Coca-cola East Africa Ltd. in Nairobi, Kenya. Sometimes, Coca
cola International sends representatives to inspect the factories, where its products are produced. 
Tanzania Bottlers Ltd. was started on 24th of december 1952 as a private firm by a Greek businessman. 
The production of Coca-cola small size bottles started a day before christmas in 1952. On the 25th of 
december 1952, people of Tanzania celebrated christmas by enjoying Coca-cola products. The name of 
the company was Tanganyika Bottlers Ltd. The name changed into Tanzania Bottlers Ltd. in 1962 after the 
independence of Tanzania. The first outlets for Coca-cola in Dar es Salaam were The Hlenic Club, 
Metropolitan Hote4 New Africa Hotel, Splendid Hotel, New Palace Hotel and Gymkhana Club. 

In 1978, after the death of the owner, the company was run by family members from Athens, Greece. 
During that time, however, they had a lot of difficulties in running the company. The economy of the 
country was in a deplorable state; there was no foreign currency to enable the company to buy raw 
materials and Coca-cola Company International did not give any financial support. The bottling plant was 
outdated, not well maintained and the production was poor. As a result they were forced to sell the plant. 

In 1986, the plant was sold to Mr.Yogesh, Mr.Manek and MrJalal Jamal, Tanzanians of Indian origin. 
These new owners and management installed a new bottling line and brought back the name Coca-cola in 
Dar es Salaam, Mbeya and Mtwara. In Tanzania, many business men are of Indian origin, which is 
reflected in the staff occupance of Tanzania Bottlers. 

In 1992 and 1993 the production was 158 thousand and 177 thousand hectolitres of soft drinks. The 
planned production for 1994 was 187 thousand hectolitres. 

3.2 General characteristics of TB 

The general characteristics of the company can be subdivided into 4 subjects: technology, people, 
organisation and infomiation. 

Technology 
Because TB is a soft drinks manufacturer the technology used in the factory are of the process technology 
and bottling technology types. The process technology type used in the factory are related to the water 
(treatment) plant, the boiler house processes, and the syrup preparation plant. The bottling related type 
is, of course, the bottling line. 

In 1986, the former production units, which were the bottling lines (2), the water treatment plant, the 
syrup preparation plant and the boiler house, were replaced by new units from West Germany. The 
company from West Germany installed the production plant and production started in 1987. 

People and organisation 

Staff 
The group owning Tanzania Bottlers Ltd. owns many more companies in Tanzania. In the organisational 
structure, figure 3.1 of the company<11>, the Managing Directors of these companies make up the Board of 
so-called managing directors of TB. For Tanzania Bottlers, they are delegated by the deputy general 
manager (DGM), the daily head of the company. The DGM is an expatriate from Pakistan. The plant 
manager, a Tanzanian of Indian origin, is the head of various departments: Production, Maintenance, 

(11) Situation April 1994. 
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Garage, Utilities and Operations. Other departments are Marketing, Quality Control, Stock/stores, 
Financial, Administration, and Security, all which have their own head. It happens to be that the plant 
manager is also the head of production, production manager. Production consists of the preparation and 
bottling of the beverages. Other responsibilities of the plant manager are the (overall) maintenance in the 
plant, maintenance of vehicles of the company (forklifts and cars of staff members); the continuity of the 
boiler plant, the water plant, C02-plant and empties movement within the plant. Operations include the 
intake of empties and sale of fulls. The marketing department has a large number of employees, including 
the employees of expedition. The head of marketing is an expatriate from the US. The head of Quality 
Control, also an expatriate from India, is the head of quality control of the three factories in Dar es 
Salaam, Mtwara, and Mbeya. He is the so-called Group Quality Control Manager. At TB there is a 
laboratory available, at which samples from water preparation plant, bottle washer, syrup and beverages 
are analyzed. Stock/stores includes the materials shop (of which spare parts) and the stock of finished 
beverages. 

On every important position in the factory there is a non-local as head of a department. 

At the factory, there are security-members permanently present to watch over the factory during the night 
and day and to register guests and (casual) employees. 

Table 3.1 presents a breakdown of manpower employed in the company. Remarkable are the figures for 
marketing (64) and security (25). 

Table 3.1: Manpower establishment breakdown. (date: 30 april 1994) 

department 

Administration & DGM's office 
Finance 
Operations 
Marketing 
Production 
Stock/stores 
Quality Control 
Garage 
Security 
-------------------------------------------------

Total 

(1) Figures excluding casual labourers. 
[Source: Tanzania Bottlers Ltd.) 

Planning 

number of personnel 

18 
12 
6(1) 

64 
45Cl) 

13 
9 
5 
25 
------------------------------------
197 

Planning for production on the long and medium term occurs on a year basis and is subdivided into 
months. This is prepared with the use of figures from past years by the marketing department. Production 
planning on the short term, a few days ahead, takes place under supervision of the deputy general 
manager and the production manager. This is generally done according to the number of empties 
available. 

Information 
This term refers to what data is collected (reports), is available (literature, handbook, instruction manuals 
etc.), how it is transferred to the others and to whom. 

Considering the first (collected), reports are made on almost every level and of every action in the 
factory. Main important report with respect to the production department are, of course, the production 
reports (amount, shifts, employees, maintenance), material usage etc. Available literature with respect to 
machines and equipment are scarcely available. And when available they are not in direct reach of 
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everyone concerning production and/or maintenance. Instruction manuals are made available for the 
operator of some machines: washer, filler, lab personnel, syrup preparation, and boiler operators. 

Reports are made on a constant basis and passed on to the higher echelons, but considerable feed back 
to the lower echelons is often not performed. 

3.3 The production process 

In this section the production process will be described and the research sub-question 1.1 will be 
answered. 

The production of soft drinks can be sub-divided into three phases: (1) a beverage (syrup) preparation 
part, (2) a bottling part and (3) a storage/distribution part. These three phases consist of various steps in 
which the beverages and the bottles pass through. 

Figure 3.2 presents the flow diagram of the beverage preparation, and figure 3.3 translates this flow 
diagram into the actual hardware installation. 

( 1) The beverage preparation (syrup preparation) where sugar is dissolved and concentrate, simple syrup 
and water are mixed. 
The steps of the beverage preparation are: 

1. Sugar dissolving, disinfection with use of steam and chlorine. Treated water from the water plant is 
pumped into the sugar dissolving tank. The sugar is dissolved in the water with the use of steam. 
This dissolved sugar is called the simple syrup and is chlorinated if necessary. Chlorination is 
necessary when the sugar is of bad quality i.e. dirt and debris in the sugar. At this stage the 
temperature is about 82°C. The degraded steam, condensate, is returned to the steam generation 
plant. 

2. Filtering and dechlorination. From the dissolving tank the simple syrup passes through a filter with 
carbon-substances to extract the chlorine from the syrup. 

3. Chilling of the syrup to a defined temperature level. The simple syrup has to be chilled to a 
temperature of 28°C to be mixed with the concentrate and beverage base. A two-phase heat 
exchanger is used to chill the simple syrup. In figure 3.3 the first step of the heat exchanging result 
in a simple syrup of ambient ( = ±32°C) temperature. A cooling tower cools the water which has 
absorb the heat from the syrup in the heat exchanger. 
The second stage chills the syrup to a lower temperature ( = ± 28°C). This is done by means of 
water which again is chilled by a freon (R22) cycle. The freon again has to be cooled off: this 
happens by the use of water in a system through the same tower. 

4. Addition of concentrate and beverage base (sodium-benzoate) and mixing. Concentrate and base 
are added to the simple syrup in an agitator tank. There are three agitator tanks, which allows 
preparation of various (3) different syrups. After the (mechanical) mixing of the concentrate and 
base in the simple syrup, this syrup has to settle to allow the air in the mix to escape (due to the 
presence of the beverage base) and the mixture has to stabilised. Generally, the syrup need a rest 
period of minimum 8 hours prior to use it is ready. When ready, this ready syrup is pumped to the 
proportioner. 

5. Proportioning. In the proportioner the ready syrup is mixed with water by a certain fixed ratio 
(proportion). This is the first shape of the soft drink (without carbon dioxide). 

6. Cooling and carbonizing. The now beverage enters the Carbo-cooler at the top and flows through 
some cooling plates to the bottom. At the other side of the cooling plates liquified ammonia passes 
through from the bottom to the top and absorbs the heat from the beverage. The ammonia cycle is 
also shown in the figure. 
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At the bottom of the Carbo-cooler carbon dioxide enters the tank through a bubble-tube which 
gives the possibility to carbonize the beverage when the bubbles passes through the fluid. 
Carbonized beverage is collected in a drum. At this stage this ready beverage of 4°C is ready to be 
pumped to the filler in the bottling line. 
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Figure 3.4 presents the flow diagram of 
the bottling, and figure 3.5 translates this 
flow diagram into the actual hardware 
installation. 

(2) The bottling is where the beverage is 
being bottled, packed in cases and 
palletised. 
The steps of bottling are: 

1. The empties. Empties are brought 
from the empties' yard by a fork
lift to the unpacking hall. 

2. Pre-inspection. Here the cases (and 
bottles) on pallets are transferred 
manually to the cases conveyor, 
then pre-inspected for bad quality 
and very dirty bottles, which are 
removed from the cases. 

3. Decasing. The cases are 
transported to the bottle gripper 
and the bottles are removed from 
the cases, decasing. The cases are 
then conveyed to the end of the 
bottling line for the packaging of 
the filled bottles into the cases. 

4. Washing of the bottles. The bottles 
are conveyed from the buffer table 

Beverage Preparation 
( syrup ) 

(beverage wate') 

! 
sugar sugar dissolv. 

simple syrup 

filtering 

chilling 

concentrate 
mixing beverage base-_,,L_.:....:....:..:..:..:,;..:....:.:::'....... _ _J 

ready syrup 

water ---1~ proportioning 

C02--4 chilling 
ready beverage 

ready beverage 

to Filler 

(between the bottle gripper and the Figure 3.2: Flow diagram of the beverage preparation process 
washer) to the washer, where the 
bottles are washed. Infeed guiders and lines guide the bottles properly into the washer. The washer 
uses a lot of water, which is heated by steam. For the cleansing caustic-soda (NaOH) is used as the 
detergent. Some anti-foaming chemicals are also added to the water. 

5. Inspection. Washed bottles are inspected and bad washed bottles are removed from the conveyor 
system manually. 

6. Filling of the beverage into the bottles. Ready beverage from the receiver drum of the Carbo-cooler 
is pumped to the filler, where the bottles enters the carrousel of the filler. This carrousel revolves, 
collecting the bottles from the conveyor and within one revolution the bottles are filled. The valves 
of the filler are activated by compressed air and water is used for the continuous cleaning of the 
filler equipment. 

7. Crowning. From the carrousel the filled bottles enters the machine for the corking with crown 
corks. 

8. Inspection of the filled bottles. The bottles queue along a lighting system where the quality of filling 
is inspected visually. Bad filled (too high or too low), not-corked bottles and other bottles (chipped 
necks, bad labels etc.) are removed from the line. 

9. Packaging. Finally, the ready filled bottles arrive at the buffer table where the bottles are packed, 
manually, into cases. Full cases are place on pallets and transported to the stock room by forklifts. 

(3) The storage and distribution of the finished products. 

This third phase of the production of soft drinks is actually the last step before the products leaves the 
factory. Storage is where the fulls are kept before being distributed to the distribution centres and (local) 
retailers. With respect to the energy study, the (electrical) energy used in the storage room is applied only 
for lighting purposes. 

Within the context of this study no research is done on the distribution of fulls. 
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3.4 Energy (sub)systems referring to the 
general model 

Wolters divided a company's energy system into 
three subsystems, see figure 2.2. First, the utility 
subsystem, in which public utility is converted in 
useful forms and distributed in the plant, will be 
elaborated. The transformation subsystem, in fact 
the production process, will be described. The 
energy recovery system, eventually, in which 
residual energy is returned to the utility subsystem 
to be used again. 

Energy carriers entering the total energy system 
appear in the shape of electricity, industrial fuel oil 
and heavy duty oil, water and air. It is obvious that 
electricity and the fuel oils are energy carriers. 
With regard to water, it can be said that it will be 
heated or cooled sooner or later and hence treated 
as an energy carrier. Air is used in combustion 
systems, cooling and chilling systems and hence 
transports energy to the atmosphere. 

water 
detergent 
a team 

ready beverage 

Bottling 

C bottles ) 
_ In oases _ 

...__u_n..:..p_a_ck~a_,g-.in .... g"----'4 pallets 

+ 
... _...;:;P;..;.••.;;..·.;.;ln.;.;•;;,wP;..•-"c..;..tl.;..o.-n _ _,r+ bad quality + bot lies 

cases 

.._,----~-----,~•condensate 

r t...---:~=.:-..;..;:;;"'-----'-t~ waste water 

breakages 

rejects 

( fulls 
I 

) 

'Y . . . stock • 
• . . . . . 

Within the total energy system the above 
el.ther Figure 3.4: Flow diagram of the bottling mentioned primary energy carriers are 

converted into other energy carriers (steam and compressed air) or are directly used as an energy source 
for work (motor drives and pumps), and for heating/cooling. 

3.4.1 The utility subsystem 

The utility subsystem consists of the following: 
water treatment; 
boiler water/ steam generation; 
steam distribution; 
electricity distribution/ generation; 
chilling and cooling systems and; 
compressed air system. 

Water treatment 
Water from the public supply, see figure 3.6, enters the factory by two lines and is stored in a buffer tank 
(Tl) and in case of a shortage of water, in a storage tank (T2) to cover one day production. The water 
treatment subsystem consists of two parts: a process water subsystem and a beverage water subsystem. 

From the buffer tank (or the storage tank) water is pumped to both treatment systems. In the process 
water subsystem, water is sand filtered for the use in the bottle washer, the cooling towers, in the boiler 
house and general cleaning. In the beverage water subsystem, water is purified to the required quality for 
the fmal products. First by treatment with some chemicals in a reaction tank (T3). Lime, hypo-chlorite, 
and ferrous sulphate are added to remove dirt and to disinfect the water. Dirt and debris descend to the 
bottom of the tank and is removed by periodically draining. From the top of the tank, the visible clear 
water enters the second half of the tank, from where it is pumped through a pair of carbon (norit) filters 
to remove the added chemicals and is fmally collected in the last buffer tank (T4). Beverage water is used 
for the sugar dissolving and for the fmal mixing with the ready syrup in the proportioner. 
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Figure 3.6: Water (treatment) subsystem 

Boiler water, steam generation and distribution 
Water from the sand filter in the water plant passes through a water softener, in which suspended matter, 
iron, magnesium, calcium bicarbonates, and possibly some silica ions are absorbed, figure 3.7. After being 
softened the water is collected in the feedwater tanks of the boilers. The feedwater tank of the back-up 
boiler has no cover (open tank). 

Before entering the feedwater tank of the main boiler the water is again filtered, mechanically. The 
mechanical filter avoid dirt and sand to enter the tank and the boiler water system. Not only fresh soft 
water enters the feedwater tank, also condensate from the condensate tank enters the feedwater tank of 
the main boiler. The returned condensate allows the temperature of the fresh softened water in the 
feedwater to rise. When this temperature is not sufficient, steam is lead through the tank to keep the 
temperature at ± 88°C. The advantage of this temperature level is that dissolved gases, particular oxygen 
and C02 will come out of the water and be vented to the atmosphere. 

Water from the feed tank is pumped to the boiler. In this line some anti-foaming and anti-scaling 
chemicals are added to the water. Steam is generated by the main boiler with use of heavy duty oil, 
HDO, and by the back-up boiler with use of industrial diesel oil IDO. In annex 5, boiler system and steam 
distribution, the analysis of fuel oil is tabulated. The back-up boiler is used when the main boiler is idle 
or out of order. 

From the boiler, generated steam is lead to the distributor, figure 3.8. Three pipelines from the 
distributor leads the steam to the HDO-tank, the feedwater tank of the main boiler and to the production 
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hall (washer, sugar dissolving unit, water filters, C02-heater, and C/p{12
> of the production units. The 

actual distribution pressure is 3 barg. The main users, the bottle washer and the sugar dissolving tank of 
the syrup preparation plant return condensate to the boiler plant (condensate tank of the main boiler). 
The other users drain the superfluous steam and condensate to the atmosphere. In annex 5, chapter 2, a 
more detailed discussion of the steam system is presented. 

Electricitv subsystem 
The Tanzania Electric Supply Company (TANESCO) supplies the electricity and the transformer at the 
Tanzania Bottlers Ltd. The voltage level is 11 kV and is transformed to 415 V. The capacity of the 
transformer is 500 kV A, figure 3.9. 
A capacitor bank is installed to improve the power factor of the entire electricity distribution system in 
the plant. A back-up diesel generator is installed to cover the supply when the public supply fails. 
From the supply and the generator, the electricity is distributed by a low tension distribution centre, a 
control system of rails, lines, switches and fuses. There are about seventeen groups, of which some are 

Power factor 
correction: capacllor bank 

r-c~ 

electrical energy extracted 
from grid per year: 

electrical energy generated 
in plant per year: 

Total per year: 

860 MWh 

240 MWh 

1100 MWb 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

1 boiler plant 

2 office& hallillumination 
3 water purification I 
4 Majonnier 
5 aircompressors 
6 bottle washer 
7 mixing plant syrup 
8 filler 
9 water purification II 

user groups 

10 syrup room ground 
11 syrup room upper 
12 evaporation plant 
13 bottle & case conveyors 
14 spare 
15 other 
1 6 & 1 7 Spares 

Figure 3.9: The electricity distribution system 

spares and unused. 

The chilling and cooling subsystems/ refrigeration of concentrate in store 

~ r it :1 . L~w- T~n:i~n °di:tr~b~ti~~ 
·' @ Transformer 

® Diesel Generator 

-II- Capacitor Bank 

ACB Air circuit breaker 

The chilling system consists of two subsystems: the chilling of simple syrup before adding the beverage 
base and concentrate and the chilling of the beverage in the Carbo-Cooler for cabonising. Both subsystems 
are physically part of the syrup preparation system figure 3.2. The subsystem are drawn here again, figure 
3.10 and figure 3.11. An additional refrigeration unit is the cooling of concentrate in store. 

In figure 3.10, hot simple syrup enters a heat exchanger at a temperature of ±80"C. This first stage of 
chilling uses water as the heat absorbent and a cooling tower to cool the water. The temperature of the 
simple syrup after leaving this stage is ambient. The second stage of chilling also uses water, water2, but 

(U) C/P means Cleaning In Place and it is the process of cleaning the inner parts of equipment by the use of hot water or 
steam and detergent. 
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this water is again chilled by freon R22. The heat exchanger between these media is the evaporator, in 
which freon absorbs heat from the water and evaporates. The driving force of the freon is the freon 
compressor, which compresses the freon to the liquid state. Hot freon has to be chilled again; this is done 
by water, water2', which is again cooled by the same cooling tower as before. 

After the second stage the simple syrup should have the required temperature level of 28°C. At this point 
the syrup quality is tested by measuring the brix of the mixture, which is a measure for the sweetness. 

Figure 3.11 shows 
beverage. This 
figure is also a 
part of figure 3.2. 

the chilling subsystem in the Carbo-Cooler for the chilling and carbonizing of the 

Beverage from the 
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enters the tank of 
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on the outside of 
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on the inside 
liquified ammonia 
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f r 0 m t h e Figure 3.11: Chilling subsystem of beverage with ammonia 
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base of the tank carbon-dioxide enters through a bubbling pipe. The bubbles float upward and carbonize 
the beverage. Chilled, carbonized ready beverage is collected in a receiver drum at the base of the Carbo
Cooler and is ready to be pumped the filler in the bottling line. 
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The ammonia system is a cycle in which ammonia absorbs heat from the beverage on the other side of 
the cooling plates and evaporates. It is then collected in a surge drum, in which still liquified ammonia is 
returned to the cooler tank by passing through the expansion valve. Gaseous ammonia in the surge drum 
continues towards the ammonia compressor.It is compressed and is lead to the condenser. This condenser 
is actually a condenser/evaporator installation. Water cools the compressed ammonia by a spraying 
system from above the cooling coils and the same water evaporate. To speed up the cooling process air is 
forced along the cooling coils of the evaporator by fans. The condensed ammonia is collected in a 
receiver drum and is lead back to the evaporator valve, before entering the Carbo-Cooler. Here, the cycle 
is closed. 

Refrigeration of concentrate in store is done by an integrated air-conditioner in a storage room. The room 
which has to be cooled has a storage capacity of 40m3

• And the temperature is kept at l1°C. 

Compressed air system 
A number of machines use compressed air for their 
functioning. Main users are the bottle filler, bottle washer 
and Carbo-Cooler. Figure 3.12 shows the layout of the air 
compressor system. From the compressor the compressed 
air is first cooled by a fan and a strainer extracts moisture 
from the air, which is collected in a receiver drum. The 
drum act as a reservoir of air for the users in the factory. 

Figure 3.12: Compressed air layout 

3.4.2 The transformation subsystem: production process 

As stated in chapter 2, section 2.7, the transformation system is the actual production process. The 
production process at TB consists of the two main subproduction processes: the syrup preparation, figures 
3.2 and 33 and bottling, figures 3.4. and 3.5. The steps in the production process is explained in the 
former section 3.3 and represents the transformation subsystem. 

In the transformation subsystem the energy carriers appear in the form of steam, electricity, (cooling) 
water and (compressed) air. 

Main users of steam in the transformation subsystem are the bottle washer, the sugar dissolving tank, 
C02-heating, oil-heating, feedwater tank of main boiler and CIP. 

All motor drives and pumps run on electricity, which also accounts for all machines unless otherwise 
mentioned. 

Process water is used in the chilling subsystems. 

Compressed air is used to operate valves and for the cleaning in place. Atmospheric air is applied in the 
chilling subsystems with use of fans. 

3.4.3 The energy recovery subsystem 

With respect to this subsystem only the recovery of condensate to the steam generators is considered. 
Condensate is recovered from the bottle washer and from the syrup dissolving tank. 

From the washer condensate is recovered within the temperature range of 80°C and 100°C. 

No measurements could be done on the condensate recovery from the syrup tank, simply because this 
return system had broken down. 
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In figure 3.13 the total energy system is presented subdivided according to Wolters model. Only the most 
relevant flows are given in the figure, flows of residual energy of low enthalpy like heat radiation etc. are 
not depicted. 

3.6 Mass and energy balances 

The basic principles of conservation of mass and energy provide the basis for determining where and how 
energy is used in a system and where losses occur. Energy is never actually lost, but in any process, not 
all of the energy put in is used for the purpose intended. It is the primary goal of an energy audit to 
increase the process efficiency and thereby reduce the amount of energy lost from productive use. The 
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setting up of energy and mass balances can be a helpful tool in determining energy use and localising 
losses; Sankey-diagrams visualise the energy flows to the different functions in the production process. 

Utility subsystems 
The subsystems were described in section 3.4.1 and the figure were also included. 

Water treatment 
The water entering the plant from public is metered by two meters (one for each line). But they could 
not be trusted to be reliable, because they were not maintained ( = calibrated) for many years, which 
could lead to unreliable readings. But because meter-readings were done almost everyday of production, 
some relative mistake could be taken into account. Figures of these reading were registered in a daily 
logbook. From the logbook and calculation done from the measurements after the water treatment plant, 
the mass balance for the water use in the factory is given in volume units and is showed in the next table 
32. Hectolitres are chosen as the unit because this is traditionally used in the beverage industries. Here it 
is not necessary to mention the temperature level of the various flows, because it was simply ambient. 

Table 3.2: Distribution of water from the water treatment plant to the various uses. 

IN [hi] OUT [hi] 

sand filtered carbon filtered 

- from public - boiler house: 55,000 3.0%' - syrup plant ": 
supply: - washer: 980,000 50.9% 40,600 2.1% 

- cooling towers: - at carbo cooler: 
1,925,000 420,000 21.8% 219,400 11.4% 

- other: 210,000 10.8% 

1,925,000 1,665,000 86.5% 260,000 13.5% 

as percentage of the total incoming water. 
average use in the syrup plant to produce only coca cola ( 1 : 5.4). 

The water which is being treated for final (carbon filtered) use in the drinks, is also metered; but no 
recording of the meter was made. From this meter the use for the preparation of syrup and the 
proportioning could be done. 

Yearly incoming amount of water into the plant of TB from the public supply was approximated as 
1,925,000 hectolitre. The distribution of this water into the plant is given in table 3.2. 

Boiler water I steam generation I steam distribution 

In this section the two utility subsystems, boiler water/steam generation and the steam distribution are 
considered together. The units is chose as megawatthours (MWh), because this can be compared with 
other energy users, especially electrical systems. 
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Table 3.3: Steam distribution from the boiler to the users at delivery pressure of 3 barg. 

steam demand return 

user (tonnes/yr] (MWh/yr] share[%) [tonnes/year] 

washer - start-up 300 230 9% 
- operation 1650 1260 50% 1950 

sugar dissolving 240 180 12% -
oil preheating 370 280 7% 
C02 heating 720 550 22% 
(to Carbo-Cooler) 

other (water filters, CIP, 30 20 <1% 1 
feedwater tank) 

Total: 3310 2520 1950 (227 MWh) 

Reference point of the energy figures is chosen at 0°C. 
From table 3.2, the amount of water going to the boiler house for the production of steam is given as 
55,000 hectolitres per year. In annex 5, boiler system and steam distribution, this amount enters the system 
as make-up water, see figure 2 in the annex. Within the same system, condensate is returned to the boiler 
house at 26,000 hectolitres per yearC13>. The steam demand is equal to 81,000 hectolitres per year. This 
total amount is distributed to the following users in the next table 3.3. To produce this amount of steam, 
3310 tonnes per year (2520 MWh) at 3 barg, a certain amount of energy from fuel oil has to be used. In 
the annex 5, the losses of the main boiler are calculated. 

Mass balance for steam generation 

IN OUT 

matter temperatllre mass energy matter temperature mass energy 
[OC) [tonnes] content [oC) [tonne] content 

[MWh) [MWh) 

fuel oil 46 333 3980 steam 144 3500 2660 
condensate 95 1950 210 
make-up boiler loss 3950 1560 
water 30 5500 30 
electricity - - 100 et. loss 100 

Mass balance for steam distribution 

IN OUT 

matter temperature mass energy matter temperature mass energy 
[OC) [tonne) content [OC) (tonne] content 

[MWh) (MWh) 

steam 144 3500 2660 Washer 144 1960 1490 
C02 144 720 550 
Oil-heater 144 370 280 
Sugar 120 240 190 
dissolve. 30 
other 144 50 

losses 160 120 

(l3) It is assumed that the volume of the condensate returned to the boiler system is the same as the make-up water entering 
the system. 
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Electricity distribution subsystem 
From the grid the electrical voltage is transformed from 11 kV to 0.4 kV. The capacity of the 
transformer is 500 kV A, but the actual capacity utilisation is about 30%. In 1993, the total amount of 
electrical energy used was 1100 megawatthours (MWh), of which 860 is supplied by public grid and 240 is 
generated in plant by a diesel generator. Peak demand of electrical power in plant is about 195 kW and 
normal power demand at 70% production capacity utilisation is about 150 kW. 

Table 3.4 gives the distribution of electricity by users in the factory. Largest group of users are the water 
treatment plant (33%), the beverages chilling, R22 and cooling tower, (17.2%), and washer, conveying 
system and filler (12.3%). Run time of the water pumps combined with the installed power, are the main 
reasons for the relative high use of electricity. Beverage chilling comes second due to the ammonia 
compressor. Run time of syrup preparation and the chilling of syrup is low per year, which gives a minor 
electricity use. 

Table 3.4: Energy balance for the electrical system 
(input electricity and output product in 1993: 1100 MWh and 177000 hi) 

installed power load load time electricity electricity. 
factor factor consumption consumption 

. 
user power 

[kW0 ) (hours/yr) (MWh) [%) 

Boiler room: 
- boilers 28.5 1 0.5 6480 92.3 8.4 
- feedwater pump 3 0.85 0.8 3200 6.5 0.6 
- condens. pump 0.55 0.85 0.8 6480 2.4 0.2 
- air compressor 18.5 0.85 1 3240 50.9 4.6 (9)' 
large 
- air compressor 7.4 0.84 1 700 4.4 0.4 
small 

Water treatment 
plant: 
- main pumps 33.2 0.85 0.8 6480 146.3 13.3 
- other pumps 73.8 0.85 0.8 4320 216.8 19.7 

chilling: 
- ammonia comp. 38 0.85 0.8 6480 165.5 15.0 
- cooling tower 5.5 0.84 0.8 6480 24.2 2.2 
- syrup chilling 38.4 0.85 0.8 750 19.6 1.8 
- storage room 7 0.85 0.8 8400 40 3.6 

bottle washer 9 0.85 0.8 6480 39.7 3.6 

bottling conveyors 12.7 0.85 0.8 6480 56 5.1 

filler 9 0.84 0.8 6480 39.7 3.6 

lighting: 
- plant 8.7 0.3 1 8400 21.9 2.0 (13)' 
-yard 14 0.3 1 4200 17.6 1.6 

miscellen. 
- offices 12 0.85 0.8 4320 35.3 3.2 
- garage 55.5 5.0 
- other 67.1 6.1 

Total 1100 100 

Figures of CCBN in parentheses( .. ); Process: 68%, Accus of forklifts: 5%, CV-pumps: 3%, Ventilation: 2%, Air 
compressors: 9%, Lighting: 13%, Various: 2%. 
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The following assumptions are made: 

Electrical motors, drives and pumps run at an average load of 0.8. 
Full year production time in hours is summed as 298 days of 20 hours (5960) and 52 sundays of 10 
hours (520); total 6480 hours per year. 
Transformer losses are not taken into account. 

Chilling and cooling subsystems 

As a part of figure 3.3, the chilling subsystems of the syrup is divided into two phases: phase one, in 
figure 3.10, is the fist heat exchanger which interacts with the cooling tower by means of water: the design 
amount of heat to be exchange is 450 kWh per hour. The second phase is designed to exchange 39 kWh. 
In the last phase the syrup has to be chilled below ambient temperature which need a more sophisticated 
system, the freon system. The drive is the freon compressor. 

The chilling within the Carbo-Cooler to chill the beverage and to carbonize it, is done with the use of an 
ammonia compressor. 

Measurements have been done only on the ammonia system for the Carbo-Cooler. Here the load factor 
was averaged on 0.5; the power factor is given as 0.85 and the installed power was 38 kW. For a whole 
year production of 6480 hours the electricity use is 165.5 MWh. 

The storage room for concentrate is cooled by an airconditioner with a capacity of 3.5 kW, which keeps 
the temperature at 10°C. The roof insulation is of ceiling board and zinc roof plates with an air gap in 
between. 

Compressed air subsystem 

The compressed air subsystems consumes about 5.0% of the total electricity. It is assumed that the large 
compressor has a duty rate of 50% (3240 hours per year). 

3. 7 The Sankey-diagram 

In the figure 3.15 the energy flows within the factory of TB is visualised, the so-called Sankey-diagram<14>. 
It shows what kind of energy is flowing, where to it is flowing and every flow is accompanied by a figure 
which give the size of the flow in megawatthours. 

<14
> The Sankey-diagram shows what flows in, for example, a factory: the flow width gives the sizes (in this case in 

MegaWatthours) and from where to where the flow goes. In the blocks are given the equipment which uses the flow. 
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Figure 3.14: The Sankey-diagram of the energy flow in the factory of TB. 
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Chapter 4 Energy management and maintenance at TB 

This chapter deals with existing energy management system and the maintenance system at TB. These 
two subjects are of special interest, because they determine and influence the energy use in a facto
ry/ company very much. 

4.1 Specific energy consumption 

Before any statement can be made about the way energy is applied in the factory of TB, it is necessary to 
relate the use of the various energy carriers in the factory to other factors like total annual production 
and total annual costs. The first can be done by the specific energy consumption (sec) of the various 
energy carriers. 

From the yearly consumption of electricity, water and fuel oil, and the output in the years 1992 and 1993, 
the specific energy consumption<15> can be obtained. The following table 4.1 presents an overview: 

Table 4.1: Specific energy consumption of electricity, water, HDO and !DO'. 

Specific consump- unit 1992 1993 
tion of (158000 hi) (177000 hi) 

Electricity kWh/hi. soft drinks produced 39.9 (3.4)" 40.5 (3.3) 

Water hi/hi. soft drinks produced 12.4 (3.0) 10.9 (3.2) 

Fuel oil (HOO) kWh/hi. soft drinks produced 6.0 7.3 

Fuel oil (IDO) kWh/hi. soft drinks produced 5.8 7.1 

Gas (only CCBN) kWh/hi. soft drinks produced (9.9) (10) 

Source: Internal reports Tanzania Bottlers Ltd. 
Figure in parentheses(-) are of Coca-Cola Beverages Nederland b.v., Schiedam 

A comparison between the different specific use of the two factories (TB and Coca-Cola Beverages 
Nederland<16l) show the following: 

electricity use in Dar es Salaam is about 10 times the use in Schiedam; 
water is used at a factor 3 to 4 higher in Dar es Salaam than in Schiedam; 
diesel oils for steam generation can be compared with the gas use at CCBN (also for stream 
generation for washer). Though gas is also used for general heating at CCBN it is not incorpo
rated in the figure. The table shows that the amount of energy used per hectolitre is about the 
same (11.8 and 14.4 for TB and 9.9 and 10 for CCBN respectively), which a slight more use in 
TB for both years. 

(IS} Specific energy consumption is defined as energy consumption per unit of production output. 

<16> Energy consumption figures of CCBN are given in annex 6; Source: Internal report of CCBN, The Netherlands 
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4.2 Energy management and costs distribution of energy 

4.2.1 Energy management at TB 

In section 2.9, it is implied by the definition of energy management that the managing of energy is a task 
for the hierarchical levels in an organisation and that the difference in interference lies in the time scale 
on which the decisions are made. For TB this managing of the energy is executed in the very modest way. 
On the different levels the following actions are taken place: 

On the level of the operators and production floor workers: 

Measuring of: 
- the electricity consumption (meter) daily at noon; 
- the quantity and registering of the purchase of fuel oil at each intake; 
- the oil flow to the main boiler at the burner; 
- the incoming water (meter) daily at noon; 
- the treated water meter at noon (for addition of the chemical needed). 

Comparing: 
- the above results of the measurements with norms set. The norms are defined in the factory in terms 

of kWh/case, litres/cases, and litre/case. The results are recorded in the shifts reports. 

Promotion of reducing waste of electricity and water is not done in any visible means such as posters or 
signs. 

The checking of lines (mainly steam, condensate and water lines) is done but due to maintenance 
purposes. 

Reporting is done to the plant manager, 
but only when excessive consumption is 
noticed, actions are taken to find what the 
cause was. 

On the level of the middle 
management/production department: 

Norms are set for various use of electricity, 
water, and fuel oil, but also for material 
use, such as chemicals for the washer 
(caustic soda), crown corks, sugar use for 
syrup, etc. 

On the level of the top management: 

No energy goal has been determined in the 
past. Neither any sort of promotion to 
conserve energy. 

4.2.2 Costs distribution of energy 

There are several ways to assess and relate 

Cost distribution of energy carriers 
1992: 57.4 • 1o·e TSh 

Figure 4.1: Cost distribution of energy carriers 1992 

the energy cost to other operational costs. One way is by placing the amount of energy cost in relation to 
the total operation costs of the company. Another is placing these costs in the light of the profitability of 
the company. Unfortunately, no overview was acquired of the total operation costs, only an overall figure 
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of energy costs. Figure 4.1 presents the distribution of energy cost per energy carrier in 1992. The total 
cost was TSh 57,4 million (current prices). 

4.2.3 Level of energy costs 

The energy costs of the company make up a 2% of the sales turn-over on average during the years 1990 
to 1993. Sales turn-over is used, because no data are achieved on total operation cost. 

4.3 Education and skills of the (production) employees 

In general, it can be said that the available skilled personnel affect the production system and its capacity 
utilisation<17J. Hence, it affects the specific energy use indirectly. 

This section will elaborate on education levels and availability of the skilled labour, id est workers, 
foremen, production managers, quality control - and maintenance personnel, at TB. 

4.3.1 The level of education and skills at TB 

Primary school 
Many labourers have attended some years of primary school or even secondary. Figures for Tanzania in 
general are in the next table 4.1. Those who managed to follow (some years of) secondary school have 
the advantage to receive extra training and apprenticeship within the company. Many casual labourers 
have enjoyed only some years of primary school. 

Table 4.1 : Education enrolment for Tanzania 
(figures in percentage of age group) 

Level 1970 1987 1988 

Primary 34 66 69 

Secondary 3 4 4 

[Source: World Development Report 1994, The World Bank, 1994] 

Skilled workers/Intemship 

1989 1990 1991 

69 69 69 

4 5 5 

Considering the skilled labourers there is a general shortage in Tanzania. For this reason, many compa
nies have to train own labourers and keep them for long time in the company. Anyone who shows the 
affinity and will to learn a skill and operate machines will be offered the chance to learn. For example, 
during the stay the plumber of the company had received a trainee to teach him the basics of plumbing; 
the deputy production manager, who works in the company for more than twenty years, took a long time 
before he could get in the position at present. He started, after he had had secondary school education, 
as a shift-foreman. 

TB has got skilled labourers in the various departments with the necessary skills (table 4.2). The figure of 
the production department consists of the maintenance workers, bottling line operators and boiler 
operators. 

Expatriates 
As stated before in the section 3.2, the majority of managing employees are recruited from abroad, the 
so-called expatriates. This results from the overall shortage of highly educated people in Tanzania. 

(l7) Proof omitted! 
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Manuals and (technical) literature 
Skilled personnel do not have freely insight into the available literature, such as instruction manuals, 
general (hand) books, beverages periodics, etc. In Tanzania it is known that technical literature is scarcely 
available, but copies could easily be made and placed in, for example, the maintenance workshop. 

Table 4.2: Skilled/schooled labour breakdown at TB<18l (april 1994) 

department #of skilled relative size to functions 
labour' all employees 

Production 26 10.4% line operators, electricians, 
plumbers, boiler operators, 
maintenance workers, syrup 
preparation workers 

Quality Control 7 2.8% lab technicians: water plant, 
syrup preparation, beverage 
bottling and change over 

Garage 5 2% vehicle mechanics 

Operations 4 1.6% basic logistics 

Stock/stores 4 1.6% keepers 

Total 48 19.2% 

The number are approximated for april 1994. 

4.4 Maintenance system at TB 

In section 2.10, the maintenance system within an organisation has been discussed in a theoretical sense. 
Here, these considerations will be applied for the factory of TB. 

4.4.1 Personnel, materials, and procedures 

The maintenance system consists of the means to carry out maintenance actions: personnel, material, and 
procedures. 

With respect to the personnel, TB has sufficient personnel-capacity, but not enough qualified personnel. 
The function of maintenance manager is covered by the plant manager/production manager. Under his 
direct supervision as the maintenance manager there are a head electrician, a main plumber, and the 
vehicle mechanics. Each head has one or two assistants. Only the daily preventive tasks such as greasing, 
cleaning and settings can be carried out. Major break downs are covered by the qualifications of the plant 
manager, who takes over the maintenance from then on. Generally, this means that the entire plant is in 
stand still. Other major overhauls, like for the boiler overhaul, have to be done by an outside contractor. 

Materials for spares and for the maintenance actions are stored in a store room. Tools are kept in the 
work shop, where the repairs and the manufacturing of (small spare) parts are done. Many spares of the 
bottling line and the other machines, which were delivered by the West German company, have been kept 
in store since the set up of the bottling line in 1987. Other important parts which are not in store have to 
be bought abroad, but, when possible to be substituted by local parts, are bought on the local market. 

(IS) The department Marketing, Finances, and Administration are not included. 
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The procedures of the maintenance system at TB consist of the following (a set up of the plant manager): 

a year schedule, on which is denoted what major maintenance tasks have to be taken place; 
an inventory, with respect to the year schedule, of the objects to be maintained; 
specifications of the maintenance actions, check lists, and general instruction; 
weekly/ daily planning of what and who has to do the maintenance; 
back-up (technical) documentation of the object to be maintained (only of the West German 
manufacturer); 

4.4.2 Maintenance policy/strategy 

In the section 4.4.1, it is given that the procedure of maintenance consists of a schedule and weekly/daily 
planning. The strategy of TB can be called a mixture between the failure base and the use time base 
strategy. 

Failure base strategy is unavoidable and happens to every organisation with a machine park. The use time 
base strategy is the time schedule, the maintenance which is performed according the following at TB: 

daily 
- cleaning, of all machines and attributes of production and continuously during the production shift of the 
production hall (broken bottles); 
- greasing and oil changes, of all machines and attributes where necessary every morning before produc
tion; 
- machine settings and adjusting. 

periodically 
According to the operator manuals (major) maintenance is performed on machines and equipment. Once 
in a year the factory is laid still to do the major maintenance. 

4.4.3 Attitude towards maintenance 

This is an important aspect which refers to how much people are 'maintenance-minded' in the factory. 
It is observed that the plant manager is very maintenance-minded. This is indicated by the daily mainte
nance and the procedures made to do so. Not only the corrective (repairs), but also the preventive (daily 
adjusting, greasing, oiling etc .. ) maintenance is done. Spares are kept in a store and one can achieve 
spares after following the procedure (hierarchical) set. 
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Chapter 5 Elaboration of the Energy Conservation Opportunities at TB 

In this chapter the main research question and simultaneously the sub-question 4 will be answered. The 
main question and sub-question 4 are: 

How can Tanzania Bottlers Ltd. achieve higher energy efficiency and lower energy costs? 
What are the possibilities for energy conservation? 

Answering subquestion 4 means elaborating on the energy conservation opportunities and eventually 
answering the main question. This means that the feasibility of the ECOs in technical, organisational, 
behavioural and economical sense will be discussed. First the general opportunities will be explained and 
then the technical opportunities of the different subsystems within the energy system, section 5.2. 
In section 5.3, the ECOs will be classified and ranked and finally some recommendation will be given in 
section 5.4. 

All energy costs calculations are based on the prices of fuel oil in 1993 of the Ministry of Water, Energy 
and Minerals of Tanzania and electricity on the tariff of 1 January 1994. 

Table 5.1: Unit prices of energy carriers (1993) 

Heavy duty oil 
Industrial diesel oil 
Water price 
Electricity 
Cost per unit of steam<19l 

77.67 TSh/litre 
148 TSh/litre 
160 TSh/m3 

39.75 TSh/kWh, tariff group 4, annex 7 
4400 TSh/tonne (9.41 TSh/kWh) 

The exchange rate is based on august 1994: 1 US$ = 520 TSh. ECOs are based on full year production of 
6480 hours per year at a weekly capacity utilisation of 63% and a bottling line rate at 70%. 

5.1 Energy Conservation Opportunities in general 

Energy conservation opportunities (ECOs) are identified in the following fields: governmental regulations 
and strategies, capacity utilisation improvements, reduction of production losses, logistics on empties and 
fulls, and motivation and encouraging of personnel. 

Governmental regulations and strategies 
The importer/purchaser of TB should check on possibilities of (recent) governmental subsidies and 
regulations on equipment with respect to energy conservation measures, because the Tanzanian govern
ment has recognised the importance of energy savings in industry [NEP]. Main policy strategies concern 
energy auditing and consulting services to industry, provisions of duties and tax incentives with respect to 
equipment purchased for implementation of ECOs. 

This ECO is touched upon to get the attention of TB on governmental incentives. 

Capacity utilisation improvement 
Because the average weekly capacity utilisation was about 63% in 1993, the optimisation of the utilisation 
can be considered an ECO, and in doing so reducing the specific energy consumption. The weekly 
capacity utilisation is plotted against the specific energy consumption for each energy carrier in some 

<19l The cost of steam is based on fuel costs (HDO and IDO), water consumption and water treatment costs, electricity 
costs, operating labor costs, maintenance of boilers and connected installations, depreciation costs and incidental costs. 
Maintenance and depreciation costs were not incorporated in the calculation due to none availability. 
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Figure 5.1: Interactive regression of Capacity Utilization and Specific consumption of electricity (a), HDO (b) and water 
(c) 
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diagrams. The curved fitted to the data are based on linear regression<20>, figures 5.1.a, 5.1.b, and 5.1.c. 
The relation found for the various regression lines are y = a * x + b, 

where aeleelricily 

aHDO 

"water 

= -0.2 and b eleelricily 

= -0.16 and bHDO 

= -24.3 and bwater 

0.54 
0.82 

142.2 

where a = the slope of the line and b = the intercept. 

From the figure of the capacity utilisation and the specific energy consumption for electricity, figure 5.1, it 
can be seen that the higher the capacity utilisation the lower the specific energy consumption for 
electricity. This is also valid for specific HDO consumption and for the specific water consumption. 
Curves have been fitted to the actual data according to a linear fit. 

When increasing the weekly capacity utilisation from 63% to higher weekly capacity utilisation, the SEC 
for electricity, HDO and water will drop as given in table 5.2. The overall decrease in energy costs, as a 
percentage of the costs in 1993, would be 11 %. Increasing the capacity utilisation to 80% would lead to a 
decrease in energy cost of 21 %. Table 5.2 presents the overview. 

Table 5.2: Changes in specific energy use when improving capacity utilisation (1993). 

estimated 
Specific energy con- specific consumption at capacity utilisation of 
sumption of: 

unit actual 63% 60% 65% 70% 75% 80% 

electricity (kWh/hi] 40.5 41.6 40.6 39.6 38.7 37.7 

HDO (kWh/hi) 7.3 7.2 7.1 7.0 6.9 6.9 

water (hi/hi) 10.9 12.8 12.6 12.5 12.4 12.3 

Actions to improve the capacity utilisation. when consulting section 2.8. are: 
1. Increasing the share of the effective production hours in the total available machine hours<21>. 

Effective production hours can be increased by shortening start-up/resetting time and by dimi
nishing unplanned stops. Maintenance time is planned every production day for 4 hours and does 
not have to be decreased. 

2. Increasing the actual bottling speed. Actual bottling speed is set at 70%. This is determined by 
some bottle necks, which are the not-mechanised steps of the bottling line. These are the empties 
infeed and at the packaging steps. 

3. Decreasing dependency on public supply of water and power. During periods of long draught 
(dry seasons), water and electricity may be cut, so TB will have to act accordingly: a second 
water storage tank. In the case of electricity a back up generator has been installed in the past. 

(20) The model used for the linear regression is based on the criterium: 

min -'=-1----
n-2 

.where (y; - yJ2
, is the estimated error from data point i, with respec; to the calculated (estimated) regression line: y = a • x + b; 

where b the intercept. 

(ll) It is assumed that the total available hours at TB is maximized by running the production in two shifts for 20 hours a 
day. 
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4. Decreasing the number of breakdowns and maintenance problems to the minimum if possible; 
5. Setting up better channels for adequate spares and raw materials. 

Reduction of production losses by minimising the rejects 
The losses given in table 5.3 represents the relative size of the losses to the production at TB. 

From table 5.3 it can be observed that the share of production losses due to rejects is about 1 % of total 
gross production. This share of losses can be reduced when intake of bottles at the washer are inspected 
thoroughly. The removal of bad quality bottles, very dirty bottles etc. saves, not only cleaning agents, 
water, steam, and electricity, but also the very important beverage. An important step in the production 
line is the bottle filler; this machine has to be adequately maintained and adjusted to do the right fillings. 
Many rejects are caused by under- and overfill. A right adjustment means filling the bottles within the 
maximum and minimum acceptable levels. 

During each batch the minimum percentage of production losses is caused by the inevitable quality 
control checks every hour of production: ± 1 %. 

Economics on Reduction of Production losses 
The amount of rejects represents about 0.8% of the production. On yearly basis, this is about 2000 
hectolitres of soft drinks. Suppose the filler run on 550 cases per hour (55%), then the hours lost is equal 
to 50. Because the rejects mainly take place after the filler and the products have passed nearly all 
process steps, the specific energy consumption is heavily influenced at this point. 13000 Hectolitres 
represent an amount of 0.8 MWh of fuel oil, 0.8 MWh of electricity and 260 m3 of water. 

Table 5.3: Losses break-down of March, May and June 1994 
(gross production 13416, 13552, and 17639 hectolitre) 

March May June 

quantity share of quantity share of quantity share of 
(hi) gross prod. (hi) gross prod. (hi] gross prod . 

Syrup making 
. 

0.9 -o 0.9 -o 0.9 ·o 
Quality control 1 ·o 0.9 ·o 1 ·o 
Rejects 140 1 102 0.75 124 0.7 
Packaging 30 0.2 34 0.25 35 0.2 
Stock 1.1 340 25 295 1.7 

TOlal 2.3% 35% 2.6% 

Losses of syrup in percents of total syrup produced during an average batch of 7200 litres of syrup. 

The energy costs would be reduced, if all rejects should be prevented (which is practically not achievable), 
by 

water: 
electricity: 
fuel oil: 

41,600 TSh 
31,800 TSh 
6100 TSh 

The energy costs would be reduced by 80,000 TSh. 

The action to reduce the number of rejects is by a more accurate inspection of infeed of the bottles and 
good maintenance and adjusting of the bottle filler. 

Logistics on empties and fulls 
One of the causes for capacity underutilisation (and hence specific energy consumption) was the inade
quacy in the distribution system and by errors in the estimation of the relationship between supply and 
demand, see section 2.8. This can be caused by the (in)adequacy of the logistics and marketing depart
ments of the company. 
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When logistics are adequate and well organised, the short term production planning will be performed 
more accurately. This will be reflected in the time utility of the bottling line and in the capacity utilisation. 
Not only the line capacity is better used, also the utility systems will be operated at higher capacity levels. 
The specific energy consumption will reflect the normal range of consumption<22>. 

When the (short term) production depends heavily on the availability of empties, the company put itself 
in a very pr~carious situation. No empties, or no new available bottle to assure the production lay a 
burden on the factor capital of the company. This means low utilisation of the factory: shorter run time of 
the bottling line. For the utilisation of energy carriers, this means that many equipment are idle or they 
are running at low capacity. The loading losses of, for example, the boiler will increase and the efficiency 
will drop substantially. 
The company should consider better ways to prevents structural drops in the production. A market 
research and analysis under responsibility of the marketing department should be carried out. There are 
ways to bring capacity utilisation to a higher level and decrease the effect of this cause of lower capacity 
utilisation. 

It is not possible to give an economic feasibility of this ECO, because it was only remarked and no further 
research has been done to improve it. 

Further actions has to be taken by the marketing department to research this problem. 

Motivation and encouraging of personnel 
In section 2.9.1, it is pointed out that it is important that the (top) management necessarily needs to 
motivate and encourage employees to conserve energy, energy management, objectives, and behaviour. 

First, by the setting up of an energy goal for the basis of energy consumption in the company. Then the 
strategies to encourage and motivate the employees can be carried out by the instruction sessions/cour
ses, training and education to explain why, and by introducing a bonus system. Instruction session may 
take shape as short formal meetings of all employees every two to four weeks. The purpose is to evaluate 
and stress the use and sense of energy conserving behaviour and attitude. A bonus system for production 
employees could be a reward in fmancial terms or a day off for, for example, a drop of rejects during the 
production month. 
Which criteria are possible should be research by the (head of the) production department. 
All these should be able to bring specific energy consumption to acceptable levels. 

5.2 ECOs by Technical Solutions 

5.2.1. Utility subsystems 

Water treatment subsystem 

Water meters 
A reason why the specific water consumption at TB is much higher than the water use at the factory of 
CCBN, could be the (mal)functioning of the water meters. This could be the reason because the meters 
had not been calibrated and checked for years and also no excessive use of water is observed elsewhere in 
the plant. Feedback to the water use and the production size need to be done. 

Very often the water pressure on the main lines from the public supply is very low. If this happens the 
water meters will not work properly, and, when mixed with air, the meters will show too high 
consumption. An additional danger of low pressure of the water supply is the penetrating of germs and 
dirt into the system. This should be prevented. 

<22> At TB norms are set for the use of water, electricity, fuel oil, crown corks, ready syrup, and beverage. 
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Actions to delete these problems could be: 
- periodically (yearly) calibration of the meters; 
- daily after every shift or weekly feedback of the water use; 
- adequate reaction to the (low) pressure of the public supply of water by keeping the reserves, 
back-up water tanks, at full capacity. 

Water consumption 
Since the specific water consumption is relatively high, a research can be done to determine the exact use 
of water by the users. In chapter 3, table 3.2, a breakdown is given of the various water users per year. 
This is a calculation based on the yearly consumption and measurements done on the pipe line to the 
reaction tank. A research done on a base of a shorter period than a year could off er a better breakdown 
of water consumption. 
The National Urban Water Supply company, NUWA, seem to have advanced equipment to measure 
(water) flows in pipes. The plant manager should check this out. 

NUW A water contamination reports 
If possible, TB should attain the break down reports of the water quality from NUW A. With these data it 
is possible to adjust quantity and type of chemicals used to make water up to the required quality for 
beverages and for boilers and washer. 

Boiler water subsystem and steam generation 

The ECOs are based on the boiler tests carried out during the stay in Tanzania in july/august 1994. TB 
has got a flue gas analysing kit, to do simple analyses on boiler performance. The operators should be 
trained in using this equipment. With this kit the daily performance of boilers can be checked. 

General boiler housekeeping 
This measure is indicated to improve the actual housekeeping within the boiler house. There are two 
boilers and their (separate) water system. Three boiler operators should be able to run the housekeeping 
in the two shifts. The housekeeping includes all the boiler operating procedures: start up, operating 
pressure of steam, burner adjusting, monitoring of energy and water consumption daily, maintenance, 
repairs, water softening equipment, general cleaning etc. 

To perform these tasks, check lists and schedule of daily operation, (such as maintenance, adjusting of 
burners, measuring boiler performance, repairing of leaks , cleaning etc.) should be available, also for the 
(copies of) operator manuals and other technical documents. 

Equipment to measure the boiler performance, which are available at TB's plant manager, should be 
daily accessible to the operators to measure the boilers' functioning. These equipment are the (stack) 
thermometer, a smoke pump, a C02-indicator and its aspiration assembly. 
A recording system (e.g. in a diagram) to record and analyze the measurement on the boilers should be 
set up. Copies of technical diagrams and charts to compare the boiler performance should be available in 
the boiler house. 

Fmally, a (daily) report of the boilers should be presented to the plant manager every morning before the 
morning shift begins. 

Boiler performance enhancement 
The efficiency of the main boiler was estimated as 63% (annex 5). The various losses are assessed and 
determined as follows in table 5.4. 
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Table 5.4: Actual losses at the main boiler of TB. 

Flue gas losses 
Radiation and convection losses 
Loading losses 
Blow down losses 

19.5 % 
6% 
10% 
1.9 % 

In the above given table, the flue gas losses account for major part of the losses in the boiler. 

Boiler performance depends strongly on the adjustment of the burner, which again determines the quality 
of the combustion, the heat transfer within the boiler, the water quality entering the boiler to produce 
steam and the quality of the fuel. 

Burner adjustment means the right adjustment of excess air'-13>, the appropriate temperature of incoming oil 
at burner, and the atomization of the oil in the burner. This means the optimal operation, which depends 
on the experience and skill of the boiler operator and the maintenance. Poor adjustment of burner 
reflects itself in the black smoke and a high temperature of the flue gas. The percentage of oxygen and 
carbon dioxide in the flue gas reflects the amount of excess air. 

The heat transfer within the boiler drum depends on the water quality (allowing the forming of scales) 
and on the forming of soot on the combustion side. Both, scale and soot, decrease the heat transfer. 

Excess Air 
The required amount of excess air depends heavily on the preheating and the atomization of the oil. If 
too much air is supplied with the fuel the surplus or unused air absorbs heat from the gases of combus
tion. Consequently, less heat is available to raise the temperature of the boiler water. In addition, the 
heated air is exhausted up the chimney and the heat energy of the fuel is wasted. 

Oil temperature and atomization 
The temperature and pressure of the oil at the burner should be at sufficient level for good atomization, 
see the boiler manual; The atomization nozzle should be in good condition and should be replaced if not 
functioning well. If not, first the level of excess air should be checked and adjusted if necessary, then the 
atomization nozzles. 

Results of measurements 
The excess air is approximately 55%, which is very high. This is translated into a relative low amount of 
C02 in the flue gas {10% ). This again shows that the combustion efficiency drops. If excess air level 
should be adjusted to the recommended 20% the heat losses through flue gas will decrease by a 2.5 to 
5%, assuming the flue gas temperature will remain in the range of 210 to 235°C. The smoke number 
varies from 3 to 4 which also indicates a poor combustion. Excessive smoke number may be caused by 
incorrect fuel oil pressure and/or temperature. The burner manual should provide for the correct level. 

Recommendations 
The operating instructions of each burner must be displayed clearly in the boiler house. 
The amount of excess air should drop to a lower level, to 20%. If this does not show improvements, the 
temperature of the fuel oil need to be increased above the recommended 45°C for better atomization. 
The nozzles should be adjusted or replaced when no improvement show up. 
The reduction of excess air to the required amount 20% will lead to a lower flue gas loss of ± 15%, which 
is 4.5% reduction of heat loss (209.5 Mwh). This represents about 28,000 litre of HDO fuel oil and 2.2 
million TSh. 

('13) The excess air is the amount of air above the amount necessary to have 100% combustion (theoretical amount) of the 
fuel. In practice it is necessary to have excess air. 
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Investment to be made: repairing of C02 indicator and renewing the fluid: 500 US$. Simple payback 
period: < 2 months. 

The heat transfer within the boiler drum will be elaborated under pretreatment raw water. 

Pretreatment of raw water: make-up water 
Pretreatment of water prevents high levels of impurities and reduces the amount of dissolved oxygen and 
carbon dioxide in boiler water before it enters the boiler drum. Impurities cause build up of scale and 
foaming in the drum, and dissolved oxygen and carbon dioxide corrode the drum, pipes and other 
elements of the steam/condensate system. Build up of scale decreases the heat transfer from the hot flue 
gases in the combustion chamber to the water on the other side of the pipes. This scale can be maintai
ned below a certain level by pretreatment of the incoming raw water for feed, and by (re)scheduling the 
blowdown. A breakdown of the contaminants in raw water from the public utility is necessary to deter
mine the type of water treatment for the make-up water. 

The actual treatment of the raw water is done first by a mechanical filter to extract mechanical contami
nations from the water and by a water softening plant: an ion-exchange process in which the raw water 
with hardness producing element (Ca- and Mg-ions as main elements) passes through a drum. The 
elements are absorbed by the grains in the softeners and Na-ions are released into the water. In conse
quence, soft water with hardness of less than 0.1° dH appears in the softener discharge. 

Tests 
A report of the Tanzania Industrial Research and Development Organisation (TIRDO) reveals that the 
make-up water of the main boiler shows a medium hardness (72 mg/I CaC03) and the boiler (drum) 
water a high hardness (103). The first one indicates that the make-up water should be more softened 
(lower level of scale forming deposits). Which in practice means that the grains should be regenerated 
and rinsed or renewed! The latter indicates that the actual practice of blowdown should be revised. 

Actions and recommendation 
The action to be done here is the regenerating and rinsing of the grains should take place and if neces
sary renewing the grains of the water softener. This can be found in the manufacturer's manual. Boiler 
operators should be instructed accordingly (operating instruction sheet) and appropriate schedule should 
be made. 

TB has a laboratory within the factory to do quality control on the soft drink products. The staff of this 
lab can be trained in doing the small tests on the water systems within the boiler house; to test the 
quality of the various waters: make-up, feedwater, and boiler drum water. The test should include test on 
clearness (of make-up), hardness, pH-value, and sodium-sulphite content (boiler water). These tests are 
recommended to be taken in each shift. 

Blowdown<24> rescheduling 
Important parameters of the blowdown practice are the blowdown duration and the blowdown interval. 
Actual blowdown duration is an 80 seconds period and an 'interval' of practice, every morning before 
production starts. 

From the manufacturers manual, for an effective blowdown, the duration should be 3 to 4 minutes and 
the interval depends on the demineralisation effect (the result of the removal of the impurities and the 
build up). The effect can be improved be revising the blowdown practice. The are three different ways to 
carry out the blowdown: lengthy blowdown (the actual one), intermittent blowdown, and continuous 
blowdown; see figure 5.1. 

<
24> Blow down is the removal of a certain amount of water from the boiler drum, in which impurities and solids build up 

during the production of steam, to keep the level below a certain acceptable size. 
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Lengthy blowdown is the most ineffective practice. Continuous blowdown is the best type of blowdown 
which guarantees that concentration of impurities does not exceed the upper allowable level, but requires 
a more sophisticated and expensive system; it will not be seen as an alternative, because manual practice 
(the other two) of blowdown suffices. Practically, intermittent blowdown is the best option, since no 
additional investment have to be made. 

Actions/recommendations 

Upper allowable concentration Li'nit~ 

~ ~V-if:Ffh7i:J?:+~fT~::; 
.Jll .,, • '/ • / .. / • / 
_ ~ I · I / I / I · 
~ i,,-" i / i / ;/ 
.E .................................. ;: .................. ;: ........................... j.,..: ........................ . 

Lower Lrnrt ' 

Tine 

The rescheduling should happen in 
close cooperation between the boiler 
operators and the production manager 
to determine the best schedule. This 
means that the blowdown should 
happen in the time when the bottling 
is stopped (no washing operation): 
during change over, down time etc. 
The duration should be kept to the 
manufacturer's: 3 to 4 seconds. The 
interval has to be at least one blow
down in 3 to 4 hours, depending on 
the test of water hardness. 

:·································································· .. : 

: ·-·-·· 

Economics of Blowdown Rescheduling . . . . . . . 
and boiler perfonnance enhancement Figure 5.2: Dissolved sollds concentratwn m bmler water for peno-
lf the schedule is set to 5 times per die versu~ continuous blowdown. 
day for 4 seconds the heat loss will be Source: [Witte), P· 229 

about 1.3 % of the demand. This is a 
saving of 0.6% of steam. On a year basis this share represents 16.2 MWh or 2200 litre of fuel oil or 
170,000 TSh. Concentration of impurities will diminish substantial and be kept within the limits. Scale 
build up will decrease leading to scale removal (or boiler drum overhaul) at a later stadium and longer 
period. A longer period of time until removal of scale means that the production is less frequent put to 
stand still and this is much better for the purse. 

Feed water tank of back-up boiler 
The feed water tank of the back-up boiler has not got a cover, the water is not preheated, and no 
condensate is returned to this tank. Preheating of the feed water allows a lower solubility of oxygen in 
water. 

Although this boiler is not frequently used, the absence of a cover of the feedwater tank introduces dirt, 
dust, oil and other debris into the boiler and the steam distribution system. Eventually, these contami
nants will affect the main boiler also. Moreover, oxygen and carbon dioxide enters the distribution system 
easily. Oxygen causes corrosion, and carbon dioxide can react with other chemicals and form various 
compounds which can cause scale forming. 
Because the feed water is not preheated, relatively more fuel oil, oil of grade 4 which is more expensive 
than oil of grade 6, is consumed per unit of steam produced. 
No condensate is returned to the back-up boiler, which makes no common sense, because, when the main 
boiler is out of order, more energy will be lost. 

As a result of an uncovered feed tank, the boilers might have excessive build up of scale. The cleaning of 
boilers by means of chemicalsC2S} gives the approximate costs when no appropriate boiler operations are 
practised. 

(25} Courtesy of TIRDO 
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Table: 5.5: Costs of cleaning the back-up boiler at TB. 

Cost bearers Costs [*1000 TSh) 

Chemicals 150 
Labour 261 
Transport 20 
Overhead 42 
Total 473 

This amount represent the cleaning of each turn that build up of scale is observed. 

Actions/recommendations 
Two ways can be considered to avoid the above mentioned harm for the boilers and steam distribution 
system and the loss of heat from steam/condensate: 
• a cover can be made for the back-up tank. Investments to be made for the materials are: 

- stainless steel or any other appropriate material; 
- water level meter; 
- other materials costs; 
- construction (labour) costs; 
- operations costs. 
This tank with can be locally made, or better, by own employees. An economic assessment of this 
issue is not possible, because no data on prices of steel sheets and other materials costs are 
available . 

. a change in the feedwater tank/condensate return tank system of the main boiler consists of a relative 
simple action to incorporate the back-up boiler in this combined system. This modification of the 
feedwater system is the better alternative instead of a cover for the feedwater tank of the back-up boiler. 
It includes only the repiping of the system, including the parts such as valves and pump, from the main 
feedwater tank to the back-up boiler. 

In line with this ECO another recommendation can be given with respect to the feedwater. The tempe
rature of the feedwater in the tank was measured at 85°C, which allows a solubility of oxygen in the water 
at 2%. This is at acceptable level, but since there exits an installation to keep the temperature of the feed 
water above 95°C by direct infeed of steam into the water, this installation should be checked for faulty 
functioning! 

Load management during interruption 
Proper load scheduling involves the optimum use of reduced levels of operation or shutdown during off
production periods. The boiler unit can be maintained at the idling position, on standby at reduced firing 
rate or can be shut down altogether. The choice between these options is determined by the length of the 
interruption, the heating and cooling characteristics of the unit and thermal cycling effects on the life of 
the unit. In all cases reduced loading is justified from an energy point of view than to bring the unit from 
shutdown to operating load. 
This ECO is mentioned here to notify that in between shifts the boiler units should run at lower rate, but 
not completely shut down, unless necessary due to major maintenance. 

Monitoring and analysing the flows 
This ECO supports the general boiler housekeeping measure, and it makes sure that the general house
keeping can be carried out. In the light of good monitoring and analysing of the energy flows and to 
reach the energy flows, it should be compulsory to record energy flows in an adequate manner. A way to 
record and analyze the flow is first by putting the figures in a table and then in a diagram. This allows a 
faster reaction to changes in energy consumption and decrease energy cost on the long run with use of 
simple means. 
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Direct analysis can be done by offering the boiler operators tables in which meter readings simply have to 
be filled in. The outcome of simple arithmetic calculation gives the performance of the boilers during the 
past production period, for example of the last shift. During the next shift corrections can be made if 
necessary. The next table gives an example of the meter reading of the steam production. 

Table 5.6 : Example of monitoring sheet of water in the boiler house. 

Date:········ Item: water. nonn : 7.5 in cases/hi 
Shift ......... Total production of shift: ............. cases (n) 

Tune Meter difference production (cases) = SEC SEcjn Remarks 
(hour) readings I (6) 

[cases] ( 6) 
[f] [f) 

etc. 
. 
. 
U.00 12677 76 590 7.8 1.04 
11.00 12601 71 542 7.6 1.01 
10.00 12530 74 550 7.4 0.99 
9.00 12456 75 501 6.7 0.89 too low, 
8.00 12381 81 465 5.2 0.69 start up 

7.00 am 12300 - 0 -

Column 0 could be preprinted beforehand. The hourly production figures can be after the shift foreman 
has filled in the shift report, which is during and after the shift. 
The results in column 5 could be visualised in a diagram which shows the line with respect to the norm n. 

Actual monitoring 
The fuel consumption is determined at present by way of means of a dipstick in the fuel oil (only HDO) 
tank and registration of fuel passing the oil burner of the main boiler. The purchase of oils, both IDO 
and HDO, are registered for administration purposes. Measuring with a dipstick is not very accurate, and 
when measuring the tank cover has to be remove, which again can allow foreign materials and moisture 
to enter the oil system. 

Recommendations 
Metering equipment which, at least, should be in good order are the temperature and pressure gauges. 
The oil meter at the burners can be used to measure oil use, but a 25% error overflow must be taken 
into account! For example, a reading of 100 litre, that actually 75 litre is used. 
Equipment to determine production of steam and water use are possible in the feedwater line (water 
meter to measure amount of steam produced) and water meters in the lines to the production hall 
(washer and other users). 

Steam distribution 

Insulation of steam ducts 
Generally, it is economical to repair damaged insulation and insulate bare steam pipes. When properly 
insulated, about 90% of the heat loss can be saved. Table 1.5 of annex 5, presents the heat emission from 
bare horizontal pipes in still air conditions. 
At TB, many lines, valves and flanges are poor insulated and exposed to open atmosphere. For example, 
the line to the oil tank is not insulated and is exposed to the open air. The line length is approximately 10 
meter. Lines exposed to open air loses a high amount of heat to the atmosphere. Though these lines are 
insulated they should be kept in good condition. Some insulation could be water logged, due to the 
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exposure to the open air. A water logged insulation will decrease heat transport. Typical insulation 
materials used at TB are glass wool with aluminum covering. 

Table 5.7: Economic analysis of insulation of bare steam/condensate pipes at TB. 
(ambient temperature: 3<J'C) 

size I 4T 4Q load bours 4~ s I* 
4~ 

Pipe [0mm) (m) !"CJ [W/m) (br/year) (kWb/yr) ' [*1000 [*1000 
TSb/yr) TSb) 

Steam pipes: .. 
·distributor 100 1 so 233 6480 1500 1350 127 
·oil tank 20 10 110 164 6480 10000 9000 84.7 70 
• feedwater 2S 0.5 110 198 6480 600 S40 S.1 3.5 

tank 
-wasber 6S lS 110 392 6480 38000 34200 322 17S 
-oyrup room 6S lS 110 392 750 4400 39(]() 37.3 17S 
• water plant 2S 10 90 146 100 100 90 0.8 42 
· co2 tank 2S 2 90 146 6480 1900 1710 16.1 14 

Condensate pipes: 
• wasber so s 70 168 6480 1100 990 9.3 42 
·syrup room 40 s 70 168 7SO 600 SIO S.I 42 

Total: 60,500 ~.450 512.4 563.S 

I = ejfectfre length of the poor insulation of the pipe 

4 T = iemperature difference with surroundings 

4Q = heat emission 

4Q, = heat losses to surroundings 

4Q;. = potenlial heat rttOVerrJble 

S =· porenlial savings possible 

I = lnvestmenl co.ft to be malk 
pbp = poy back period 

•• : practically it is not best possible to insulate the distributor, but the valves connected can be insulated. 
••• : excluding the lines to the water plant. 

% : Q, It is assumed that 90% of the heat lost without insulation could be recovered by proper insulation. 

pbp 

[year) 

0.8 
0.7 

0.5 

4.7 
S2S 
0.9 

4.5 

8.2 ... 
1.1 

# : I Insulation investments costs for joints, traps, valves etc. are accounted for at the same costs for normal piping. 

Recommendations 
Insulation of all steam lines should be checked yearly for water loggedness and damages. Life length of 
the insulation is about 5 years. The existing installation exits now about 7 years, so the entire insulation 
system should be revised. The feasibility of this revision should first be assessed. 

Insulation of condensate return ducts 
See previous ECO. 

Economics of insulation of steam and condensate ducts. 
The general insulation material used al TB is glass-wool with aluminum covering for pipe sizes of 4", 2.5", 
rand 3/4". Example for costs for 2.5" pipe line of 10 meter: 10 meter "' 17500 Tsh/meterC26l = 175000 
TShC27). 

Table 5.7 gives an overview of insulation feasibility at TB. 

Well insulated steam lines to the washer will result in the best savings on heat losses due to bad insula
tion of the lines. The ducts to the oil tank and to the C02-heater will also result in better efficiency of the 

(
26

) l": 7000 TSh/m; 2": 14000 TSH/m; 25": 17500 TSh/m; 3": 21000 TSh/m. Casement Africa Ltd. DSM. 

(27) Prices for glass wool and aluminum-covering for pipes: 3/4' and 1" 0: 7,000 TSh/m~ 2" 0: 14,000 TSh/m; 25" 0: 17,599 
TSh/m; 4" 0: ?. 
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steam produced by the boilers. The overall insulation of all mentioned ducts will repay (pbp) itself in 
slightly more than a year. 

Steam leaks 
Steam leaks not only is a waste of the valuable steam, but can be a danger to personnel. So should be 
repaired. 
The oil in the oil tank is preheated by electricity and by steam. There is a leak of approximately 1 mm2 in 
the steam line. Repairing of this leak will reduce steam use and increase the available steam for the main 
user, the bottle washer. An other leak is detected in the pipe to the water plant and C02-heater. Useless 
to mention that leaks are relatively easy and at low costs to repair. 
From [Touss2) page 128, a 1 mm2 leak will increase the (saturated) steam loss by 2.09 kg/hr*mm2 at a 
working pressure of 3 barg. 
Assuming a constant working pressure of 3 barg and yearly operation hour of 6480, then the energy in 
steam, which lost due to leaks are: 
- to oil tank: 0.8 MWh/yr, representing merely 75500 TSh. 
- to water plant: 0.8 MWh/yr, idem. 

The cost savings are very small, but still the leaks should be repaired to avoid harm to -personnel. 

Increasing of condensate return 
Condensate from syrup room was not returned during the stay at the factory. If the pump station of the 
return line is repaired the amount of condensate will increase by 230 tonnes (95%) of 98 °C per year. 
This represents about 27 MWh and saves fuel (1800 litre HDO) and make-up water (230 m3

). Financial 
surplus: 176,000 TSh. on a year basis. Decrease on other costs such as the costs for chemicals can only 
increase the financial surplus. 
Recomnzendation 
Repairing the condensate return system from syrup room 

Electrical subsystem 

In the annex 7 the electricity tariff structure is given. The tariff system is divided into 8 tariff groups, of 
which TB falls in the group 4, Low Voltage supply, i.e. 'applicable for general use where the consumption 
is more than 7.500 kWh per meter reading period'. The billing is built up in three parts: 

demand charge: 4934.25 TSh per kVA of billing demand; 
units charge: 39.75 TSh per kWh; 
customer service charge: 3289.50 TSh. 

It can be seen that savings can be made by reducing the number of kV A. Technically this can be done by 
introducing a power factor corrector, a capacitor bank. But the base for the demand charge is the billing 
demand; that is the higher of the 'kVA maximum demand during the month' and '75% of the highest 
kVA maximum demand of the preceding 11 months'. So electricity costs can also be saved by reducing 
this billing demand. 

Improving the Power Factor 
The (low) power factor is a reason for the high electricity costs of the company. The electricity supply 
company charges for (too) low power factor, the power factor penalty. The threshold for the penalty is set 
on 0.95 for only lighting loads and 0.9 in case of other loads. 

There exits a capacitor bank in the transformer house of TB, but it was not in function, because the 
controlling device has broken down. But during the stay, the device has been replaced for a second hand 
one. 
Some measurements are carried out before and after the replacement and showed a power factor 
correction, during production, of 0.23 (from 0.71 to 0.94). But, the device was not functioning automati
cally; it had to be controlled manually (on/off). A danger of over-correction is present when the corrector 
is on and there is no production, during stand still such as breakdowns and change-overs. Over-
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compensation is hazardous to motor drives. So it is wise to buy an automatic control or instruct the 
electricians to shut down the capacitor bank during stand still. 

Economics of Power Factor correction<28> 

Power factor improvement: 
Maximum Billing demand old: 
Maximum Billing demand After P.F. correction: 
Total annual cost savings: US$ 70,000 

0.23 
275 kVA 
210 kVA 

Investment to be made<29>: 200 OOO TSh (US$ 400) for the automatic controlling device. 

Simple Pay-back-period: < 1 month 

Recommendations 
The company should consider to purchase an automatic controlling device. This device automatically 
switches on the amount of capacitors necessary for adequate compensation. This prevents over-compen
sation which might destroy motor drives, if these drives are exposed too long to over-compensation. The 
manually operated controller should offer the same order of magnitude of savings. But it is necessary to 
instruct the electricians about the need to shut down the capacitors banks during stand still of the 
production. 

Power demand control 
As is stated before, the tariff is built up by the different cost bearers, of which the billing demand is the 
one with the largest influence in the electricity bill. 
Maximum billing demand exposes itself during start-up when motor drives are switched on. At each 
electricity customer TANESCO has installed a maximum demand indicator. This means that an opportunity 
to reduce the billing is the control of this peak (maximum) level by peak shaving or load scheduling. The 
most inexpensive way to perform this is by avoiding synchronous start up of bottling line and other plants 
like the water treatment plant, the boiler plant etc. During start up, many electrical motor drives extract 
more power from the net, than during normal load operation. 

Economics of Power Demand control 
(see improvement of power factor as an example where maximum Billing Demand changes from 275 kV A 
to 210 kVA) 

Transformer house 
It is not known, whether the transformer belongs to TB or to TANESCO, in which case it is hired to TB. 
Whatever the case, the transformer is used at a load factor K of 303<30>. A transformer used at low load 
factor results in lower efficiency. When looking at the peak demand of 275 kVA, it is obvious that an over 
capacity is installed. Perhaps with an outlook to the future for expanding to a second bottling line? 

The power of a transformer is limited by the permissible temperature of the insulation medium. For oil
filled transformers, the maximum permissible temperature is 140°C [Sloat]. Attaining this temperature 
depends on the temperature of the surroundings, the rise of the temperature of the top-oil and the rise of 
the temperature of the conductor with paper insulation. 

(2S) Charges per Maximum Billing Demand (January 1994): 4934.25 TSh/kVA 
Savings of Maximum Billing demand per year: 12 • (275-210) • 4934.25 TSh = 3848715 TSh. 
Cost savings No Penalty on P.F.: 12 • 4934.25 • 275 • (90-71) • 0.1 = 30937748 TSh, 31 million TSh. Total annual cost 
savings: 34786463 TSH. ( = US$ 66897) 

<29> Courtesy of TANESCo, Dar es Salaam. 

(30) The load factor is rate at which the transformer is used and is defined as the operating apparent power (S
0
p) divided by 

the nominal apparent power of the transformer (SnommaJ· 
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The temperature within the transformer house is always above the outside temperature, because of bad 
ventilation which results in a green house effect. Readings done of the thermometer on the transformer 
give an average of 40°C within the transformer house. Comparing this with the norms set for transformers 
in the IEC-354 ''Loading guide for oil-immersed transfomiers", this give a hot spot in the top oil of 120°c. 
This is not far away from the limit of 140°C. 

Recommendation 
An adequate (mechanical of natural draft) ventilation of the transformer house will keep the operating 
temperature of the transformer to acceptable level with respect to the hot spot temperature of the top oil. 
The life length of the transformer also will not de reduced due to the hot spot temperature. 

Lighting 
TB uses as standard lighting fluorescent bulbs of 58 watt. The first way to increase the lighting intensity in 
the bottling plant is by allowing more daylight into the plant. This can be done by placing see-through 
roof plates. Another way is by using reflector plates in each light fitting which should improve the lighting 
intensity. 

Other ECO in this field is the housekeeping measure like the trivial switching off of lights when not 
necessary (fluorescent-tubes were on during the day in the yard!!). 

OUJJing subsystem 

General speaking, these systems are under well supervision and maintenance. The (preventive) mainte
nance is done every morning before the first shift starts with production. Breakdown of the main 
machines of these systems occur due to general wear and tear. The ammonia compressor, for example, 
had broken down and because of the direct unavailability of an important part, the plant had stopped for 
a few days. In energy conserving way, there are certain remarks and handlings to be made. 

Insulation of concentrate storage room 
The air conditioner which cools the concentrate storage room is of the integrated type. It keep the 
temperature to 10°C. For this matter it is only necessary to make a remark about the roof insulation of 
the storage. 

The roof of the storage room has roof plates as covering. At first, these plates should be painted white to 
reflect the sunlight as much as possible. Secondly, in between the roof plates and the ceiling boards, there 
is air. This gap should be air-tight. This means that the air should not circulate. Because the roof plates 
are of the zinc-wave-type, the openings should be tightened. 

Air leaks were observed in fitting of the door. These openings should be tightened to prevent cool air to 
escape from (or hot air going into) the cold room. 

General instructions on the cooling tower and evaporators/condenser 
With respect to the cooling medium of the towers and evaporators: to prevent an excessive build up of 
impurities in the circulating water, it is recommended that a small amount of water be 'bled' from the 
unit (bleed-off). In many localities, this constant bleed and replacement with fresh water will keep the 
concentration of impurities in the system at an acceptable level. This keeps scaling and fouling of these 
equipment to the minimum. Yearly, these equipments should be overhauled for major maintenance and 
cleaning. The bleed-off valves should be checked and adjusted according to the instruction manuals. 

Insulation of the R 22-pipeline between the evaporator and R12-condenser 
This insulation should be in 100% good condition and not be water-logged. Since these pipe lines lie low 
to the floor, they are able to be easily in contact with (cleaning) water. 

Recommendation 
Keep the floor in the R22-room clean and clear of water. 
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Compressed air subsystem 

With respect to the compressed air system, there are some opportunities that are identified as energy 
conserving opportunities. 

Infeed air /air filters 
The infeed air for compression should be as cool as possible. The coolest possible intake air results in the 
least energy for compression. At TB this air is extracted from inside the boiler house, where the air 
compressors are located. Of course, this is the worst one can do. Behind the boiler house, near the room 
of the boiler operators, the air is the coolest and the inf eed should be extracted from there. 

Clean or replace air filters on a regular basis to prevent excessive wear of moving components and 
restriction of air flow. Dust and other impurities entering the compressor can cause sticking valves, scored 
cylinders and excessive wear on piston rings, bearings, seals and other mating surfaces. Dirty filters also 
restrict the flow of inlet air, which increases the energy required by the compressor. By cleaning or 
replacing the intake filters on a regular basis, the inlet pressure drop is reduced and energy is saved. 

Aftercooler 
The aftercooler of the compressed air system should be kept free from dirt to perform at a maximum. 

Pulleys and drives 
Check and adjust drives regularly to maintain proper belt tension, sheave and coupling alignment. Proper 
belt tension must be maintained because loose belt can cause slipping, squealing, low compressor speed 
and rapid belt wear. Sheaves, bearings, shafts and motor will be hot indicating an energy loss. 

Compressor efficiency 
The efficiency of air compressor is influenced by factors such as leaking valves, dirty air filters, worn 
piston rings etc. This could be a result of poor and insufficient maintenance and general wear. 
Theoretically, the efficiency of the compressor can be calculated, when assuming that air behaves ideally, 
and the compression is insentropical. From the measurements the theoretical efficiency is maximum 33%. 
Practically, the efficiency can be determined by the so called pump-up test<31>. 

Practical maximum air compressor efficiencies are given in table 5.8. 

(31) 
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The air compressor is run with no load. This is done by closing the valve right after the receiver drum, shutting down 
the distribution to the users. During the loading of the drum, the time and the electricity consumption is measured. 
Formula (1) expresses the energy efficiency of the compressor. The result will be compared by figures which are typical 
in practice. 

(1) 
with: 

= compressor efficiency; 
p2 = final drum pressure in [Pascal absolute]; 
p1 = initial drum pressure in Pascal absolute]; 
~mp = pump-up time between p1 and p2 in [seconds); 
P nom = nominal electrical power of compressor drive in [kilo Watts]; 
V = volume of receiver drum in [m3

]. 
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Table 5.8 : Practical maximum air compressor efficiency 
Source: rrouss2) 

average receiver tank pressure efficiency (%) 
[kPa. abs.] 

single stage compressor 

446 39 
653 30 
791 26 

two stage compressor 

44 
34 
30 

For the main air main air compressor at TB the efficiency is determined by the pump up test as ±30%, 
which is too low. 

Recommendation 
The efficiency of the air compressor shows a severe lack of maintenance. This should be corrected. 
To achieve higher efficiency of the air compressor, the following should take place: 

operate the air compressors close to full load if possible; 
substitute the main air compressor by a smaller and proper dimensionised compressor if the 
main compressor is over-dimensionised. 

Leaks in compressed air lines: leak test 
The efficiency of the air distribution system can be determined by the so-called leak test. In this test all 
users should be shut down from air usage from the distribution system. Let the receiver drum be loaded 
until maximum pressure and record starting time T. When air compressor is automatically shut off at the 
maximum pressure then record the time in which the pressure of the drum is decreased to a certain level 
(arbitrarily to be chosen). The time in which the pressure drop occurs represent the magnitude of the 
leakages in the distribution system. Typical values of leakage vary from 15 - 50% [Witt, p 437]<32>. 

The relative leakage was estimated as 28%. This means that the distribution system is ready for a major 
maintenance on leakages!! 

Recommendation 
Leaks should be repaired immediately, to reduce loss of compressed air and electricity. From table 3.4, 
section 3.6, the electricity used by compressed air system is approximately 10% of the total electricity 
consumption, which is relatively high. 

5.2.2 The transformation subsystem 

Beverage preparation phase 
The capacity of the sugar dissolving tank is 8000 litres per turn. After each turn, the filtered syrup can be 
stored in hold tanks where the concentrate and beverage base are added. In the hold tanks, the syrup has 
to settle for at least 8 hours, before pumped to the proportioner. The capacity of the hold tanks are 3 

<32> Formula (2) shows how the amount of leakages in the system can be calculated. 

A.=Q 

with: 

T *-
T + t 

3 
[ "': ] 
mm 

A. leakage of distribution system in [kg air per second); 
Q = delivered free air capacity in (kg air per second); 
T = time for loading of the drum [second); 

(2) 

t = time off-load, end time of test of decreasing pressure within the drum (seconds). 
For the main compressor the leak test of the compressed air distribution system the following were calculated: Q = 0.169 m3

; T = 
485 seconds and t = 1275 seconds; This leads to A. = 0.047 an 28% rel. leakage. 
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times 8000 litres. In the beverage preparation phase, where syrup is being prepared, the following ECOs 
can be distinguished: 

Condensate recovery from sugar dissolving tank 
This ECO is dealt with in the former section of conservation opportunities under the steam distribution 
subsystem. 

Bottling 

Infeed and inspection of bottles 
It is to be emphasize that bottles should be inspected carefully before entering the washer. At TB this is 
done by 2 or 3 employees who pick out the bad bottles before they are put on the bottle conveyor. 
Bottles containing for example oil and solid matters are difficult to wash; oil can even cause fouling of the 
wash water. Not only water and steam is wasted by washing uncleanable bottles, the use of caustic soda, 
and anti-fouling chemicals are enlarged as well. 

Recommendation 
By installing better lighting for the inspection of the bottles at the beginning of the conveyor, a higher 
amount of contaminated bottles can be extracted from the line before entering the washer. 

Washer 
The washer is the main energy user within the bottling line. At this machine electricity (39.7 MWh/year, 
3.6%), steam (1700 MWh/year, 63.7%), water (98,000 m3/year, 50.6%), condensate return (at present: 
100%) are consumed and returned. So here ECOs should be considered. Some are already discussed in 
former sections, and some will be elaborated here. 

Condensate recovery 
As much condensate as possible should be recovered and lead back to the boiler. 

Temperature controllers 
These are installed on steam lines to all tanks whose water require heating. They should be properly 
operated and maintained. Temperature settings should not be reduced while in hot solutions. All 
adjustments to reduce the settings should be done when cold. The controllers should be set to maintain 
the minimum company requirements. 

Scale 
Scale deposits on heating coils reduce the efficiency of heat transfer and increases energy wastage. 

Leaking coils/fittings 
A lot of steam is wasted when steam is allowed to leak out of the system. All leaks should be rectified. 

Insulated holding tanks 
Further energy conservation can be achieved if hot caustic is kept in an insulated holding tank (also used 
for caustic reclamation) over prolonged shut-downs. 

Sedimentation tank for caustic reclamation 
Sedimentation is characterised as a process, where non-soluble solids heavier than the surrounding 
medium settle out. When applying sedimentation, mainly caustic and water are saved. But, on the other 
hand, the sedimentation requires steam to speed up the process, and C02 for neutralisation of the base. It 
is up the company the calculate whether this opportunity is feasible. 

At the end of the operation the caustic used for the bottle washing is pumped into the sedimentation 
tank. Before entering the tank, glass fragments and coarse impurities are removed on the feed side with 
the aid of coarse filters. Sedimentation tanks should be insulated to minimize heat losses. In annex 8, a 
possible installation of the settling tank for sedimentation is given. 
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Steam fitting insulation 
All steam fitting, e.g. pipes around the washer should be properly and effectively insulated to reduce heat 
energy losses. Practically it means that the insulation should not hinder the daily inspection and cleaning. 
For this reason not all lines and fittings need to be insulated. 

Bottle handling at filler 
A bad bottle infeed can have the result that the bottle is improperly centred at the return air tube and a 
turbulent or interrupted filling is effected. The result can also be that return air tubes are bent which is 
practically the same result. 

It is necessary that the feed nipples, the fittings like guides, stars and gripper are well adjusted to avoid 
vibration of the filled bottles. Vibration can speed up the release of C02 and foaming of the beverage; 
both cause the pressure in the filled bottle to rise and possible breakage of the bottle and hence 
production loss. 

The storage phase 

Handling 
Proper handling is important to avoid breakages, which happens unnecessarily after packaging. 
After manual packaging into cases and on pallets, the drinks are transported by forklifts from the 
production hall into the storage hall. The routing from the production to the storage should be changed. 
Though it requires a drastic change in the building installation, TB should consider this. 

5.2.3 The recovery subsystem 

Some recovery of energy (and material) flows are discussed before. They were the condensate recovery 
from boiler and syrup room and the sedimentation of washer water to reclaim caustic. Recovery which 
was not mentioned yet, is the condensate recovery of the C02-heater. 

Steam/condensate recovery from C02-heater 
Actual practice of steam for C02-heating is the draining of the residual steam/condensate. From table 3.3 
the amount of steam/condensate drained is 720 tonnes per year, which represent 310 MWh<33>. This 
amount is of the same order of magnitude of the heat in the steam recovered from the boiler. 

Recommendation 
TB should calculate the feasibility of this option of recovering, since the amount of heat lost from the 
C02-heat is comparable to the amount of energy returned from the boiler. The maximum amount of heat 
recoverable would be 37% of the total lost! 

5.3 Classification of the ECOs 

Efforts on energy conservation are strongly coupled with the improvements in energy efficiency, which 
cover the technical, organisational and behavioural aspects of the better use of energy. 

At TB the energy conservation opportunities ECOs are identified, and, where possible, quantified. They 
have systematically been tackled according to the (energy) grouping of the general model used to describe 
the energy system within a factory, given by Wolters. 

Though this is a very systematical division, it is necessary to put the ECOs into a financial order in which 
the management of TB can approve whether or not to introduce the ECO into the factory. The order will 

<33> Assuming that 50% is steam and the other condensate. 
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be based on the initial investment needed to implement the Eco<34>. Therefore the following grouping 
can be made<35). 

0. organisational opportunities; 
1. house keeping opportunities; 
2. low costs opportunities; 
3. retrofit opportunities. 

Organisational opportunities are energy management actions that are done by (re)organising the 
management in the factory. 

Implemented housekeeping opportunities are energy management actions that are done on a regular basis 
and never less than once a year. 

Implemented low cost opportunities are energy management actions that are done once and for which the 
cost is not considered great. 

Implemented retrofit opportunities are energy management actions that are done once and for which the 
cost is significant. 

As financial ranking criterium the payback period (pbp) will be used. The pbp is suggested, because it give 
a quick insight in the return of an investment, the payback. A disadvantage of the use of the pbp is that 
no additional information will be given about the investment after the payback period. 

5.3.1 Organisational/housekeeping opportunities 

This section presents an overview of the organisational and housekeeping opportunities for energy 
conservation. 

Capacity utilisation improvement 
Governmental regulations and strategies 
Logistics on empties and fulls 
Motivation and encouraging of personnel 
Reduction of production losses by minimising the rejects 

Blowdown rescheduling 
Boiler performance enhancement 
Bottle handling at filler 
Burner adjustment 
Compressor efficiency 
General boiler housekeeping 
General instructions on the cooling tower and evaporators/condenser 
Handling 
Infeed air/ air filters 
Load management during interruption 
Monitoring and analysing the flows 
NUW A water contamination reports 
Power demand control 
Pulleys and drives 

<34> Section 2.9.2 shows cost-effectiveness of the implementing ECOs. 

(35) Other divisions of energy conservation opportunities are possible. For example: fundamental process changes, product 
changes, and new energy conservation technologies. 
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Transformer house 
Washer 

5.3.2 Low cost opportunities 

The overview of the low cost opportunities for energy conservation. 

Capacity utilisation improvement 
Reduction of production losses by minimising the rejects 
After cooler 
Compressor efficiency 
Feed water tank of back-up boiler 
Improving the Power Factor 
Increasing of condensate return 
Infeed and inspection of bottles 
Insulation of concentrate storage room 
Insulation of condensate return duct 
Insulation of steam ducts 
Insulation of the R22-pipeline between the evaporator and R22-condenser 
Leaks in compressed air lines: leak test 
Lighting 
Pretreatment of raw water: make-up water 
Steam fitting insulation 
Steam leaks 
Water consumption 
Water meters 

5.3.3 Retrofits 

The overview of the retrofit opportunities for energy conservation. 

Sedimentation tank for caustic reclamation 
Steam/condensate recovery from C02-heater 

5.4 Recommendations for TB 

From the listings in the sections 5.3.1 to 5.3.3 TB should implement at least the organisational and 
housekeeping measures in order to attain some cost reduction with respect to energy consumption in the 
factory. 

Organisational and housekeeping measures generally ask for simple change in attitude with respect to 
the use of energy. Low cost and retrofits require some financial investments. It is the task of the 
management to consider the investment and the result of the investment on the long run. 
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Chapter 6 Improvement in the energy management and maintenance system in 
order to reduce the energy consumption at TB 

This chapter will outline some changes in the energy management and the maintenance systems at TB to 
obtain a more efficient system. These subjects are part of the factors which are identified that they 
influence the specific energy consumption in the factory of TB. The main issue in this section is the 
involvement of everyone, from the top in the organisation ladder to the bottom and back by the measu
ring and registration. 

6.1 Changes in energy management 

Involvement 
To a large degree, the successful implementation of 
an energy conservation effort or program is a 'peop
le's problem'. It means that when setting up the 
programs people should be involved, from the shift 
workers to the chief executive, and hence optimizing 
the people's effort to produce more efficient opera
tions. It is essential to have a workforce that is both 
diligent and committed, i.e. properly motivated. 

Without going deeper into the theory of the human 
relations approach of motivation, some factors will 
be mentioned which drive the needs of individuals. 
The needs are subdivided in basic (biological) and 
higher (growth) needs. The factors that are associa
ted with the higher needs can affect job satisfaction 
and, in an industrial setting, these factors are to be 
found in the job content. Factors associated with 
basic needs affect job dissatisfaction and these are to 
be found in job environment [Herzb]. It can be seen 
from the diagram that the factors achievement, recog
nition and work itself have got a large influence on 
the satisfaction of the job and company policy and 
administration and supervision have a relative large 
influence on the dissatisfaction of the job. 

factors that lead to 

ex.!reme 

ct1ssat1sfact1cn 

cqm 'ny 

Figure 6.1: Factors affecting job attitudes. 
Source: [Herzb) 

Achieving something , getting the job done and the recognition of the direct chief are the reasons for 
great satisfaction in the job people have in a company. The work itself is of less relevance. Giving people 
more responsibility will increase their involvement in producing quality products. Satisfaction is achieved 
also when there are possibilities to grow: get higher in function and status. 

On the other hand the dissatisfaction are mainly caused by the company policies and administration 
matters. Restrictive practise of for example that none of the factory operators are allowed to enter the 
main building. Supervision can be a nuisance to anyone who is limited in freedom. A direct boss can be 
very strict that no-one is allowed to go away on a short when the line breaks down etc. 

6.1.1 Changes on top level of management 

On top level management, the following aspects will be discussed: 
energy goals; 
energy programs & priorities; 
energy coordinator; 
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allocation resources. 

Energy goals 
Based on the prices of electricity, industrial diesel oil, and water, the management can set up goals to be 
achieved. Reducing cost is the driving force to reduce energy consumption. For a company in Tanzania, 
the aspects of the sustainable use of energy and thus the environmental aspects are not a driving 
force<36>. As a derivative of general production cost control, goals can be set in the field of the energy 
use. In 1992,electricity, water, HDO, and IDO made up respectively 0.65%,0.63%,0.21% and 0.41% of 
the sales turnoverl37l. 

In the following box examples of energy goals are given that are achievable at TB, based on the 1992 
figures. The assumptions here are a constant production (bottling) rate at 70 % and constant energy 
prices. 

With respect to the previous year, a reduction of total energy costs by 0.21 % 
can be achieved by reducing consumption of 

electricity: 0.04 % 
water: 0.01 % 
HDO: -0.5% 
IDO: 0.21% 

It is obvious here that the costs made by the use of the back-up boiler to produce steam should be 
reduced. It is tl1en the task of the maintenance/plant manager to make this real. reducing the use of IDO 
means on the other hand an increase in the use of HDO. 

Energy program, priorities and energy coordinator 
From the list of ECOs made in chapter 5, it can be seen that the majority of ECOs are made up of 
organisation and housekeeping measures! The program and priorities here are: the setting up of the 
energy goals and investing into more awareness with respect to energy conservation by setting up of a 
promotion can1paign in the company. An 'energy coordinator' could supervise the way tltlngs should work 
out. This task requires not a 100 % input of an employee, but could be an additional task for the deputy 
production manager. 

Allocation of resources 
Resources of a company are finite, in terms of botl1 money and manpower. In assessing the requirements 
for the resources and their allocations, money is often the easier of the two to set limits on. With respect 
to human time, the recognition of the use and the attachment of the energy coordinator is a great step in 
enforcing the housekeeping and organisation measures given in chapter 5. 

6.1.2 Changes on the level of (production) department 

The task of an energy coordinator is discussed in section 2.9.1. For TB the deputy production manager is 
the most likely person to fulfil this position. In section 6.2, it is proposed to enlarge the responsibility of 
the deputy production manager with the coordination of maintenance. 

The energy conservation program and priorities which are not yet mentioned are: 
- Measuring and monitoring of energy flows and consumption. 
- Structuring of the results of the measurements in for example diagrams. 
- Reporting on a frequent basis, periodically or after every implemented conservation effort. 

(36) It is not know whether the Tanzanian government bas set norms with respect to the environment. 

(37) Sales turnover is used instead of total production costs because the latter was not available. If one consider that the 
total production costs would be 90% of the sales turnover then the figures would be 0.65,0.63,0.21 and 0.37%. 
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- Awareness sessions by plenary meetings and instructions for the employees. 
- Revision of the standards. 
- Updating of the knowledge of technology advances and developments. 

The measuring, structuring and reporting of the energy flows and consumption will be discussed in the 
next section, 6.1. 3. Awareness sessions have been explained in the former section 6.1.1 and the revision of 
standards and the updating of the knowledge are elaborated here. 

Standards and production norms 
The actual practice of production standards used in the factory is the calculation of the material and 
energy use after every shift. The usage is generally metered and registered at the source: electricity in the 
transformer house, water at the incoming lines, HDO and IDO after purchase. It is important that the 
main users of HDO and IDO, such as the boilers, of water and steam such as the washer, are adequately 
metered. And norms should be set for these users. At present, with no historical data of the boilers and 
washer, no norms can be set. So TB has to make adequate measurements and set standards with use of 
the technical documents. 

Technology developments 
Advances in technology, new types of motor drives, pumps, refrigeration units, etc. should be kept up 
with. If possible subscribing to periodics in the field of bottling and beverages should infom1 about 
advances in the same field: Beverages World and Bottling are some examples. 

6.1.3 Changes on the level of the operators 

Monitoring and measuring on the spot 
On the following places in the factory operator spots monitoring and measuring of flows can be conside
red, table 6.1. 

On the spot of the boiler house, the washer, the filler, the water treatment plant, sugar dissolving plant, 
etc., operator are the employees who are directly involved with t11e operation of the machines. It should 
be their task to monitor, measure and report of functioning of the machine t11ey operate. With respect to 
the operators of the boiler house, in the ECOs of chapter 5 this task has already been mentioned. For the 
filler operator and the washer operator, both infeed and outfeed operators, it is impractical to do so, but 
for the other mentioned operators, there are possibilities to fit in a monitoring and measuring system. 

Reports 
The structuring of the results of the measurements can occur by making reports to the plant managers on 
a frequent basis. Weekly or monthly progress on boards placed in the factory hall can give explicit 
overview: not only for the management but for the operators and oilier employees. Here they can see 
what is being consumed and the price one has to pay for the consumption. 

Final report should be made by the energy coordinator 
in close cooperation with the plant manager. The 
(possible) trends occurring in the behaviour of the 
equipment and the usage of energy and raw materials 
should be incorporated in the reports. 

6.1.4 Organisation functional structure 

A possible change in the organization structure is given 
in figure 6.2. It can be seen that the function of an 
energy coordinator is introduced into tile functional 
system. The position has a function position of a staff 
member. It is proposed that this function can be filled in 
by the deputy production manager. 

r:==========~~~-:;;;,"~~,m~••~•on;--~~--, 
plant manager 

production manager 

deputy production 
manager 

operators 

•11:change 

• -{ energy coordinator ) 

Figure 6.2: Proposed structure of the 
organization at TB 
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Table 6.1: Operators spots where adequate nwnitoring and measuring of flows should take 
pince. 

location equipment 

water plant reaction tank 

incoming water from 
public supply 

boiler house boiler operations 
(including air corn- compressor 
pressors) 

transformer house • distribution room 

generator house • generator 

bottling line washer 

fulls inspection 

filler 

sugar dissolving plant dissolving tank/agitator 

cooling towers/ idem 
evaporators 

* 
** 

to be executed by tl1e electricians. 
executed by quality control 

6.2 Changes in the maintenance system 

what to do 

reading of water meter above reaction 
tank; 
frequency of draining of solids 

reading of meters 

see ECOs, chapter 5 
(make-up water, oil tank and flow, tern-
perature, pressure) 

KV A-meter and kWh-meter 

use of diesel per tum 

water flow to drain 
temperature and flow rate•• 

rejects** 

bottling speed 

time for dissolving, steam use (tempera-
ture and pressure) 

water use 

In section 4.4 tile maintenance system of TB is described. The outline used in this section will follow tile 
one of section 4.4. 

6.2.1.Personnel, materials and procedures 

Personnel 
The number of personnel need not to be changed, TB has sufficient personnel capacity. But tile skills of 
tile maintenance personnel should be updated and improved. There exist vocational training schools which 
allow tile possibility for employees to update tlleir capabilities. TB should offer employees tile 
opportunity for vocational training outside tile plant. Not only tile person himself will benefit from tile 
training also tile company on tile long run will see results. Awareness of tile use of maintenance is of 
crucial importance to attain higher effectiveness. The dependence on tile plant manager's skill will decrea
se when tllere are otllers who has more knowledge on maintenance. Moreover, tllese employees will be 
better motivated. Some skills could be specialised and deepened by own employees of tile company, which 
again avoid die consult of outside contractors. 
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Materials 
When controlling stocks, it is crucial to find a balance between the lacking of spares and having them in 
store. Theoretical knowledge about cost is important in relation to the management of costs. Good insight 
in the maintenance costs will stimulate and motivate managers to optimise maintenance. At TB the stock 
of spares is run by one incapable employee. Someone else with more knowledge of business managing, a 
person who can communicate between the production (where spares are used) and the purchaser (where 
spares are bought), can optimise the spare control of TB. Aspects which play a role in optimising the 
spares control are: 

what are essential parts for the bottling process and what parts are specific and rare (parts to 
guard against prolonged equipment downtime). Examples of such parts are special bearings, 
special motors, gear replacements, and single purpose electronic components. They should be 
stocked only when the risks involved in doing without them are considered to outweigh the total 
cost of carrying them in stock for a predicted interval; 
what is part of the normal maintenance stock and how much to stock and when to reorder. These 
items have less specialised usage and shorter stock-turnover interval. Examples are pipe fittings, 
standard valves, bolts and nuts, electric wire and switching etc. 

At this point a simple classification of parts based on maintenance characteristics can be given as follows. 

Table 6.2: Classification of maintenance parts by usage 

MAINTENANCE SPARE PARTS AND TOOLS 

tools fast moving slow moving spar~ 
spares 

(group 1) (group 2) (group 3) 

spedal adequate inadequate warning 
warning 

use on speci- failure detec- unpredictable predictable 
ft cations table 

Source: [Kelly] 

Other aspects are: 
the price of parts. For TB it is important whether the part is purchased on the local market or 
from abroad. A spare part purchased abroad demands hard currency, which is scarcely available 
in Tanzania and therefore limited for private companies. 
the availability of parts. In Tanzania the availability of parts might be a problem: specialised parts 
need to be imported, which is regulated by government. TB might have to seek for lucrative and 
questionable ways to attain parts from abroad. Normal maintenance spares like bolts and nuts, 
electric wires etc. are available on the Tanzanian market, but the quality should not be taken for 
granted. 
possible modifying of parts. A creative mind might be able to produce more spares by modifying 
the spares in stock. Of course, this is limited by the complexity of the part needed. 
non conformal use. This refers to the vanishing of spares and tools from the factory. To prevent 
this practice, of which seems to be common in Tanzania, TB has placed an employee, who can 
be 'trusted' on the function of stock control. This is done regardless to the question whether he is 
capable or not. 
redundancy. When machines are replaced by newer and better ones, spares of tl1is machine 
become redundant. It is the stock control man to find out whether these parts can be used for 
other machines, or being modified so it can be used elsewhere, or get rid of them by selling or 
dumping or whatever. 
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Procedures 
An inventory of the objects to be maintained is present at TB. As given in section 4.4 maintenance actions 
are specified before they are carried out. This is generally done every morning during a work session 
before the shifts begin. Typical forms has to be filled in: date, shift, object (machine), spares used, 
material used, down time, and total time out of order for maintenance. And at the end of the daily 
preventive maintenance, reporting is done to the plant manager. 

Not only the daily planning should be discussed, the weekly planning should also be dealt with. Although 
the general production planning of the week ahead is discussed beforehand among the deputy general 
manager, the production manager and the operations manager, the maintenance should be treated in 
advance. This could prevent surprises for the production and maintenance departments. 

The checklists and general instructions made for the objects of the maintenance exist within the factory. 
But, checklists should be updated after replacements and renewal of objects and general instructions 
should not be kept away from where they are needed. General instructions of machines and apparatus s
hould be placed clearly in the neighbourhood of the machines in concern. Though, these instructions 
should be modified to the local circumstance and to the knowledge of the operators: they understand and 
read Kiswahili much better than English. 

There exists a back-up system for the maintenance like the technical documents. When delivered, machi
nes are often accompanied by technical documents and list of spares. As stated before, copies of technical 
documents need to be in the workshop, available to the maintenance employees. The actual practice, 
however, is that no one is allowed to consult technical documents without the permission of a member of 
the staff. This practice prevents employees to act on own initiative and responsibility, and limits the 
freedom of the employees to do maintenance actions without formal staff supervision. 

Reporting on maintenance actions is done to the plant manager, who examines the reports and makes 
comments for further actions. It is here where the schedules are made and distributed. No involvement of 
the electricians, plumbers and other 'craftsmen' is desired. Feed back to lower echelons are only done 
when necessary. 

Long term planning, six monthly to yearly, is made in cooperation between the plant manager, the 
marketing manager and the general manager. Adequate planning in the field of maintenance can avoid 
close down of the entire plant in times when the market demand is at highest (december-january). 

6.2.2 Maintenance policy and strategy 

In section 4.4 it is stated that the policy of maintenance at TB is based on a mixture of failure and use 
time. 

A more comprehensive maintenance policy should be based on a combination of the three maintenance 
strategies: the failure based, the used time based and the condition based maintenance. A number of 
prerequisites must exist before preventive (the use time based and the condition based) maintenance can 
be properly implemented. At TB it is necessary to find out whether these prerequisites are met. 

Prerequisites 
First, an accurate identification of the root cause of all incipient problems is required. This leads to an 
adequate planned and scheduled maintenance. After detecting and discovering root cause of incipient pro
blems, the maintenance schedule needs to be set up. For TB, this means a close cooperation between the 
plant (maintenance) manager, the production manager, the marketing manager and the deputy general 
manager. 

The next prerequisite is the maintenance history database. Actual practice at TB is putting records of 
maintenance, after being commented upon, into the archives. Eventually nothing is done with the reports. 
TB owns a small personal computer which was used for administrative purposes and which is abandoned 
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finally. This computer can be used for recording (historical) data of the maintenance department (and 
other departments of course). A minimum requirement here is the employing of an extra employee to 
operate the computer and its software. For properly planning the maintenance planner need to know the 
mean time between failure for all the objects to be maintained. 

The availability of skilled craftsmen is a prerequisite which is hard to fulfil in Tanzania. Therefore, the 
company has to implement in-plant training to provide the minimum craftsman skills and to meet the 
maintenance of the entire production system. This topic is touched upon in the former section. 

Adeauate time to perform maintenance is given to the maintenance department before the morning shift 
begins. This practice does not have to change. Past experience shows that the time given, four hours, is 
sufficient to execute all preventive maintenance before start up of the line. 

Verification of repairs must be done before the machine or system is returned into service. Verification 
will ensure that the repairs were properly made and all incipient problems or other potential limitations 
to maximum production capacity have been corrected. 

When these prerequisites are (partially) fulfilled, a comprehensive maintenance strategy based on a 
preventive strategy can be set up. 

RanJ..ing of procedures and guidelines 
An initial ranking of the effective procedures, considered as an example, is given as follows [Kelly]: 

- condition based maintenance on line; 
- condition based maintenance off line; 
- used time based maintenance; 
- failure based maintenance. 

This ranking is justified on the following grounds: 
Condition based maintenance is usually cheaper and more positive than used time based main
tenance because of the uncertainty of the mean time between failure (caused by inherent variabili
ty or by lack of data). Used time based maintenance is usually cheaper than failure based mainte
nance because of the high cost in the latter case of lost production and/or consequent damage. 

After the initial ranking, it is necessary to set some guidelines to find out when a certain procedure need 
to be used. This is based on the items when a certain critical unit is found. For example, a hap-snap 
motor drive of the conveyor system of the bottling line will obviously brake down within a certain 
predicted time, let's say within 1 to 5 shifts. A motor drive is a complex replaceable item (built up of 
various components), so the maintenance procedure is to replace or repair the motordrive, based on the 
condition. In this case it is better to execute this off line. 

A guideline for a critical unit is given in table 6.3. 

Organisation set up 
For the factory of TB, 
the organisation could 
be as the following set 
up: 

Personnel 
Figure 6. 3 represents a 
proposal for a slight 
change in functions to 
optimise the mainte
nance system at TB. It 
can be noticed that the 

information 
exchange ._ - -

same person 

maintenance manager -

maintenance planner 

head electrician head plumber head mechanic 

-( production manager ) 

deputy 

production manager 

shift 

foremen 

Figure 6.3: New (proposed) structure of the maintenance system at TB. 

maintenance manager is the same person as the production manager. The 
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production manager is the plant manager as well, see figure 3.1. An important change is the ease in the 
function of the maintenance manager with respect to planning. The planning can be performed by the 
maintenance planner. This function can be performed by the deputy production manager, who will have 
closer contact with the stock keeper. On a higher level, the maintenance manager has close contact with 
the company's purchaser. 

Table 6.3:Maintenance guidelines/or a criticalunit 

Item category-> simple replaceable complex replaceable permanent items 
items items 

main secondary 

maintenance proce- adjust or repair via repair or replace via repair or -
dure used time or condi- used time, condition replace 

tion or failure via 
condition 

preventive policy inspection routines conditioned based inspection -
lubrication routines routines routines 
service periods & overhaul 

corrective policy diagnostics & 
corrective methods 

spares inventory po- carry mostly items - carry mostly compo- none carried unless 
licy some components nents insurance spares 

demand predictable some items in special 
cases 
demand difficult to 
forecast 

Source: [Kelly) 

Schedules 
In cooperation with the maintenance manager the maintenance planner need to set up long term (yearly) 
programs based on a weekly division. In such planning, the annual overhauls and major shutdowns are 
set: the average time and manpower necessary, a list of tools and artifacts to perform the maintenance, 
the maintenance task to be done and the nature (electrical, mechanical, cleaning, etc.) of the task. 

On tl1e short run, weekly and daily schedules and work orders should be made. Emergency work 
demands raise a direct work order. In the next table 6.4 and figure 6.4, an example of the work order 
system for maintenance control is given. 
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Table 6.4: Work order system for maintenance control 

job planning scheduling scheduling planning produc- supervisor stores tradeforce 
origina- tion 
lion 

Request Check Schedule Schedule Check and Complete raise Bond and Complete 
to plan- priority, work weekly bond separate emergency issue work. 
ning office Check if order on load of spares and downtime work spare 
or super job is on long term work or- tools. record. order and parts. 
visor. file as ne- programm ders. Check and perform Compile 
Add plant cessary. e. Update supply all plan- requisi-
descrip- Raise pro- manuals ning tion. 
lion work gramme. and checks. 
location, order, job document Allocate 
requester, specifi- ation. Add work 
date cation, this orders to 
priority, costs and informatio men. 
and defect check n to the 
descrip- spares. work 
tion. order. 

The work order need to have some basic ingredients which allows the person who has to execute the 
maintenance job to know what exactly has to be done. They are given in the following text box, box 3. 

Work orders are prepared by the maintenance planner and issued to the maintenance workers every 
morning before start up of the plant. 

modlflcaiuon 
work 
(rtquHQ 

_ ... 
WOik 

Figure6.4: 

em•oency wort& 

defened 
WOik 

mllnllftlnCI 

lob 
ca111ogue 
(pm & cm) 

coneccwe & 
mod1r1c1aon 
backlog 

... ..,_ 
Of di•• -·d IOUllll 

The raise of a maintenance work order 

WO•WOfk OfCter 

pm •preventive 
IT\llnlenlfte• 

cm•conecnve 
ma1na.n1nce 

IODll 
parl• 
requllllon 
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planning injonnation: . ... . .· · ........ ·· .. . 
inventory number and \lnit description .......... · · 

. job description ancl time to per{onn the job ·•··· ...... . < jobspecification an~ cc)de . nunil:>er/ . . . / 

··.··•••.••·.•.••.> . Chite .. required ilridpciC>rl.fr < .. </. ··········•·.····· .·.•· / .. .... / ... .... / ....trade required /< .... />/ //············· . ··.··•·•·•·• EJ~~!i:::tx:r ... and location··• F~;i~.;;onjob(i 
..... . .......... . ... . . ··- ............. . ........ .... . ............. . ........ .. . ......... . .. ...... . ............. . 

control information: .·. << . . . . . .· 
cost code for work type and trade 
downtime ...• 
actual time taken · · 
cause and consequence of failure 
action taken 

Box 2: The ingredients of a work order 

6.3 Conclusions 

Some conclusion can be made here with respect with the management of energy and maintenance. 

On the field of energy management: 

l. To attain any improvement on the field of energy management an conservation involvement of all 
employees is a key factor. Involvement can be reached by raising the awareness of the use of 
conserving energy, by setting up meeting sessions in which employees are instructed so one may 
change one's behaviour in energy use. Involvement had to be found from top level management 
to the operators on the work floor. 
Achievement, recognition and the work itself have large influence on the satisfaction of the job. 

2. The setting up of energy goals on the long run will provide a base for consistent energy 
management system. 

3. An energy coordinator as a step towards the consistent energy management system. 
4. Allowing operator to be more responsible on the job spot will lead to more involvement. 

On the field of maintenance: 

5. Allowing personnel to attend vocational training to improve their skills. 
6. Better set up of the stock control system. 
7. Changing the maintenance organisation by adding a maintenance planner. 
8. A more adequate maintenance work order system will upgrade the perfonnance of maintenance. 
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Chapter 7 The position of the soft drinks subsector within the Tanzanian economy: 
economic indicators 

In this chapter the position of the soft drinks subsector will be discussed. In the light of the beverage 
(ISIC 313) and soft drinks (ISIC 3134) industry some indicators such as the outlet market, employment 
position, labour productivity, and the geographic position will be elaborated upon. The research question 
which bas to be answered is 

Mat is the position of the soft drinks subsector within the industry in Tanzania? 

7 .1 Introduction 

From the point of view of the industrial policy makers, the soft drinks sector plays a relatively small role. 
This is reflected in the general industrial policy documents, such as the Economic Recovery Programmes, 
the Rolling Plan Forwarding Budgetsf3BJ and the Five Year Plans and Programmes: in these documents 
emphasis is put on the industrial sector which has impact on the general Tanzanian economy for example 
in the field of energy use and the use of indigenous raw materials and technology. In the field of energy 
use cement producing companies and in the field of indigenous raw materials and technologies, building 
materials producing companies and farm implements producing companies receive main attention. The 
obvious reason here is to reduce dependency on importation of energy and raw materials for industrial 
activities. 
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Figure 7.1: Production volumes ofwine,spirits,beerand soft drinks for the years 1987to 1993 
Source: [BoS2] 

(38) Rolling Plan forwarding budgets are budget planning the government which are revised of a 2-year base. 
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The only beverage industry which actually receives attention of the policy makers is the beer industry: 
relative high excise revenues can be gained from these products. This accounts slightly for the soft drinks 
subsector due to the import of certain raw materials, e.g. concentrates, which are highly duty taxed. But, 
whether it is given in terms of employment, value added, exports and so on, in this subsector goods are 
manufactured which are in direct reach of a major part of the population. Everywhere in Tanz.ania locally, 
in casu regionally produced soft drink is available. 
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Figure 7.2: GDP contribution of the three main sectors and production value of beer and soft drinks 

Source: [BoS2] 

To give an idea of the quantities that have been produced in the beverage sector in Tanz.ania, figure 7 .1 
shows the production volumes of the various goods (spirits, wine, beer and soft drinks) in this subsector. 
Note that the y-axis scale in the figure on the left differs from the one on the right. Average wine 
produced was 333,000litres over the year 1987 to 1993, in which 1989 was a poor year. Average spirits 
production over the same period was 385,000litres. Soft drinks production shows an enormous increase in 
1990. It seemed like the beer drinking population shifted from beer drinking to soft drink consumption or 
there was an error in the soft drinks production figure for that year. Beer production continued to decline 
before 1990 and improved after 1990, when the general economy started to recover. Industrial value 
added growth decreased to approximately 0% in 1989 and improved slightly in 1990 and afterwards. This 
is reflected by the production of beer. 

The only spirit commercially produced in Tan7.llD.ia is the Konyagi, a cognac-like liquor. Wine is produced 
in the Dodoma region and beer is produced by three companies around Dar es Salaam, Arusha and 
Moshi. The development of the values of the beer and soft drinks production of the years 1987 to 1993 is 
given in figure 7.2 at local current prices (right). Not only the volume of the produced soft drinks has 
increased, the value at current prices as well. The prices increased due to general inflation. Beer prices 
rose from 170 Shillings in 1989 to 199 Shillings in 1990. No data on the value added in this sector are 
known. Figure 7 .2 (left) shows the sectoral contribution to GDP over the years 1983 to 1993. In the figure 
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it can be seen that the share of industry is a lot smaller than the contribution of the other sectors. But the 
share has been approximately constant over the years. 

In the next table some performance figures of the Tanzanian industry and manufacturing sector are given 
for the years 1987 to 1993. 

Table 7.1 Perfonnance figures of Tanzanian economy (1987..1993) 

1987 1988 

GDP at factor cost '11JO;J77 209,131 
lq> ('10"6 TSh) 
growtls (%) 4.4 

Industrial value added 26,940 28,689 
lq> ['10"6 TSh) 
s11are![%] IJ.9 JJ.8 

ManUfacturing value added 14,792 15,837 
lq> ('10"6 TSh) 

share:.:_[%] 
54.9 55.2 

Industrial employment 117,390 125,664 

Manufacturing employment 111,143 113,537 

share of industrial employment [%] 94.6 90.3 ... 
National consumers price index 100 132 
(1987=100) 
Annual inflation rate[%) 32 

labour Force (10"3 persons) 11,587 11,924 

Key: lcp: local constant prices 
' as percentage of GDP at market prices 
" as percentage of industrial value added 
"' an indicator for the inflation rate 
Source: [BoS2] 

1989 1990 1991 

217,183 229,542 Z38,S77 

3.9 5.7 4.0 

27,142 32,305 33,727 

10.3 JJ.S 11.8 

17,0S2 16,618 18,616 

62.8 51.4 55.2 

132,437 136.~l 

119,822 122.937 

90.5 89.9 

172 234 304 

30 41 30 

12.261 12,597 13,001 

1992 1993 

247,6Z7 

3.8 

34,654 

11.7 

18,965 

54.7 

368 456 

21 24 

13,404 13,807 

The table shows that the GDP has been growing over the years at constant prices; the share of industrial 
value added has decreased before 1990 and improved afterwards; manufacturing share in value added of 
industry has maintained a constant level, but it can be improved, see for example the figure of 1989; the 
share of employment in manufacturing has decreased slightly over the years; the inflation has reached to 
456% after 6 years, which is not a poor performance when comparing to others developing countries. 
Moreover, the inflation seemed to be under better control. 

Scope of the research 
Before elaborating the methodology in the next section, it is necessary to mention the scope of the 
research: soft drinks companies which have been assessed have ten or more people engaged<39l as employ
ees or by other relation and the research can be seen as exploratory. 

7.2 Methodology 

One way to tackle the problem "what is the position of the soft drinks subsector within the industry in 
Tanzania?" is by setting up a set of indicators which allow some comparisons among the establishments in 
the soft drinks subsector. The contribution of each establishment in relation to the manufacturing sector 
of the region and of Tanzania will be determined. 

C39l Lower limit of persons engaged in the companies assessed by the Bureau of Statistics in Tanzania. 
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The indicators which need to be discussed areC40>: 

a) on regional and national level 
geographical distribution 
market size and share; 
value added; 
employment / persons engaged; 
share in the manufacturing value and value added; 
weight in the consumers price index (CPI); 
problems with respect to the governmental policies and how to react to the problems such as 
restriction on imports, availability of foreign exchange, limiting availability of spares etc. 

b) on company level 
capital productivity; 
labour productivity; 
output/input ratio; 
value added; 
employment; 
labour costs; 
products variety. 

To make comments on the indicators, necessarily definitions need to be given and finally the data need to 
be collected. The indicators need to be defined in a concise way to understand the data that are available 
and the definitions are not limited to one sector. 

After the definitions and the descriptions of the subsector the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and 
threats will be discussed to place the subsector in the national context and finally some trends will be 
determined. 

Definitions of indicators 

Geographical distribution is the distribution of establishment over the various administrative regions m 
Tanzania. 

Market size is the potential number of customers in an area, in casu region, of distribution of end 
products; for simplicity the area is chosen as the entire population based on the statistics. Market share is 
the share of the (actual) total products sold in the active region of a company. Active region is the areas 
in which the establishment, company, is supposed to use as outlet market for its final products. 

Value added: the difference between gross output and production costs. 

Employment is the number of persons paid by the establishment. Proprietors, unpaid family workers, 
directors and others who are not in receipt of regular pay are excluded. Persons engaged covers all 
employees as well as working proprietors and unpaid family workers. Excluded are directors and ex
employees receiving pension. 

The share of production value and value added in manufacturing is the contribution to the total manufactu
ring value and value added of an establishment in the soft drinks subsector. The share of subsectoral 
employment in total manufacturing employment is the contribution to the total employment of an 
establishment (company) in the manufacturing sector of a region and of the subsector of beverages. 

C40) Without being complete the indicators mentioned are partially derived from the data that was available. 
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The problems with respect to the governmental policies and how to react to the problems such as restric
tion on imports, availability of foreign exchange, limiting availability of spares etc. refer to the possible 
manner to maintain a continually production. 

The capital productivity is generally defined as the ratio of final output divided by the value of the capital 
input in the period of reference. The labour productivity is generally defined as the ratio of final output 
divided by the number of employees employed by the establishment in the period of reference. The 
output/input ratio is ratio of the value of the final products at market prices over the value of the inputs 
of raw materials and semi-raw material at market prices to produce the final products. 

Product variety is the number of different final products sold on the outlet market. 

Indicators which are not mentioned are self-explanatory. 

The set up of other parts of this chapter 
In section 7.3 the soft drinks subsector will be described and discussed according to the indicators given 
above. In section 7.4 a short discussion on the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of the 
subsector will take place and in section 7.5, the future trends will be determined . And finally in section 
7.6 some concluding remarks will be given. 

7.3 Description of the soft drinks industry 
in Tanzania by discussion of the indi
cators 

The beverage manufacturing and bottling industry m 
Tanzania consists of the following subsectors: 
- spirits; 
- wine; 
- beer and 
- soft drinks producing companies. 

The first three subsectors are not of interest in this 
study, only the relevance of the subsector soft drinks for 
TB will be outlined here. 

Major brands and companies in the soft drinks subsector 
Major brands are Pepsi-cola and Coca-cola. Both brands 
are originated from the United States of America. These 
two products are licensed to companies to manufacture 
in Tanzania. Smaller brands are Vimto of Indian origin 

A 
B 
c 
D 

E 

F 
G 
H 
I 

J 

TB 

Fahari Bottlers·/td., Dodoma 
Kilima Bottlers ltd., Anisha 
Bonite Bottlers ltd., Moshi 
M/S Anjari Soda Factory, 

<Tanga · <> 
Abdulrasul & Sons, Dar es Sa~ 
/a(lln 
.. . .. ·.·. ·.· .. · .. · . 

. ·· Mtwara Bottlersltd., Mtwara 
Ruaha Bottling Company, Iringa 
West Lake Bottlers, Bukoba 
Mwanza Bottling Company, 
Mwanza 
Nyanza Bottling Company, 
Mwanza 

f ~:z;;,:ia Joftlerslt~, Dar es 

) PJJr ~~fiafi Bqitlers Jtd., Dar es Sa
laam 

and some locals brands<41>. The two largest brands are Box 3: List of establishments 
country-wide the most dominating. Both produce several 
different soft drinks, of which the most important in market share are: 

- Pepsi-cola: pepsi-cola and 7-up 
- Coca-cola: coca-cola, sprite and fanta-orange. 

In the Dar es Salaam, Coastal and Morogoro region, TB is the prime producer for the brands of the 
Coca-cola company and Fahari Bottlers ltd. the producer for the Pepsi company. 

In the text box, box 3, the establishments which are involved in the study are represented by capital 
letters. This representation is done to simplify the use in tables and figures. 

<41> Names of local brands omitted. 
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Indicators at the regional and national level 

Geographical distribution of establishments of soft drinks subsector within Tanzania 
There are 20 administrative regions within Tanzania. In annex 9 the map of Tanzania is shown in which 
the regions are given. The spread of the soft drinks producing companies is much larger than the other 
beverage subsectors: in 14 of the 20 regions there are soft drinks factories. The other sectors of spirits, 
wine and beer are situated in about one or two regions. In the map of annex 9 it can be seen where the 
establishments of soft drinks factories are situated in 1989 and 1993. In regions where no establishments 
are situated soft drinks are supplied by distribution centres. For example, Tanzania Bottlers supplies the 
Coastal region, which surrounds the Dar es Salaam region, and the Morogoro region by distribution 
centres in Dar es Salaam (2) and Morogoro city. 

The following figures are given in table 7.2 per region for 1990 and 1993: population size, population 
density, number of soft drinks producing establishments, the number of persons engaged, the value added 
in 1989 and the percentage of urban population. In the same table the value added by the soft drinks 
producers in the areas is also given. For example, in the Dar es Salaam region there are 3 main soft 
drinks producers with a total number of 565 persons engaged and a total value added to the products of 
1117 million Shillings. The number of establishments in 1989 was 15 and by 1993 there were 18 establish
ments. The number of people engaged was 1773 in 1989 and estimates made in 1993 were 2000 persons. 

Comparing the figures in table 7.2 and the data in the annex 9 it is obvious that in the high populated 
regions Kilimanjaro, Mwanza, Mtwara, Tanga and Dar es Salaam most of the establishments are situated, 
which is not amazing. Highly populated regions are around the Victoria lake and the regions up north 
A/Usha, Kilimanjaro, Tanga and Dar es Salaam. In these 5 areas 11 establishments and 69% of the 
persons of the subsector were engaged. 

Market size and market share of establishments in the region they are situated 
For all producing companies the outlet market plays an important role with respect to the distance to the 
location of the establishment. The market size of potential customers is equal to the population size in 
the active regions of an establishment. Many soft drinks producers are resorted in the neighbourhood of 
highly populated urban areas in Tanzania. In the table 7.2 the size of the population of all regions are 
given. A figure missing in the columns denotes that there is no such producer in the areas. All establish
ments are situated in the regional capitals; the figures of the last column of table 7.2 show the share of 
urban population in the population of the region of concern. 
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Table 7.2: Regional distribution of soft drinks establishments and the populations 

population #of #of persons Value located urban 
1990 establishments engaged ISIC 3134 added establish. popula-

tion 

Regions size density 1990 1993 1990 1993 1990 
1•10001 [persons/km2] [10"6 TSh] [%] 

Arusha 1551 18.3 1 1 78 78 1281 B 12.2 

Coast 732 22.5 - 14.0 

Dodoma 1421 34.4 1 1 148 148 131.9 A 1.2 

Iringa 1387 23.2 1 1 90 90 100.7 G 102 

Kigoma 987 21.9 - 1.9 

Kagera 1395 38.1 1 1 37 37 3.9 H 7.0 

Kilimanjaro 1272 95.4 2 2 373 373 294.1 c 14.0 

Morogoro 1403 17.8 - 20.2 

Mwanza 2156 61.1 3 3 257 257 312.3 I.J 17.2 

Lindi 742 11.2 - 15.2 

Dar es Salaam 1562 1120 3 3 565 565 1117 E,TB,FBl 85.0 

Rul..wa 799 10.6 - 12.4 

Ruvuma 899 13.5 - 10.3 

Shinyanga 2034 39.9 1 1 43 43 -44.5 ? 7.2 

Singida 909 18.4 - 7.6 

Mara 1114 36.2 1 92 ? ? 10.1 

Mbeya 1694 27.2 1 135 0 ? 16.2 

Mtwara 1021 61.1 1 1 93 93 -18.5 F 12.9 

Tabora 1189 15.6 - 13.2 

Tanga 1473 54.8 1 2 89 89 2.1 D,? 16.2 

Total: 25740 15 18 1773 2000 3176 18.5 

In table 73, the establishments are represented by capital letters in the first row. In the second row the 
production size is given in hectolitres. This figure is estimated for the year 1989. The market share, given 
in row 3, is determined by the share of the products sold in the region of location. These figures again 
are based on the production. 
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Table 7.3: Establishments and their market share in the region they are situated 

establish- A 
ment 

production 30000 
size 

market 55 
share 

.. 

B c D E F G H I J TB FBI 

6000 55000 1700 400 1600 75000 2600 6000 500 180000 240000 

55 55 5 3 70 70 90 90 10 52 45 

Market is share is estimated by taking into account the presence of other competitors in the same region, the 
number of active regions for an establishment and comparing this with the production size of the 
establishment with the population of the region of concern. For example, the Dar es Salaam region has 2 
main competitors, TB and FBI. TB has three active regions and FBI has four. Both supply the majority of 
their production to the local region Dar es Salaam, but FBI has to supply the Tanga region, which TB does 
not have to. 

In this table it can be seen that in some regions there is an establishment with an absolute majority in 
market share, for example in the regions of establishments H and I. 

The size of the soft drinks producing establishments 
The size for the sector can be given in terms of the number of establishments in the region, and the 
number of people engaged, production volume and the production value. Here only those mentioned will 
be elaborated upon. 

The number of establishments per region and the people engaged are given in table 7.2. The production 
volumes and values of all establishment at local current prices for the past years are given in figures 7.2 
and 7.3. Regional production volumes are given in table 7.3. 

The share of the production value of the soft drinks sector in the production value of the manufacturing 
sector at current prices ranges from 1.1 % in 1987 to 1.3 % in 1989. The annual production in 1990 was 
930,000 hectolitres and by 1993 was 800,000 hectolitres. 1990 was a special year in which: 
1. there was a rapid rise in production in the sector due to a rise in the demand (no exports); 
2. the data used from the source are not reliable for this year. 

For the sake of simplicity, the second reason will be taken into account and when correcting the figure 
the production will become 800,000 hectolitresC42>. 

The performance data of establishments are given in table 7.5. It should be noticed that the figures for 
the sector are totals of the figures of the establishments A through J, excluding those of Tanzania Bottlers 
and Fahari Bottlers in Dar es Salaam. These last figures are estimated. Figures of missing establishments 
could not be estimated. Those establishments are: Shinyanga Bottlers, Shinyanga, Sykes Bottlers, Tanga 
and G.S. Bottlers, Mwanza. 

Considering the persons engaged, many establishments are of medium size, which is defined as engaging 
a number of person between 50 and 500 persons. Only two companies can be seen as small: D and E. 

Comparing the various companies by the production costs shows us that only 2 establishments, B and G, 
have relative low production costs. High production costs, above 90 %, are noticed at 3 establishments: A, 
D, and I. Labour costs do not make up a large part of the company's costs. Only establishment G, where 
the share is 35%, is an exception. 

Net value added is calculated by deducting the result of stock and the total costs, and depreciation from 
the sales revenues, but excluding labour costs. For company F and J, the net value added is even though 
negative. The question is how are they willing to pay the wages and salaries? In the last row the result is 

C42> The correction is done by assuming there is a trend in increase of production volume. 
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given; it is the net value added minus the labour costs. The question is how can some companies still have 
positive results: F and J. 

Establishment G performed exceptionally compared with the other companies. 

The weight in the national consumers price index, (CPI) 
From 1969 onwards, the government introduced the consumers price index to measure the inflation rates 
and to offer the policy makers a basis for appropriate solutions to the hampering economyC43>. After 1969, 
the basket for determining the index consisted of 170 consumer items, 50 of which were food and 120 
non-food. The weight taken by the item group drinks and tobacco, which includes the soft drinks, was 
7.7%. By 1977 it was revised to 2.5%. The largest item group was food, which rose from 47% in 1969 to 
642% in 1977. Until now, the relative weights of the item groups of the 1977 are still maintained. Table 
7.1 shows the consumers price index since 1987. The annual change of the consumers price index is a 
measure for the annual inflation rate. The CPI reflects the change in cost for living on a national context. 
For certain urban area, such as Dar es Salaam, this index might diverge substantially from the actual 
price index in the city. In the next table, 7.4, the price index for the item group beverage and tobacco and 
the annual changes for Dar es Salaam are given. 

Table 7.4: Price index and inflation rate for beverage and tobacco in the Dar es Salaam region 

year 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 

price index 142.4 188.4 275.2 325.2 395.6 484.4 633.6 

percentage price 20 33 25 25 40 43 
change soft drinks 
[%] 

inflation rate in 32 46 18 22 22 31 
Dar[%] 

Comparing the annual inflation rates on the national level, table 7.1, with the rates in the Dar es Salaam 
region, it can be noticed that the figures of the years 1989 to 1991 diverge substantially. A reason for the 
differences can not be found. The annual change in price for soft drinks are reasonably higher than the 
inflation rates. The production costs of soft drinks are perhaps very sensitive to inflation. 

Problems of establishments due to the govemmental policies 
In 1989, establishments have been questioned about the problems they encountered due to governmental 
policies. The problems grouped into 7 fields are given as follows: 
1. insufficient production materials 
2. break down & lack of spares 
3. lack of skilled manpower 
4. lack of adequate transport facilities 
5. inadequate supply of water 
6. inadequate supply of electricity 
7. other problems 

The results of the questionnaires were: 
25% of the establishments show continually problems with the insufficient supply of production materials, 
breakdown and lack of spares. 18% answered that they are hampered by problems of skilled manpower 
and inadequate transport facilities. 16% of the establishments had problems with the adequate supply of 
water. Inadequate supply of electricity was stated by 6% of the establishment. 

<43> Without going deeper into the theories about the inflation rate control and the limits of the consumers price index. 
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Table 7.5: Some data of the establishments 

(sector) t A B c D E F G H I 

Total persons 960 148 76 223 18 18 93 90 37 77 
engaged 

product value 1,823,843 243,020 47,237 452,936 13,990 3,207 12,676 614,144 21,348 48,889 
market [1000 TSh) 

production costs 1,073,499 230,447 20,268 246,633 13,440 2,324 7,392 217,620 15,008 46,694 
[1000 TSh] 

labour costs 120,691 14,476 4,545 59,642 1,039 816 3,328 12,455 2846 7,001 
[1000 TSh] 

Net Value Added 458,163 6,777 24,861 76,489 524 1,149 -10567 389,270 3898 4,932 
[1000 TSh] 

NVA/gross value 24.36 2.56 52.94 16.63 3.75 32.96 -81.49 62.80 18.32 8.73 
output[%) 

Income per person 1943 1,779 623 2,043 777 194 139 6886 577 740 
engaged [1000 TSh) 

Number of active 20 2 2 3 1 ? 3 3 1 4 
regions 

costs per person 118 1,557 267 1,106 747 129 79 2,418 406 606 
engaged [ * 1000 
TSh) 

result of 628 222 356 957 31 65 60 4460 171 134 
establishment 
[1000 TSh] 

t : The sector figures exclude the figures of 5 companies of which those of Tanzania Bottlers and Fahari Bottlers. 
+ : Costs are estimated as 90% of sales . 

• 100. 

J TB FBI 

180 197 285 

366,396 1,540,000 2,000,000 

273,673 1,387,ooo+ 1,800,000+ 

14,543 24,767 36,000 

-39,170 

-10.27 

2,058 7,819 7,018 

2 3 4 

1,520 7,037 6,316 

537 
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Overcoming these problems can be really tough for many establishments, though there are possibilities. In 
sufficient supply of raw materials can cause stops of the production and put a large burden on the capital 
performance and the capacity utilisation of a production facility. Enlarging the stock of raw materials will 
enlarge the problems even more. Establishments are defenceless as well, when this occurs in combination 
with other problems such as the lack of spares and breakdown. The latter can be technically diminished. 
Lack of skilled manpower at operator level can be decreased by taking apprentices for in-plant training. 

The capital perfonnance of the establishments will be determined by the expenditures made by the 
companies to achieve the final results in the last row of table 7.4. Capital assets can be considered: the 
land, buildings, machinery and equipments, vehicles and other fixed assets. The total result of these assets 
are given by the closing balance at the end of the year minus the opening balance. The results are given 
in the next table 7.6 

Capital results 

Table 7.6: Capital perfomiance 

Company result 
[1000 TSh) 

A 15944 
B -1834 
c -120901 
D 172 
E -13 
F -16430 
G -3269 
H 499 
I -2909 
J 448807 

The results in table 7.6 show that many establishments probably did not invest into the company. 
Depressing are the many negative results due to annual depreciation of assets. For establishment J the 
capital result suppress the net value added due to possible investments. Company F is in really bad shape. 
Net value added is very negative and probably this establishment will shut down in the near future, unless 
a lot of investments will be made. Establishment A, D, H and J are the best performing: the capital 
stock and the net value added are positive. Generally it can be observed that the Ruaha Bottling 
Company is one of the best performing in this subsector. No statement can be made about Tanzania 
Bottlers and Fahari Bottlers in Dar es Salaam, because no data of the capital assets were available. 

Labour perfonnance 
The labour performance can be expressed in terms of the production volume and value per person 
engaged or per employee. Another performance figure for an establishment is the ratio of labour costs 
over the production value. The performance figures of the volume and value per person engaged are 
given in figure 7.3. Note that the y-axes are different from each other. Figures on the people engaged at 
Tanzania bottlers are known and those figure of Fahari Bottlers are estimated. 

It is obvious in figure 7.3 that the large factories in Dares Salaam perform a lot better than the others in 
the sector. Tanzania Bottlers show the best performance in the entire subsector. This company is 
managed by a Pakistani and some Tanzanians of Indian origin. Whether this has great influence on the 
company's performance cannot be correlated since data of other companies on this topic are lacking. The 
figures of Fahari Bottlers are estimated assuming that the company's production system operates at a 
capacity utilisation rate of 60%, which is the same as Tanzania Bottlers. Other companies figures are 
calculated by assuming that they operate at a capacity utilisation rate of 50%. Establishment G, Ruaha 
Bottling Company in Iringa, is the only establishment in the region of Iringa. This company produces 
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Performance of labour 
Volume and value 
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products for the Pepsi-cola company for the region Iringa, Mbeya and Ruvuma. Total labour costs of this 
company are high comparing to the sales; they make up 35%. Other production costs also make 35% of 
the sales value. Comparing to TB and FBI, where both are 90% of the sales value, this is very low. 

A company like establishment F, Mtwara, performs very poor; it is a medium size company with 93 
people engaged and labour cost make up 25% of sales. Establishment J, Nyanza Bottlers, engaging 180 
persons produce very little volume per person but has a higher income comparing with it's direct regional 
competitor I, Mwanza Bottlers. Establishment I's production costs make up 95% of the sales value, while 
J's share was 75%. 

Output-input ratio peifomiance 
The output-input ratio of the establishments are shown if figure 7.4. All companies make good ratios of 
their input of raw and semi-raw materials. They consist of raw materials, chemicals, packaging, 
fuels and lubricants, electricity and water. 

The establishments of TB and FBI are left out 
because, as is stated before, the cost of these 
companies are estimated as 90% of their sales. 
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F'agure 7 .4: Output-input peiformance of establishments 1989 

The income<44
> is generated by: 

(a) sales of final products; 
(b) getting subsidies; 
(c) resales of semi products; 
(d) other sources such as sales of fixed assets etc. 

G H J 

For the entire sector the main income is generated from sales. No company received extra income such 
as subsidies. Some get income from selling their assets. 

7 .4 Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of the soft drinks sector 

This section is attached to the study of the subsector soft drinks to explore a little deeper into the 
subsector by identifying issues on the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats. After the identifi
cation of the issues, comments will be made on how changes can be made. 

Strengths 
In the field of the strengths the following topics can be identified: 
- the products are generally accepted all over the country; 
- they are widely spread and available over the country; 
- there is a price consensus about the products; 
- the quality of the products is generally regulated by foreign mother companies; 
- there is an overhead regulation and division on the field of regional market; 
- there is a difficult accessibility for new brands to enter the market; 

<44
> Income is meant as inflow of cash into the company. 
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Comments 
A generally accepted, widely spread, overall availability and a price consensus are certainly an ideal 
starting point for companies to sell products on the market, without fearing rejection from the customers. 
Marketing is performed at national and international level. The marketing takes a uniform shape: same 
logos, packages and relevant articles. Prices are fixed by consensus. A main problem is the severe 
competition by other brands, mainly between Pepsi- and Coca-cola. 

Because the mother companies set standards for the producing of their products, establishments have to 
make sure that they meet this requirement and customers are sure that the product is the same as before. 

Regional division of the market prevents competition on the same market by the same brands of 
different companies. 

Because the main brands are established brands, it is very difficult for newcomers to penetrate the 
market: they will have to spend a lot of effort, time and money. 

Weaknesses 
In the field of the weaknesses some topics can be noticed: 
- licences from abroad means restrictions for the establishment on what has to be produced; 
- difficulties for acquiring the raw materials which have to meet certain standards; in case of low quality 

of the raw materials appropriate treatment needs to be performed; 
- no exports market; 
- national transport facilities are poor. 

Comments 
A limitation on what has to be produced sets restrictions on the freedom of the producers. In case a soft 
drinks brand gets a really bad name, for example by supporting certain regimes, an establishment may get 
into trouble if it sticks to one product. 

Raw materials need to meet a certain minimum quality to be applied for the production; this can set a 
large problem for the establishments to acquire raw materials. 

Not only the regional market has been divided for the establishments, the international market is divided 
as well. For Coca-cola in Africa,for example, the company Coca-cola East Africa in Nairobi Kenya is the 
regional head office for Africa. This means generally for the Taruanian establishments no export market. 

Infrastructure and transport facilities in Taruania are not of the high degree as in, for example, Europe. 
Not only the poor quality of roads lays a restriction on adequate distribution, the overloaded traffic in the 
urban areas acts as a bottleneck as well. 

Opportunities 
In the field of the opportunities topics can be found such as: 
- an increasing population means a possible enlargement of the outlet market; 
- setting up of distribution centres for more adequate division of the regions; 
- some companies should consider to develop and produce its own brand of soft drink .. 

Comments 
Increasing urbanisation and population means more potential customers. 

In many regions there are no distribution centres. The regions are generally provided for by the mer
chandisers. They set up their own routes for distribution in which the establishment has no or little 
influence. 

For some companies it could be a large opportunity to consider the introduction of new soft drinks 
brands on the market. 
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7hrmts 
The threats can be considered as: 
- restrictive governmental policies on the field of import of raw materials and machinery; 
- a limitation on the foreign exchange currencies lays a burden on the maintenance of the production 

facilities; 
- increasing energy dependency on mainly petroleum products at world market prices; 
- other policies which lays restriction are being enforced such as environmental regulations. 

Comments 
As mentioned before in the first part of this report, the Tanzanian government puts high duty taxes on 
concentrates and machinery entering the country. Foreign exchange currencies are limited for the 
importation of goods and machine. The production systems of bottling plants are general imported and 
hence the spares are from abroad. 

7 .5 Extrapolation of trends 
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Fagure 7.6: Value added and volume trend of the soft drinks producing industries in Tanzania 

Trends in the value added growth and production volume of the soft drinks subsector 
In figure 7 .6 the trends are given for the value added growth and production volume. The optimistic and 
the pessimistic trends are shown. 

Assumptions here are: 
steady GDP growth per year which is stablelised at 4 % per annum. 
increasing of capacity utilisation of the production systems from 50% up to 60% in 1998. 
share of manufacturing in GDP stays at 12 % • 
value added of manufacturing remains stable at 4 % of the total manufacturing sector. 
optimistic trend are based on the facts that the consumers price index and the inflation rates are 
kept to a 15 % per annum. 
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prices increase annually by 15% according to the inflation. 
optimistic volume increase 1994-1995: 18%, 1995-1996: 10%, 1996-1997: 10% and 1997-1998: 8%. 
pessimistic volume: annually increase after 1994: 4 %. 

The value added growth trend has been increasing in the years until 1991. Afterwards, production costs 
rose due to inflation. The margins of profits falls because the raw materials, fuel and labour costs rise. 
The trend shows that the margin will drop to the assumed value added of total manufacturing sector: 4%. 
In the pessimistic case the trend will fall faster. 

7.6 Concluding remarks 

The geographical distribution of establishments shows a pattern that the majority are situated in densely 
populated areas and regions: around the Victoria lake and in the northern regions: Arusha, Kilimanjaro, 
Tanga and Dar es Salaam. 

The regional markets are mainly dominated by either one of the two larger brands Pepsi-cola and Coca
cola. Competition is missing in these regions because other brands rely on the distribution by private 
merchandisers and cannot achieve a higher market share. 

Soft drinks prices over-reflect the inflation rate and have a very small weight factor in the determination 
of the consumers price index. 

The performances of establishments: 
Establishment G, Ruaha Bottling Company in Iringa shows one of the best overall performances. 
Tanzania Bottlers and FBI have the best labour performance in volume and value, but they are surpassed 
in output-input performance. 
Two establishments show negative net value added, of which G should be dismantled by now. 

Problems in this subsector occur in the field of the supply of raw materials and adequate spares. The 
lack of skilled manpower is the second largest problems, but this shortage can be diminished by in plant 
training. 
Trends show increasing volume of soft drinks production, but the value added will fall. 

With respect to Tanzania Bottlers, the case study of the former part, part 1, the prospects are 
favourable: there is a steady population growth in the region of Dar es Salaam. Urbanisation is increasing 
in this city. The general economy of Tanzania is revering slowly but steadily and infrastructure 
improvements (roads, railways) have have been ongoing for a number of years now. 

Tanzania Bottlers itself is in a relative comfortable position: 

- labor performance is higher than those of the competitors; 
- it has a monopoly in the region of Dar es Salaam, Coastal region and Morogoro; 
- it can maintain its market share in the region if it keeps performing on the same level; 
- its products has a strong image which is marketed on international and national level. 

Finally, TB should should take advantage of its favourable general conditions for the sector and its points 
of strengths and consider developing and producing new products. The new products require no 
importation of concentrates and have no license from the well known foreign brands. Finally penetration 
of regional international market could be the next step of possibility. 
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Chapter 8 General Concluding remarks 

This chapter offers a brief summary of the parts 1 and 2 of this report. 

Energy conservation opportunities at Tanzania Bottlers ltd. 

The energy conservation opportunities for TB are mainly identified in the field of organisational changes 
and housekeeping measures. Organisational opportunities refer mainly to the capacity utilisation 
improvement (optimisation) and the reduction of the rejects. Many housekeeping measures are found in 
the operation of the boilers. The changes in the energy management and maintenance systems suggest 
that more involvement of the people in the different levels in the organisation. In the field of energy 
management an energy coordinator should be appointed: the deputy production manager fits this 
function. The same person could be the maintenance planner for the maintenance system. 

The position of the soft drinks sector 

The soft drinks manufacturing sector in Tanzania is divided into regions in which a certain establishment 
dominates. Competition is experienced mainly among the two dominating brands Coca-cola and Pepsi
cola. 
The overall performance of the establishments in 1989 was poor in terms of labor and capital 
performances. The strengths of the sector is based mainly on the generally accepted brands. 
Opportunities for the companies lie in the field of developing and producing own brands. These are not 
stifled by import restriction of concentrate and licensing of foreign companies. 

Trends show that the sector will increase in size. 
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Annexl: The energy audit 

The energy audit 
[Witt] 

ANNEX I 

The word audit is defined as a Jonna/ examination and verification of financial accounts or a 
methodological examination and review. Here the term energy audit denotes an in-depth study of a 
facility to: 

- determine how and where energy is being used or converted from one form to another. 
- identify opportunities to reduce energy usage. 
- evaluate the economics and technical practicability of implementing these reduction. 
- formulate prioritized recommendations for implementing process improvements to save 
energy. 

The elements of energy audits 

The basic elements are common for all energy audits, regardless of the nature and size of the 
operation. Briefly, these may be defined as follows: 

1. Historical review of energy-related records to establish a baseline against which progress can 
be measured. 

2. Preplanning walk-through of the plant to identify major energy-using components, to 
familiarised the audit team with the general energy and material flows through he process, 
and to identify obvious sources of energy waste, such as leaks and uninsulated requirements. 

3. Detailed definitions of the data requirements 
4. Computation of mass and energy flows and estimation of energy losses. 
5. Enumeration of energy conservation opportunities. 
6. Estimation of energy savings potentials for each opportunity. 
7. Determination of cost and profitability potential for the implementation of the opportunities. 
8. Establishment of priority recommendations for the opportunities implementation. 
9. Establishment of a continuous monitoring effort for major energy-using systems. 

Discussion of the elements 

Historical review 
The records of energy consumption can provide valuable insight into the nature of energy usage and 
can be used to provide a baseline from which the future consumption can be gauged. In examining 
these records several important points should be considered. 

Billing records must be analyzed carefully to ensure that energy consumption is actually the quantity 
being determined. For example, electricity bills include a basic service charge and kilowatthours are 
not all charged equally. 
It is necessary to nonnalise energy data to reflect the changes in production rate and possible other 
variables, such as seasonable conditions. This can be expressed, for example, as kilowatthours per 
unit of production. Taking the changes in outside temperature into consideration the energy 
consumption will change into kilowatthour per unit of production per degree-day. 

Walk-through process familiarization 
Before embarking on a detailed data acquisition and analysis, it is important to develop a thorough 
familiarity with the process and its associated mass and energy flows. Process sheets and engineering 
drawings may be available to help in this task. The location of temperature, pressure and flow sensors 
and their typical readings should be noted. Conversations with operators can be very revealing. 

Definitions of data requirements 
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ANNEX 1 
The audit must be based on actual, not hypothetical, operating data. Process measurements will be 
required. Several question should be in mind: What data are already available from existing in-place 
instrumentation and are these data reliable? At what point in the system can instruments be installed 
without interfering with process operation? What equipment and how much time is necessary? 

Process flow sheets can be helpful by indication of the location of existing instrumentation and nominal 
flows, temperatures and pressures. Nameplate specifications of equipment can be useful in conjunction 
with the measured quantities. Equipment operating load profiles provide insight into the time operation 
of the equipment: load cycles and loads, for example from the monthly demand charts obtainable 
from the electric company. 

Guesstimates of incomplete infonnation need to be done when not all of the data deemed necessary or 
desirable for comprehensive evaluation can be obtained. 

The viability of the results rest on the reliability of the data acquired. 

Mass and energy balances 
The basic principles of conservation of mass and energy provide the basis for determining where 
energy is used in a system and where losses occur. The mass and energy balances convert basic 
thermodynamic information, such as temperatures, pressure and flow rates into energy terms. And 
they provide additional resources to allow us to infer important information from incomplete data. 

Enumerating energy conservation opportunities 
The next important phase in the audit is to identify ways of decreasing the loss and to evaluate the 
energy savings and profitability potential in implementing changes. 

Evaluation of energy conservation opportunities 
The evaluation procedures consist of the recalculating of the energy and mass balances for each item, 
assuming that an energy conservation modification has been made. The cost of the modification must 
be considered and a life time economic evaluation must be carried out. to determine the profitability 
of the measure. 

Presentation of energy audit results 
No matter how accurate the data and how careful and comprehensive the calculations, an energy audit 
is only as good as the quality of the report. An energy audit report is a sales document. Like all good 
sales materials, it must be concise, direct and convincing. 
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Annex 3: CONCEPTS OF CAPACITY UTILISATION 

Excess Capacity in Manufactur
ing Industry: A Case Study of 
Selected Firms in Tanzania* 

S.M. WANGWE 

Introduction 
The existence of a substantial-degree of idle industrial 
capacity has been an increasingly prevalent phenomenon 
in developing countries. Most developing countries are 
characterised by a shortage of capital and foreign 
exchange, while investments in development ventures 
in these countries remain highly dependent on i.-nports. 
The high import content of investments compounds 
the already acute scarcity of foreign exchange. In these 
circumstances it would be reasonable to expect that the 
productive capacity in industry would~be substantially 
utilised. The machinery and other capital equipment, 
obtained by means of scarce capital and often in spite 
of foreign exchange crises, have been paradoxically 
underutilised in many developing countries as various 
studies have shown.1 The degree of underutilisatipn 
of capl!city is surprisingly greater in developing countries 
·than in developed countries.• When the scarcity of 
capital is compounded by that of foreign exchange tht; 
waste of resources resulting from an underutilised 
productive capacity becomes even greater. 

Not only does a fuller utilisation of capacity reduce 
waste of such scarce resources, but it is also capable of 
providing· additional employment•. To the extent that 
em!Jloyment depends on the rate of capital accumulation, 
fuller utilisation of capital equipment will generate 
more employment with the same amount of capital 
resources. . 

Furthermore, _ynderutiliscd capacity means that less 
Cl!!!l>Ut is generated from a unit of capital equipment 
W,an if capacity were fully utilised. In other words, the 
actual capital-output ratio becomes higher than the full 
capacity capital-output iatio. In an economy like Tan
zania the performance of the economy is largely deter
mined by its capacity to supply output to meet domestic 
requirements. This is evident from continuing infla
tionary pressures and the unhealthy balance of payments 
position in Tanzania. Underutilisation of productive 
capacity is an unfavourable phenomenon in that it 
deprives society of the output of goods. This is un
desirable in the welfare sense as well as in the implica
tions it has for inflation and the balance of payments 
problems. 

Finally, underutilised industrial capacity increases the 
cost of manufactured products. High costs of manu
factured goods decrease the profitability of industry, 

Annex3 

unless industry is in a position to· raise prices of goods 
and to maintain its profit margin. &m the poinH>f'Yie..'!! 
of an industrial firm, price incrcas_es may appear a way out 

. of the problem, but the fact isthatthismerdytransfcrs. 
ilic lo5ses to the economy. Such · trariSfcr ·of losses is 
manifested in rising living-costs to c:onsumcrs and in 
decreased local demands for these commodities. When 
domestic demand declines the problem of underutilisa- ' 
tion becomes even more serious unless an export market 
can fill in the gap. The existence of idle capacity in 
the light of the above discussion represents clear losses 
to the economy, yet such idle capacity is substantial in 
the manufacturing industry in Tan?.!!nia. This paper is an 
attempt to examine the causes of excess capacity jn 
the manufacturing industry of Tanzania. The analysis 
is based mainly on the results of a survey of the manu-.... 
facturing firms for !he period 1973 to 1975. 

CONCEPTUAL AND METHODOLOGICAL 
ISSu"ES 
The theoretical and empirical studies on capacity 
utilisation reveal that the concept is a nebulous one. 
There is no consensus as to what full capacity utilisation 
actually means. In analysing the issue of excess capacity 
the definitional problem is not the most important 
oi;e, but given the controversial nature of the concept 
it is necessary to specify the definition that will be 
employed in this paper. 

Tiu Concept of Capacity Utilisatron 
Four main variants of-the con91;>t of capacity utilisation 
can be distinguished in the lit~e: 

(a) In terms of a single firm, full capacity technically 
defined as the output rate at which the average 
cost curve is vertical.' This implies that all 
factors of production are engaged at their 
maximum speed and none remain idle during 
the 24 hours in a day and during the 168 hours 
in a week. This is a strict engineering definition 
where the objective is to achieve the maximum 
physical output that can be generated rCgardless 
of costs. 

This definition. is theoretically precise, but in practice 
such maximum output can be sustained only in special 
cases where the production process is strictly con
tinuous. 
In practice it is cot possible to produce at this maximum 

because the production processes generally involve 
down time for repair and maintenance of machines. 
Even on a theoretical level, the average cost curve 
asymptotically approaches the hypothetical maximum 
output so that at any output level it is possible to produce 
slightly more if sufficiently high costs arc incurred, 
e.g. the CES production function. 

(b) The second variant of the concept of capacity 
utilisation relates to the efficiency of resource 
allocation in the Paretian sense of economic 
welfare. Here full .:apacity utilisation refers 
to the output rate at which the average 

•ERB Paper 76.2 
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mst curve is-minllnum.' The definition calls study of Tanzanian manufacturing fums however, 
fir the estimation of cost functions, a problem fluctuations in product demand were a significant cause 
which is well known. The inadequacy of avail- of excess capacity in. no more ~JO% of the sample 
able da_ta, h9wcver, is . a main constraint to firms. Thus, these two methods were discarded. 
giving ~pirical content to this definition and ·-nie next two methods require extensive data to 
_ID specifying the form of the cost functions. estimate the production functions and the quality of the 
As LI\.. Klein has~. ccln statistical analysis, data has to be quite high. Since neither condition is 
pactitioners have usually been less dogmatic and satisfied in the Tanzanian situation, these methods also 

.simultaneously .fit both linear and non-linear were discarded. However, when cnginecrlng capacities 
fimctions to the same sample data, many times are specified by the machine manufacturers, it may be 
being unable to choose clearly among them.• possible to utilize such information. 

Even if estimation of cost functions were The survey method was selected in this study, 
.aually made,. the optimum rate of capacity because of the advantages it has over other methods 
utilisation is likely to be associated with a range of estimating the rates of capacity utilisation. This 
of output rates such that a single full capacity method has the particular advantage in that it can identify 
utilisation rate could not be identified. In this the causes of excess capacity more easily by interviewing 
asc, it is impossible to identify a unique the knowledgeable individuals about the performance 
capacity output. of the firm in question. With this method it is possible 

(c) Full capacity utilisation is alternatively con- to identify ph~omena which might be specific or limited 
a:ived as an output rate representing a point eithc:r to certain types c.f industrial activities or to parti
whcrc marginal revenue equals marginal cost.' cular social and political conc!.;tions. 

This definition implies that attempts to max- T..he concept of capacity utilisation assumes fixed 
imise profits would solve the problem of excess capital stock, and the researcher must impose the limits 
capacity. The practical difficulties involved are on tlie use of the other factors that influence production. 
similar to those discussed for the case of the In the process of defining these limits, due allowance 
preceding definition. "'.' · .. - for certain phenomena will have to be made in the light 

{d) The fourth variant of the concept of full capacity of conditions pertaining to a particular type of industrial 
utilisation relates to the output rate that can be activity or to the particular social and political conditions 
maintained for a reasonable period of time with in which the firm is operating. Empirical identification 

. _ . . given plant aodJna~cry under normal work~ of both the optimal level of capacity utilisation and the 
- · "'; · ·· .. • • "ing conditions:&· Due· allowance is given for full capacity point is difficult because of the various 

such factors as necessary repairs and mainten- margins on which the utilisation of capacity must be 
ance, normal number of shifts, normal speed and optimised. The optimisation of such margins varies 
so on. This definition loses some degree of_ from one industrial activity to another; and the survey 
precision as subjective elements are bound to be method is more flexible than other methods in establish
introduced. Nevertheless, since this version of ing these margins. 
definition is readily amenable· to an empirical _. To identify the optimal level of capacity utilisation, 
study, it will be adopted in this paper. two different margins were considered: 

Measurement of Capa..-ity Utilization 
In the literature at least five methods of measuring 
capacity utilization have been employed. 

(a) Comparing actual output with a linear inter
polation between two peak outputs or with a 
linear extrapolation of previous peak outputs.• 

(bj Comparing a bench mark capital-output ratio 
assumed to represent full capacity with the 
current capital output ratio. 10 

(c) Utilisation of econometrically estimated pro
duction functions . where capacity output is 
calculated as a function of the actual stock of 
capital and full employment labf>ur.11 

(d) Use of direct engineering cstima\es of maximum 
production. 

(e) Ascertaining capacity and its utilisation rates 
by survey methods. 

Detailed discussion of these alternative methods appears 
elsewhere. so such a discussion need not detain us here. u 

The fust two methods assume that demand fluctua
_!!.c,ms arc the main causes of excess capacity. In our 

(i) The first margin arises from the number of shifts 
worked per day. The issue is whether a firm that operates 
only one 8 hour shift per day should be regarded as 
utilising only one third of its capacity or otherwise. 
In this case the full capacity number of shlfts was the 
"norm" of the industry such that due allowance was 
made for time required to maintain and repair machines 
and for any other activity necessary for the type of 
industrial activity in question. If from the technical 
point of view working t1uec shifts a day would ovcr
strain the machines, then the optimal number of shifts 
per day was taken to be less than three, the exact 
numbt-.r being determined by what is tedmologically 
necessary for the particular industry. In some cases, 
product quality considerations were so important that 
the finns would never operate night shifts, which might 
jeopardise the quality of the product. In such situations 
there was no convincing reason to assume anything 
contrary to what the knowledgeable persons dearly 
indicated. 

(ii) The issue of product-mix posed problem~, to 
~e extent that a change iil the composition of output 
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required . changes · in the rate of capacity utilisation, 
even if ·an other things remained unchanged. This 
problan is more or less serious, depending on how 
deeply involved the fum is in producing a wide range 
of products. It" was deemed best to assume a normal 
product-mix derived from the experience of the fum 
in the year. under investigation. Capacity csti1 iates 
were thus based on such "normal" product-mix. 

In many fums it was not possible to quantify the 
impact of any single cause of excess capacity independent 
of other causes because of the problems of aggrega
tion. Several factors often appeared to contnoutc 
simultaneously to particular cases of underutilisation. 
Any attempt to force the causal structure of under
utilisation into an additive or other cumulatively 
aggregative expression would result in an incorrect and 
meaningless interpretation of the data. It was therefore 
necessary to identify the main causes of capacity under
utilisation without ~ttcmpting to qualify precisely the 
effect of each factor. Moreover such attempts at precise 
quantification were not possible because many firms did 
not keep accurate records of which factors were respon
sible for what proportion of total idle time. Despite this 
difficulty in most cases the main or af least the significant 
causes were identified. 

THE EVIDENCE.AND CAUSES OF CAPACITY 
UNDERUTD.ISATION 
TM Evidence of Capacity Under Utilisation 
(a) Rates of capacity utilisation estimated in the survey of 
40 firms and the results arc summarised as follows: 

Rate of capacity I Cumulative 
utilisation frequency 
Not more than 20% · I 4% 
Not more than 30% I 8% 
Not more than 40% I 16% 
Not more than 50% --1 27% 
Not more than 60% 38% 
Not more than 70% I 58% 
Not more than 80% 69% 
Not more than 90% I 

100% I 

(b) For some of thf NDC companies the rates of capa
city utilisation haxc been given as follows: 

I Rate of 
Numeoffirm capacity 

utilisation 
1. Tanzania Tanneries Co. Ltd. 80 
2. Tanzania Shoe Co. Ltd. 65 
3. Tanzania Breweries Ltd. 68 
4. B.A. T. Tanzania Ltd. 90 
5. Tanzania Pistilleries Ltd. 

I 
57 

6. Tanganyika Instant Coffee Co. L~ 63 
7. Tanzania Fertiliser Co. Ltd. 

! 
45 I 

8. General Tyre E.A. Ltd. i 46 
9. Metal Box Co. of Tanzania Ltd. I 54 

I 

I 10. Alluminium Africa Ltd. I 60 
11. Steel Rolling Mill Ltd. I 100 
SOURCE: N.D.C. Annual Report 1975, p. 11. 
N.B. These rates of capacity utilisation refer to the year 1975. 
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CAUSES OF CAPACITY UNDERUIUISA
TION 
The facton responsible for capacity underutilisation 
can be broadly catcgOriscd into supply and demand 
fact0rs. Other factors might appropriately be categorised 
as institutional, but to the extent that their impact 
on capacity utilisation is ultimately felt on either the 
demand or supply side of industtial ouqrut, . their 
impact is included in the categorisation adopted here. 

Supply Factors of Capacity Undenailisatio11 
This category includes those factors which impose a 
constraint on the supply side of industrial output.. 
Typical of this category arc shortage of raw materials 
and other inputs and complementary factors. 

Slwrtage of Raw Materials 
Shortage of raw m@-terials was a factor affecting the 
S""mooth operation of 80% of the firms. 70% of the firms 
stated that the principal reason for the shortage of 
raw materials was lack of foreign exchange and that 
they were unable to obtain enough foreign exchange to 
operate according to their output targets. It is therefore 
not surprising that fums which required inputs with 
a high import content were more severely affected by 
the shortage of foreign exchange. 

Shortages of foreign exchange were more severe 
constraints for those firms which either could not 
modify their product-mix in order to produce the 
domestic-resource-using products or did not have 
other operative constraints on capacity utilisation. 

For 18% of the firms, shortage of raw materi2ls was 
a result of inadequate transport facilities. However, 
only 2 firms pro"idcd clear evidence that inadequate 
transport facilities actually affc=acd the quantity 
produced. These two firms were located some distance 
from the source of raw materials, which were so bulky 
that it was impossible to provide uninterrupted and 
regular transport. 

In the rest of the firms transport only caused oc
casional delays and the depletion of existing stocks 
of raw materials, but did not necessarily affect capacity 
utilisation. These firms were able to compensate for 
lost output once the raw materials arril"ed, because other 
constraints were more binding on capacity utilisation. 

Working capital was reported to be inadequate in 
25°~ of Uie sample firms. It was generally true that most 
of the firms which faced problems in obtaining credit 
facilities were the small ones. The b!'ger firms obtained 
credit more easily and subsidiaries of either large 
parastatal organisations or of large foreign corporations 
did not encounter the problem cf wodcing capitil 
constraints. 

Shoria.ge of Other Inputs and Comp/Dnenuzry Facum 
Machine l::reakdowns and maintCD.2Ilcc probl~ com
paunded by the unavailability of spare parts affected 
80-90% of the firms, but capacity utilisation W'8S 
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affected in 25% of the firms which reported these 
problems. 

One of these was the Mara Dairy Industry 
w~ between November 1973 and November 1974, 
an estimated 50,200 kg. of raw milk and 23,800 kg. 
of skimmed milk were wasted due to transport problems 
between the cOncction centres and the milk processing 
plants. Most of the spoilage was caused by inter
ruptions at the Kirumi Ferry which connects South 
Mara to North Mara. In addition, milk collecting 
vehicles frequently break down or get stuck during the 
rainy seasons and the milk goes bad before it reaches 
the plants. 

A more serious impact of the poor transportation 
facilities is that an undetermined but large quantity 
of milk is never Collected. In areas where roads are 
impassable during the rainy seasons, milk collection 
centres are closed. 

Machine breakdowns affect capacity utilisation only 
if it iS not possible for the production unit to compensate 
for the output lost due to machine breakdowns. This 
can happen in two ways. First, the level at which the 
firm is operating can be so near to capacity that when 
output is lost due to such interruptions the firm cannot 
compensate for the lost output. This usually is the case 
for firms which work on a thr.:e shift day. Second, 
the demand for the product may be nearly instantaneous 
and the lag between production and sale of output is 
consequently short. 

Lack of foreign exchange, inadequate working capital 
and the difficulty of procuring spares from suppliers 
whose capacity to produce had been adversely affected 
by the world wide shortage of steel are some of the 
factors which induced a shortage of spare parts. As 

• regards procurement of spares from suppliers it appears 
that firms whose source was tied to one supplier of 
spares experienced greater difficulties than those ~ose 
sources were more diversified. It is in the fOrmer 
type of firms that some machines were found to have 
been lying idle for the past two, three or even four 
years. 

Shortage of technicians and engineers might have 
contributed to frequent machine breakdowns because 
of inadequate servi~ and maintenance. In one firm 
at least the situation improved a great deal after the 
arrival of two expatriates from Pakistan who were 
working with the firm as technicians. In the other 
firms where problems of machine breakdowns were 
very rare, either the machines were new or they were 
being regularly and thoroughly serviced and maintained. 

Lack of experience on the part of the machine opera- . 
tors in some cases was mentioned as a reason for 
frequent breakdowns of machines. Although this is 
difficult to verify, it is not unexpected in a developing 
country. 

A number of firms had their own workshops and the 
range of spares made in the workshops varied froI_!l one 

·firm to another. In general, however, workshop manu
factures were limited to the simpler spares whose 
specifications did not require very sophisticated techno-

Annex3 
. logy. Those firms which had their own workShops 
making a wide range of spares cpcricnced fewer 
problems involving maclllnes lying idle for lack of 
spare parts. . 

Inadequate supply of power and water emerged as 
an important factor of capacity undcmtilisation. About 
70% of all firms reported that power interruptions were 
a problem, but capacity utilisat · ~n was attached in only 
55% of these firms. Out of the firms affected, 75-80% 
were working three shifts, 20-25% were producing 
fiDal products whose demand could not be postponed 
until power supply was restored and another 20-25% 
were involved in production processes in which the 
product was spoiled by such intcrruptioo. 

The relationship between those firms which operated 
at lower capacity because of power interruptions and 
the level of capacity utilisation can be shown as follows: 

Rate of capacity Rdarive fre.,'"Uency 
utilisation of affected firms: 

Less than 20% 8% 
21-40% 0% 
41-60% 16% 
61-80% 24% 
81-100% 52% 

100% 

The firms which were affected by power interruptions 
without affecting their capacity utilisation were usually 
faced by other demand or supply constraints such that 
the power interruption constraint was secondary. 
The ratio of the cases was six to ten in favour of other 
supply constraints as apposed to demand constraints. 
Although capacity utilisation was not affected in cases 
of this kind, for planning purposes it is also useful to 
identify ·the constraints which are likely to emerge after 
the currently binding constraints arc relaxed. 

The obsen-ation of power int~tions was based 
mainly on the 1974 situation where both power inter
ruptions and loadshedding posed serious problems 
for firms in Dares Salaam, Tanga and Mwanz:i up to 
May, 1975. Following the coming into operation of the 
Kidatu power station in May 1975, there has b<!en an 
improvement of power supply to Dar es Salaam and 
Tanga. 
~shortage was experienced by 33-40%, of all 

the firms. About a half of thcc:c were sib}ated i!>. Dar 
cs Salaam, although Dar as Salaam firms acxounted 
for only t of the sample of firms. Those firms which 
suffered most from water shortage were the intensive 
users of water, e.g. breweries, and tho5e whose capacity 
was nearly fully utilised. Capacity utilisation was 
affected because of the following reasons: 

I 
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EXCESS CAPACl'IY 

Reas0n 

Intensive users of water · 
Working at near full capacity 
Demand is not postponable 

%0/ 
Offecud 
jinns 

-35% 
75% 
25% 

The fact that the percentage figures add up to more 
than 100% only confirmi the operational simultaneity 
of the various factors rather than some kind of an 
absurdity. 

Of the firms which experienced shortages of water, 
there was evidence of decreased capacity utilisation in 
60% of the firms. The other 40% had their rates of 
capacity unaffected because other supply and demand 
factors were mere constraining or because they were 
capable of changing their output-mix by concentrating 
on activities which were non-users of water. 

Annex3 

a- larger plant is deliberately selected to serve Clll'l'CDt 
demand and to retain some capacity to meet future 
growth of demand. EooiiOmies of scale arc also relevant 
here as output grows over time and as additions are 
made to the capital stock. These ecooomies may 
offset the optimisation undertaken in a smtic sc:nsc. 
The faster domestic or export demand is cxpccted to 
grow, the more these economies of scale arc likely to 
be important. A situation in which foreign cxcbangc is 
the operative constraint will make the economies of 
scale appear more attractive by imposing a premium 
on the cost of imports.11 

(iii) The deficiency of domestic demand can be 
aggravated or even created by inadequacies in the 
distribution s~tcm and by errors -iiitlie-Cstimation of 
dle-iclationsbfpbetWeen supply and demand. About 
10% of the firms were in a situation where annual 
demand was insufficient to match supply yet shortages 
were experienced in some regions of the country. 
Some firms experienced a shortfall of demand, because 
too much of the product they produced was imported 

Demand Factors of Capacity Underutilisation into the country. 
The deficiency of demand for industrial output This problem faced Ubungo Farm I:nplements in 
occurred in 45% of the firms. D:mand may not match 1972 and Kibo Match in 1974. In both ascs the extent 
the productive capacity of industry for at least one of of capacity utilisation was adversely affected by deficiency 
the follo\\-ing reasons: of demand created by imports of the commodities 

(i) The_t14\-antages accruing from economies of scale they produce. The relationship between quantity of 
may exceed the disadvantages of underutilisation of local production and domestic demand was wrongly 
capacity. This is the case when the ~hort-run cost J estimated because of lack of coordination between tJ:e_ 
curve corresponding to a particular size of plant com- producers and the importers. At present in the case of 
pares unfavourably with the long-run or envelope cost UFI this problem is not likely to occur a~, since UFI 
cprve of an individual firm. The relationship between is responsible for both the production and the impor-
output and cost per unit at a given point in time therefore ration of farm implements. . 
depends on the size of plant that is selected.11 At the (iv) Demand deficiency can also occur when the 
level of output equal to expected domestic demand, product-mix projections turn out to div~ from actual 
the Marshallian long-run cost curve which represents requirements. Since the import licence is given in value 
average cost for each level of output when the most terms, allocation of foreign exchange allowances with 
efficient single plant for each output level is used, may respect to various production lines is left to the discretion 
give rise to relativdy higher efficiency than that which of the firms themselves. For the mulriproduct producing 
a cost curve of many plants of the same capacity may firms, this involves projections of the expected demand 
depict. structure for at least a year ahead in order to plan an 

The larger size of plant with a capacity in excess of output-mix which will satisfy the demz:id structure. 
• the domestic market may be established purely on The actual demand structure may thcn:fore turn out 

technological grounds. This may occur when it is to diverge from the projected demand structure. In 
impossible to obtain capital equipment designed cases of tltls kind excess demand for some products 
exactly to produce a level of output equal to domestic co-exists with deficient demand for other products • 
demand. In fact, domestic demand may be much less Between io and 15% of the firms whose cap3city 
than the capacity output of the minimum plant size utilisation was constrained by demand fell in this 
available. This possibility is more real in an economy category. 
which is highly dependent on foreign technology such (v) Fluctuations ~ demand also_ may be responsible 
that whatever capital equipment is imported has been for excess capacity at times. If demand is likely to 
designed to suit the conditions of the manufacturer's fluctuate, the firm will probably wish to be able to meet 
cou:itry, usually the developed economics. In developing at least a reasonable proportion of the pC2k orders v.ith
countries, therefore, the discrepancy between the size out undul~ong delays in delivery. This factor was 
ofthcmarketandtheproductionpossibiliticsofimported significant nly in the clothing firms and docs not seem 
capital- equipment is compounded by their need t'l to be a g eral determinant of industrial capacity 
employ foreign technology which has been developed underutilisation. In fad most firms enjoyed quite a 
to serve the laigc markets of the United States and stable demand. 
Western Europe.1' (vi) Deficiency of demand bit some firms which had 

(ii) Excess capacity can exist at a point in time if been established to meet the entire East African Market 
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ANNEX 5: Boiler system and steam distribution ANNEXS 

1 Boiler fundamentals: steam generation and distribution 

1.1 Laws governing energy conversion 

From an energy utilisation point of view one wants to maximise the extent to which chemical energy 
in the fuel is converted into heat<1> in the steam. An analysis of the combustion-side inputs (fuel and 
air) and outputs (flue gas) is necessary. Combustion processes are governed by several basic physical 
laws. 
These laws will only be cited here: (i) conservation of mass, all matter that enters a system must 
leave or be stored inside; (ii) conservation of energy, energy is neither lost nor destroyed, but it may 
change in form, this law is also know as the first law of thermodynamics; (iii) the ideal gas law states 
that the volume occupied by 1 mole of a gas is directly proportional to its temperature and inversely 
proportional to its pressure; and (iv) Dalton's law of partial pressures states that in a mixture of ideal 
gases each component gas contributes a 'partial pressure'; the sum of partial pressures is equal to the 
total pressure of the mixture. The most important law for the recognition of energy conservation 
opportunities is (v) the second law of thermodynamics, which recognises the quality aspects of energy; 
it states that Thermal energy, heat can never be completely converted into mechanical energy, work in 
a cyclic process. While there is an energy equivalence of heat and work as required by the first law, 
the second law indicates that energy in the form of work is preferable to energy in the form of heat. 

Combustion 
For combustion of a certain amount of fuel a certain amount, the theoretical amount, of air (more 
precisely the oxygen) is necessary. For conventional burners, a quantity of 'excess air' above the 
theoretical amount is required. The quantity of excess air is dependent on several parameters 
including boiler type, fuel properties and burner characteristics. For example: the use of fuel oil of 
grade #6 at the Bottlers requires a minimum amount of 5-10%<2> of excess air. 

Fuel properties 
Only liquid fuels will be considered here, because at the factory industrial diesel oil and heavy duty oil 
were the liquid fuels used. 
Fuel oils are classified into categories or grades, whose properties fall within certain specified limits. 
Table 1.1 shows a breakdown of fuel oil properties by oil grade. 

1.2 Water system 

To produce steam water is needed; this water has to have a certain quality to avoid fouling of the 
boiler and also to reduce the amount of water used from the public utility. There are two ways to 
increase the quality of the feedwater to the boiler: allow condensate to return and to pretreat the 
incoming fresh water. These conditions of quality of the feedwater are discussed in the following 
section. 

Feedwater system 
The feed water tank (FT) is in many ways the heart of any steam system. It supplies the boiler with 
the water essential for steam production. It acts as the final collecting point for return condensate. 
The FT provides a reserve of water to cover interruption of supply to the feed pumps. Good practice 
is to have a feed tank with sufficient capacity to allow one hour's steaming at maximum boiler 

(1) 

(2) 

Heat during production of steam can be discerned into sensible and lalent heat. Sensible heat is the heat 
input directly registered as a change in temperature of a substance. Latent heat is the enthalpy of evaporation, 
or the heat necessary for the conversion of a liquid into a vapour. 

Source: Babcock and Wilcox Co., Steam: Its Generation and Use, New York, 1972 
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evaporation. It should also have sufficient ullage or capacity above the normal working level to 
accommodate any fluctuations in the rate of condensate return. 

Table 1.1: Range of analyses of Fuel Oils 

Grade of fuel oil 

parameter unit No.1 No. 2 No.4 No. 5 No.6 

Heating Value kJ/kg 9400-9500 9165-9445 8740-9275 8655-9095 8325-9080 

Sulphur %wt. 0.01-05 0.05-1.0 0.2-2.0 05-3.0 0.7-35 
Hydrogen %wt. 13.3-14.1 11.8-13.9 105-13.0 105-12.0 95-12.0 
Carbon %wt. 85.9-86.7 86.1-88.2 865-89.2 865-90.2 865-90.2 
Nitrogen %wt. nil-0.1 nil-0.1 - - -
Oxygen %wt. - - - - -
Ash %wt. - - 0-0.1 0-0.1 0.01-0.5 

Viscosity cSt. at 1.4-2.2 1.9-3.0 105-65 65-200 260-750 
38°C 

Water and 
sediment %vol. - 0-0.1 trace to 1.0 0.05-1.0 0.05-2.0 

[Source: Babcock and Wilcox Co., Steam: Its generation and use, 38th ed., New York, 1972) 

A supply of water is connected to the tank to make up for any difference between the amount of 
condensate returned and the amount required to feed the boiler. 

The injection of cold (make up) water into a boiler can cause harmful thermal stresses. Most boiler 
manufacturers recommend the use of hot feed water. Preheating feed water has the added advantages 
that it accelerates some water treatment reactions and it helps to remove oxygen and other gases 
which would otherwise cause boiler corrosion. 
Although the return of hot condensate will in most cases provide the hot feed, this is not effective 
until the plant has been running for some time. Provisions are made therefore to heat feed tanks by 
direct injection, just as soon as steam has been raised in the boiler. This can be essential in those 
installation where condensate is lost resulting in the use of a good deal of cold make up. 
There are three main requirements in Ff heating. The first is properly size sparge pipe to handle 
maximum steam load. The steam load can be readily calculated from the capacity of the tank and 
time available for warming up or from the rate at which cold make up water is supplied. 
The second requirement is to ensure that steam pressure in the sparge pipe does not exceed about 2 
bar or 30 psi. This will ensure that wastage and noise are avoided. Accurate pressure control is not 
required so simple direct acting reduction valves will meet all but the largest loads. 
The final requirement is some form of temperature control to ensure that steam is not admitted when 
the Ff is already at an acceptable temperature. 

Because the boiler tank is the heart of the system it is extremely useful if its performance is 
monitored. The main essential in the boiler house is a steam meter to measure the amount of useful 
heat which is actually supplied. 
However, since there are inherent difficulties in metering steam, a water meter fitted on the suction line 
to the feed pump, can give a useful indication of the total boiler evaporation. Allowance must of 
course be made for the loss due to boiler blowdown. 
At the Ff itself further a meter 011 the cold water make-up and a themiometer in the tank will provide 
vital information. As assessment can be made of condensate not returned. A knowledge of tank 
temperature may be useful in assessing the state of the steam traps. 
Stratification may occur in the Ff and this should be borne in mind when siting or reading the 
thermometer. In many cases, it is fitted on the pipe to the feed pump suction. This is the all-important 
feed water temperature to the boiler. A rise in temperature of 6°C in the feed water to the boiler 
means a reduction of around 1 % in fuel required to produce steam. 
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Make-up water 
To reduce the build up of scale, corrosion, priming and foaming on the water side in the boiler drum, 
water should be treated. This can be done mechanically and chemically. Mechanically, a filter is 
placed in the water system to clear the water of impurities such as sand and dirt. To remove chemical 
elements in the water a cold process softener can be applied; it reduces suspended matter, iron, 
magnesium, calcium, bicarbonate, and possibly some silica. In table 1.2 a list is given of water 
impurities and their effects on boilers. 

Table 1.2: Water impurities and their effects on boilers 

Contaminant Composition Source Effect on boiler 

Calcium bicarbonate Ca(HC03)2 Mineral deposits scale 
Calcium carbonate CaC03 Mineral deposits scale 
Calcium chloride CaCl2 Mineral deposits scale 
Calcium sulphate CaS04 Mineral deposits scale and corrosion 
Carbonic acid H2C03 Adsorption from the atmosphere, corrosion 

mineral deposits, decomposition of 
organic matters 

Free acids HCI, H2S04 Industrial wastes corrosion 
Magnesium bicarbonate Mg(HC03)i Mineral deposits scale 
Magnesium carbonate MgC03 Mineral deposits scale 
Magnesium chloride MgCl2 Mineral deposits scale and corrosion 

Oxygen 02 From atmosphere corrosion 
Silica Si02 Mineral deposits scale 
Sodium bicarbonate NaHC03 Mineral deposits priming and foaming 
Sodium carbonate Na2C03 Mineral deposits priming and foaming 
Sodium chloride NaCl industrial wastes, mineral deposits inert, corrosive under some 

conditions 

[Source: Betz Laboratories, Inc., Handbook of Industrial Water Conditioning, Sth ed., USA, 1980) 

Selection of the best type of water treatment system depends on the occurrence of contaminants in 
the raw water. It also depends on the operating pressure of the boiler which again determines the 
acceptable levels of impurities in the boiler drum. The American Society of Mechanical Engineers 
(ASME) recommends acceptable level of impurities for a low pressure (0-20 barg) boiler for the 
following contaminants in boiler feedwater as: Iron (ppm Fe) 0.100, Copper (ppm Cu) 0.050, Total 
Hardness (ppm CaC03) 0.300; in boiler water: Silica (ppm Si02) 150, Total Alkalinity (ppm CaC03) 

700, and specific conductance (µn/cm) 7000. 
Concentration of contamination in the boiler drum is controlled by blowdown of a certain amount of 
water from the drum. 

Blowdown 
Blowdown is carried out intermittently or continuously. Manual or automatic control of the impurities 
in boiler drum is normal practice to open the blowdown valve. This drains off a quantity of water with 
high concentration of impurities and allowing it to be replaced by lower-concentration make-up water 
and thereby diluting the contamination concentrating in the boiler drum. According to manufacturers 
instructions blow down duration should be three to four seconds and the interval of blow down is 
dependant on the working pressure, the nominal bore of drain pipe, the salt content of feedwater and 
the admissible boiler water density. These factors determines, with use of the provided diagrams and 
norms of the manufacturer, the rate of water quantity to be drained. 

Additives 
While blowdown is the primary means of maintaining acceptable impurity levels, the effectiveness of 
blowdown in minimising scaling and corrosion can be enhanced by the use of chemical additives for 
boiler water treatment. The two most common additives are phosphates and chelates. Phosphates act 
to precipitate calcium and magnesium ions into an easily removable sludge before they can form scale 
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on boiler tubes. Chelates are organic salts that convert scale-forming salts into soluble heat-stable 
complexes. 

Condensate return 
The recovery of energy in the boiler/ steam system is mainly done by the return of condensate to the 
boiler. The condensate represents a large amount of heat. The simplest option to recover condensate 
is the installation of a vented flash tank to collect condensate from various points and cool it 
sufficiently to allow it to be delivered back to the boiler feed tank. The flash tank allows the 
separation of liquid from flash steam, which is vented to the atmosphere. The liquid condensate is 
then pumped to the feedwater tank where make-up water is heated up. If the mixture in the feedwater 
tank is above 88°C a great advantage occurs: dissolved gases, particularly oxygen and co2' in the 
condensate and the make-up water will come out of the solution and be vented to the atmosphere. 
Table 1.2 shows that oxygen causes corrosion and C02 can forms scale in the boiler drum. 

1.3 Distribution of steam 

The steam distribution system is the important link between the boiler and the steam users. It must 
supply good quality steam at the required rate and at the right pressure. It must do this with the 
minimum of heat losses and with the minimum of attention [Spiraxl). 
Important aspects when designing the distribution system are the selection of the distribution pressure 
and the pipe sizing. 

Selection of pressure 
It is of little use to distribute the steam at a pressure above that of the source. Distribution below the 
boiler pressure implies pressure reduction at the boiler, too. Distributing at the same pressure as the 
boiler does have some advantages: steam velocity, pressure at the end users are stablelised, noise and 
erosion will be reduced and pressure drop over the entire line will be lowered. The selection of the 
pressure has close interact with the sizing of the pipes. 
If the steam pipes already exist, then the pressure selection for the lowest running costs often will be 
the lowest pressure at which they can carry the required weight of steam while ensuring that it 
reaches the users at a sufficiently high pressure. 

Pipe sizing 
The pressure, and hence the volumetric flow rate of steam, is the determining factor for the size of a 
pipe. Oversizing means not only more expensive installation and capital cost, but also that the heat 
losses are more than necessary when the pipe contains steam. The additional heat loss from the 
oversized pipe means that more condensate is formed within the system. 
Undersizing means more pressure drop along the pipe, needed to produce the high velocity at which 
the steam must flow, which lowers the pressure at the steam users. Further, the increased velocity of 
the steam can lead to erosion problems at valves and fittings and increase damage if waterhammer 
should be experienced. 
Pipe sizes should be chosen on the basis of either velocity or pressure drop. 

Steam mains 
Practical experience shows that reasonable velocities for dry saturated steam mains are 25-35 m/s. 
These should be regarded as maximum values above which noise and erosion are probable, 
particularly if the steam becomes wet.[Spiraxl) 
With the pipes initial (source) and final (user) pressures selected, the pipe size and steam flow are 
related by an expression which simplifies to: 
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(1) 

Where F = a factor for pressure drop 
P 1 = a factor related to initial pressure 
P 2 = a factor related to the final pressure 
L = the equivalent length of the pipe including allowance for valves and fittings 

The factors P are listed in table 1.3 while table 1.4 relates the pressure drop factor F to the pipe size 
and steam flow. A velocity factor is listed so the actual flow velocity can be checked. 

Branch line 
Branch lines are normally shorter than mains, so sizing the branches on the basis of given pressure 
drop is often much more inconvenient. Alternatively, the amount of steam which is necessary from the 
branch can determine what the diameter of the branch should be from the following relation: 

w = 0.002827 * 
02 v 

v 

Where W = steam demand (kg/h) 

Insulation 

D = pipe diameter [mm) 
V = velocity (m/s] 
v = specific volume of steam at@ pressure [m3/kg) 

[kg/h] (2) 

If steam distribution is to be as efficient as possible, then all appropriate steps should be taken to 
ensure that heat losses are reduced to the economic minimum. The most economical thickness will 
depend on the installation cost, the value of the heat carried by the steam, the size of the pipe and its 
temperature. Table 15 shows the heat losses from bare pipes in still air at 10-20°C, per unit length. In 
exposed location, these losses could be increased by 3 to 5 times. Proper insulation should be able to 
reduce the loss to 5% or 10% of the tabulated figures, while the effect of wind is greatly reduced. 

It is important that the insulating material is not crushed or allowed to become waterlogged. 
Adequate protection and waterproofing are essential, especially in outdoor locations. 
Insulation includes all hot parts such a joints, fixtures valves and other fittings. 

1.4 Efficiencies within a boiler system 

Boiler efficiency: the ratio of the useful heat in the product (in this case the heat content of the steam) to 
the energy content of the fuel. 
The boiler efficiency has two components: the combustion efficiency and the heater efficiency. 

The combustion efficiency reflects the extent to which the energy content of the fuel is converted to 
heat in combustion gas. The heater efficiency represents the fraction of heat in the flue gas actually 
transferred to the steam. 
Factors affecting boiler efficiency are fuel conditions, excess air, and thermal resistance of heater 
surfaces. Fuel conditions refers to the treatment of the fuel before firing and mixing the fuel with air 
in the combustion chamber for a complete combustion efficiency. Excess air is the amount of air 
introduced into the combustion system over and above that required to meet the chemical balance 
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oxygen requirements of the combustibles in the fuel. The effectiveness of heater surfaces in 
transferring energy from the flue gas to the water is a crucial component of the efficiency. 

Table 1.5: Heat emission from pipes 
Bare horizontal pipes with ambient temperature between J(f'C and 21°C and still air conditions. 

Pipe size [mm] 

Temp. diff. 
steam to air 15 20 25 32 40 50 65 80 100 

[OCJ 
W/m 

56 54 65 79 103 108 132 155 188 233 
67 68 82 100 122 136 168 198 236 296 
78 83 100 122 149 166 203 241 298 360 
89 99 120 146 179 205 246 289 346 434 
100 116 140 169 208 234 285 337 400 501 
111 134 164 198 241 271 334 392 469 598 

125 159 191 233 285 321 394 464 555 698 
139 184 224 272 333 373 458 540 622 815 
153 210 255 312 382 429 528 623 747 939 
167 241 292 357 437 489 602 713 838 1093 
180 274 329 408 494 556 676 808 959 1190 
194 309 372 461 566 634 758 909 1080 1303 

Source: [Spiraxl] 

1.5 Measuring boiler efficiency 

To determine the actual boiler efficiency measurement has to be done on the system. This can be 
carried out in two methods: an input-output method and the heat-loss method. 

Input-output method 

150 

324 
410 
500 
601 
696 
816 

969 
1133 
1305 
1492 
1660 
1852 

The input-output method requires the direct measurement of the fuel flow rate to determine the input 
rate of energy. The temperature, pressure and flow rate of boiler feedwater and generated steam must 
also be measured to determine the output rate of energy. 

where 

ri = total energy added 
total fuel input energy 

n = boiler efficiency 

me = mass flow rate of fuel 

m. = mass flow rate of steam from heater 
mr = mass flow rate of steam from reheater 
h, = specific enthalpy of inlet feed water 
h2 = specific enthalpy of steam leaving heater 
h3 = specific enthalpy of steam entering reheater 
h4 = specific enthalpy of steam leaving reheater 

m, (HHV)tuet 

[%] 
[kg/s) 

[kg/s] 
[kg/s] 

[kJ/kg) 
(kJ/kg) 
[kJ/kg) 
[kJ/kg) 

HHV = higher heating value of fuel or gross caloferic value [kJ/kg) 

In formula (3) the HHV is the higher heating value or the gross caloferic value. It includes the 
sensible heat of the dry flue gas and the latent heat of the water produced in combustion. 
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Heat-loss method 
Indirectly the heat-loss method calculates the overall boiler efficiency especially when the 
instrumentation is minimal. This method is also called the flue-gas analysis approach, since the major 
heat losses are based on the measured flue gas conditions at the boiler exit together with an analysis 
of the fuel composition. 

= higher heating value of fuel - total losses 
11 higher heating value of fuel 

(4) 

This method is more accurate than the input-output method, because in the direct method one 
measures a large number of physical quantities at the boiler and there is a potential for significant 
errors. 

1.6 Losses, indirect method 

Efficient operation means that maximum energy output in the form of steam is obtained for a given 
amount of energy input in the form of fuel. Efficient operation can be achieved by good combustion 
and high heat transfer from the hot gases of combustion to the boiler water. 
Even though the efficient operation conditions do occur, energy losses are unavoidable. 
In a boiler system the following losses may occur: 

. flue gas losses 

. radiation and convection losses 

. blowdown losses 

. loading losses 

Flue gas losses occur, because the combustion gases have to be removed and discharged to the 
atmosphere. The gases represent a certain amount of heat and may contain unburnt fuel. The flue gas 
losses can be kept to a minimum by ensuring that the boiler burns oil completely with the minimum 
excess air and the maximum possible heat transfer to the boiler water. 

Radiation and convection heat losses occur due to surface heat emissions from the boiler. These 
losses also occur through openings, doors or ports in the combustion chamber or through leaks in the 
boiler shell. All boiler insulation, brickwork and casings should be inspected for hot spots and air 
leaks. Regular inspection of these elements may reveal bad insulation and leaks. 

Blowdown losses 
Water is evaporated in a boiler and the steam is drawn off for process, heating and other use. Over a 
period of time the water left in the boiler contains progressively higher proportions of dissolved solids. 
To prevent the build up of solids a certain amount of water is drained periodically and replaced with 
fresh water. The draining process is known as 'blowdown' and involves some loss of heat from the 
boiler. 

Loading losses 
Surface heat loss from a boiler is constant while the boiler is fired. Running at low load surface loss 
represents a higher proportion of the total fuel used than under high firing conditions. Operating 
continuously on high fire, a boiler would have zero loading loss but due to varying process demand 
and shut-downs some loading loss is incurred. High loading loss are incurred by boiler which much 
supply full boiler output for short periods only a and a very low output for the remaining time. 
In such cases boiler may operate intermittently and substantial heat losses will occur due to boiler 
purging and idling. If the highest possible thermal efficiency is to be maintained it is essential that 
extreme load fluctuation should be avoided and that steps are taken to achieve steady load pattern. 
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2 Available boilers 

2.1 General 

At the Tanzania Bottlers Ltd. (TB) two steam generators, boilers, are presently in operation: a main 
boiler and a back-up boiler. The main boiler should be able to provide the bottling plant with the 
total demand of steam at a certain pressure. Sometimes, due to pressure drops, breakdowns, etc., the 
back-up boiler has to be applied to satisfy the steam demand. Both boilers are situated just outside 
the bottling plant, in a boiler house. 
The main boiler is a Standard Kessel Duisburg of 1987 with a capacity of 2000 kg steam per hour at a 
design pressure of 10 barg. The back-up boiler is a Cradley of 1976 with a capacity of approximately 
450 kg steam per hour at 7.2 barg. Unfortunately, there was no instruction manual with technical data 
of the Cradley boiler available. 

Technical data of the boilers are compiled in table 2.1. 

Table 2.1.: Technical data of the boilers at Tanzania Bottlers. 

parameter unit Standard Kessel Cradley 

Boiler type - oilfired, firetube oilfired, firetube 
capacity kg/hr 2000 ± 450 

MJ/hr 5560 1250 
design pressure barg 10 7.2 
fuel oil type grade# 6 4 (industrial oil) 

(heavy duty oil) (35 redwood sec) 
firing system control - automatic modulating unknown 
feedwater system - closed, water softening open, no water 

softening 
capacity feed water m3 2 
tank m3 2 1 
condensate return not available 
tank 

Both boilers of TB are oil-fired, which means that the fuel used is a petroleum product. It also 
implies that specific requirements are necessary to operate such a boiler: pretreatment of the fuel oil 
for example. Preheating is needed to assure the proper viscosity, because oil must be atomised for 
complete combustion. 

The main boiler uses fuel oil of grade #6, which is the less expensive (in terms of$ per output unit) 
than the fuel oil, grade #4, of the back-up boiler. An important factor is the firing control: the main 
boiler is automated modulated, which means that the amount of fuel which is leaded into the 
combustion chamber, is automatic regulated according to the load demand. This is illustrated in figure 
1. After the start up, the burner is regulated according to the load. 
The open feed water tank of the back-up boiler is a bad practice when one wants to conserve energy 
and reduce costs. 

2.2 Feedwater and condensate return 

The feedwater tank has a capacity of 2 m3 and is installed 3m above the floor. Make-up water and 
condensate return enter the feedwater tank. The temperature of the feedwater tank is monitored and 
is kept at approximately 85°C. A steam line is leaded to the feedtank to keep the temperature of the 
tank at acceptable level. This steam line is temperature controlled to ensure that no steam is admitted 
when the feedwater tank is at acceptable temperature. Condensate returns into the condensate tank 
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which also has a capacity of 2m3
• 

The temperature is also monitored 
by a thermometer. Condensate is 
pumped into the feedwater tank . 
and is mixed with the make-up [%) 
water. 
Both feedwater and condensate t 
tanks have a vent pipe which vents· 
overflow of flash steam in the 
tanks. 

The feedwater tank of the back-up 
boiler is open, see figure 2, to the 
environment of the boiler house. 
This has negative influence on the 
boiler drum and, more important, 

0% 

to the steam distribution system. Figure 1: 
Oxygen from the atmosphere, 
dust, grease and oil may enter the 

ANNEX5 

100% MAXIMUM OUTPUT 

MINIMUM OUTPllT 

OFF 

Modulating-off burner control 

system, causing various problems to the boiler and to the steam system. Finally, it will also effect the 
main boiler. 

2.3 Make-up water 

The make up water from the National Urban Water Authority (NUWA) passes a mechanical filter 
and fills the feed water tank. In the past the make up water was softened by a softening plant, figure 
2. At the moment of the research the softener needed regeneration. The lack of water softening 
enlarges the concentration of impurities in the feed water [see section 1.2 for more information]. A 
test of total hardness as part per million CaC03 of a sample of the make-up water shows a hardness 
of 78 ppm, which is of medium hardness. A test on silica show higher than recommended level of this 
scale-forming impurity: 25 mg/l; recommended by the manufacturer and by the British Standard 2486 
is 0.05 mg/l. 

The condensate from syrup unit and bottle washing machine was returned into a tank with a volume 
of 2 m3 lying almost on the floor. The condensate from the tank is pumped into the feedwater tank 
and mixed with make up water. The pipe for raw water is installed with a flow meter but the periodic 
water consumption was not recorded. 

The feed water and make-up water of the back-up boiler is not treated before entering the boiler. 
Raw water from the main system is filled into the feedwater tank (figure 2). 

Impurities 
To maintain the amount of impurities in the boiler drum, blow down of boiler drum water is done. 
Every morning the blowdown valve is opened for about 1 minute and blowdown water is leaded to an 
expansion pit just outside the boiler house under the ground. 
A water softener was used in the past, but it needed new grains to do the softening of the raw water 
from the utility. At the end of the practical training period new grains arrived at the factory and would 
be used. 

2.4 Layout of the boiler system and subsystems 

The layout of the boiler system is given in figure 2. 
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Figure 2: The layout of the boiler water system 
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Steam from the boilers are lead to the distributor by two main ducts of lOOmm diameter. From the 
distributor 2 ducts of 65mm lead to operation i.e. the washer and other smaller users in the bottling 
hall, and to the syrup room. The other two ducts are to the feedwater tank of the main boiler and to 
the oil tank of the main boiler. A bleed-off duct is also attached to the bottom of the distributor to 
release any formation of condensate and for maintenance purposes. The distributor is metered by a 
pressure gauge, which is out of order. The main users of steam are also metered by pressure gauges. 
At the washer and at the sugar dissolving tank steam traps are installed in the steam lines. 

2.5 · Steam demand 

In figure 3 the distribution system of steam is given. The main steam users are the bottle washing 
machine (300 kg/hour steam at steady operation), the sugar dissolving tank (400 kg steam per hour) 
and the C02-heater (120 kg per hour). Usually the steam demand of the washer and the sugar 
dissolving plant are not operated simultaneously. 
Other users are the Cleaning In Place (CIP) and the water plant. 
Only steam from the washer and the sugar dissolving plant are returned as condensate to the boiler 
system for recovery. After the C02-heating steam is discharged to a ditch; from other users the 
(degraded) steam is also drained. In table 2.2 a summary of steam demand and condensate return is 
given. 

At Tanzania Bottlers Ltd. a year counts 300 working days and each day has about 20 working hours at 
which the factory is in operation. This means that on a year basis an amount of 3310 tonnes of steam 
at 3 barg is demanded. The annual amount of condensate return is then 1950 tonnes. 
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Table 2.2 : Steam demand and condensate retum 

user steam demand' @ pressure condensate 
[tonnes/yr] (kg/hr) (barg) returned 

(kg/hr) 

Bottle washer start up 300 700 3 440 
in operation 1650 300 3 .. 
Sugar dissolving plant 240 400 3 -
Oil preheating 370 60 3 -
C02 heating 720 120 3 -
Other users 30 - -

• latent heat exchange only 

2.6 Energy balance of boiler system 

Calculation of losses 
To have an idea about the order of magnitude of various flows in the boiler system some readings of 
instruments and some measurements has been done before the actual measurement for the boiler 
efficiency. The instruments concerned the temperature gauges of the feed water and condensate tanks. 
The fuel flow meter at the burner, the make-up water flow meter and pressure gauges of boilers and 
steam distributor. 

The following flows in table 2.3 have has been measured. 

Table 2.3: Initial measurement at the boiler house (main boiler) 

parameter unit quantity' Energy 
[kWh] 

make-up water m3 /hr (30°C) 0.85 4.6 
temperature condensate oc 95 
temperature feedwater oc 85 

oil flow at burner 
.. 

litre/hr 75.8 815 
oil flow from oil tank litre/hr 60 650 
boiler pressure barg 3 
steam distributor pressure barg 3 

the arithmic mean 
the overflow of oil passes the oil flow meter at the burner more than once, the measurement 
at the oil tank is more accurate for the oil use. 

From table 2.2 and table 2.3 one can distinguish that the amount of make-up water surpasses the 
amount of condensate returned to the feedwater tank. The temperature of the feedwater tank has to 
be high to dissolve oxygen and carbon dioxide from the feedwater, so without the extra heating by 
steam, see figure 3, steam distribution, the temperature would surely drop to unacceptable levels. 
The rate at which the boiler produces steam is measured by measuring the f eedwater flow rate to the 
boiler. During the measurement production was at normal level; only the washer and the oil 
preheating were in operation. 

Boiler efficiency 
The efficiency of the main boiler will be determined by the heat-loss method by flue-gas analysis. 
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Flue gas losses 
Through the stack of a steam generator system, most of the heat loss occurs. There is a certain 
minimum acceptable level of loss through the stack, due to minimum required temperature to avoid 
corrosion of the stack itself. From the manufacturers manual one can attain the minimum 
temperature for the stack. 
To determine the actual level of heat loss through the stack a flue gas analysis can be performed. This 
can be done by the so-called orsat analysis. It includes the measurement of: 

C02 content of the flue gas to determine the level of excess air present; 
temperature of the flue gas as it enters the stack to determine if the rate of heat 
transfer is sufficiently high; 
smoke content (smoke number) of the flue gas to detect the occurrence of soot 
formation due to lack of combustion air. 

From the standard graph, figure 4 the heat loss in the flue gas based on measurements of C02 

content, and flue gas temperature can be determined. This estimate of the heat loss through the flue 
gas is a general one and gives an order of magnitude. From the measurements and the charts the flue 
gas loss of the main boiler was estimated as to be in the range of 17.5 - to 21.5%. The quantities 
measured are: C02 vol. %: 10%; Stack temperature: 235 °C; smoke number 3-4; ambient temperature 
32°C. 
No measurements were done on the back-up boiler, because during the availability of the equipment 
the boiler was not in operation. 

Radiation and convection losses 
The American Boiler Manufacturers' Association has developed some graphs and charts showing the 
relative loss due to radiation of heat from the surfaces of small boiler (up to 10 OOO BTU /hr i.e. 300 
MWh/hr) [Singer]. 
The loss calculated from the radiation is estimated as Q.%.. 
Convection losses are relatively small and are incorporated in the radiation losses. 

Blowdown losses 
Actual blowdown practice is once a day opening of the blowdown valve for 80 seconds. The valve is 
operated manually and the pipe has an internal diameter of 1 inch (DN25). The average pressure 
during blowdown is 2 barg. From the manufacturers data and charts the flow rate is determined as to 
be 2.5 kg/second. This means a 200 kg per day, and 60 tonnes per year. On the average production 
time is 20 hours per day and the continuous steam demand is 300 kg per hour (washer), then the 
blowdown loss is 3.6%. 

Loading losses 
The main boiler is designed for a capacity of 2000 kg of steam per hour at a pressure of 10 barg. The 
average continuous load is estimated at 480 kg at 3.0 barg. This means a capacity utilisation of 26% 
and a loss of approximately .!!!.%.. 

The boiler efficiency is thus determined as to be 60%. 

A overview of the losses is given by the following figure 5 

2. 7 Energy balance steam distribution 

From the main boiler the amount of steam generated is 3500 tonnes per year. 3310 Tonnes of steam 
is being distributed to the users: subdivided into bottle washer: 1950 tonnes (59%), sugar dissolving: 240 
tonnes (7%), oil preheating: 370 tonnes (11%), and COi-heater: 720 (22%) and other users: 30 tonnes 
(1%). 
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Figure 5: 

Energy output and losses of main boiler 
2520MWh 

Energy output and losses of the main boiler 

Distribution efficiency 
The efficiency of the distribution network is not a hundred percent, because of the heat losses in the 
piping system and steam losses. It is assumed that 5% is lost in the distribution system. 
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Annex?: Electricity Tariff Structure Tanzania: group 4 

TANZANIA ELECTRIC SUPPLY COMPANY LIMITED 

Electricity Tariffs with effect from July 1993 Billings 
(71 % increase = US cents 9 per unit) 

The tariff group 4 is the group in which Tanzania Bottlers are placed. 

Tari([ 4: Low voltage supply 

ANNEX? 

Applicable for general use where the consumption is more than 7500 kilowatts per meter reading period: 

a. demand charge: 

b. 

TShs. 2900.00 per kVA of Billing Demand (B.D.) per meter reading period 
The kV A Maximum Demand (M.D.) indicator shall be reset every meter reading period. 

Units charge: 
First 150 times B.D. (kVA) units, 
Next 150 times B.D. (kVA) units, 
Remainder of units 

TShs 55.00 per kWh 
TSHs 50.00 per kWh 

TSHs 45.00 per kWh. 

c. Customers service charge per meter reading period: TSHs 40 000.00 

Electricity Tariffs with effect from January 1994 Billings 

Tariff 4: Low voltage supply 
Applicable for general use where the consumption is more than 7500 kilowatts per meter reading period: 

a. demand charge: 
TShs. 4934.25 per kVA of Billing Demand (B.D.) per meter reading period 
The kVA Maximum Demand (M.D.) indicator shall be reset every meter reading period. 

b. Units charge: TSHs. 39.75 per kWh. 

c. Customers service charge per meter reading period: TSHs 3289.50 

Billing demand B.D. is the higher of the kVA Maximum Demand (M.D.) during the month and 75% 
of the highest kVA Maximum for the preceding 11 month; provided that during the first year of 
operation the Billing Demand shall be the higher of the kVA MAximum Demand during the month, 
and 75% of the highest kVA Maximum Demand recorded commencing from the month the consumer 
is connected. 

These tariff are applicable only to supply of electricity to consumers with power factor not lower than 
0.95 in case of lighting loads or 0.9 in case of other loads, otherwise power factor surcharge shall be 
applied on the nonnal charges. 

d. Surcharge on Power Factor ( < 90%): 
TShs 2900.00 * (threshold power factor - existing power factor) * M.D. * 1/10 
threshold power factor = 0.90 
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Annex7: Electricity Tariff Structure Tanzania: group 4 

Example of electricity billing of Tanzania Bottlers Ltd. 

Meter reading period 22 March 1994 - 19 April 1994 

Units of kVA: 
Units of kV Ah: 
Units of kWh: 

275 (= M.D.) 
109950 
77810 

Billings March april 1994: 

a. demand charge: TSHs 4934.25 * 275 = 1109418.80 

b. units charge: TSHs 39.75 * 77810 (kWh) = 3092947.50 

c. Service charge: TSHs 3289.50 = 3289.50 

d. Surcharge power factor: 2900 * (90-72) * 1/10 = 1435500.00 

Total: 5 641155.80 TShs 

Electricity charges for the Month May 1994 was Shillings 5 641155.80 (US$ 10848) 
In case of power factor improvement, total billings of electricity would be TSHs 4205655.80 (25.4% lower). 
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Annex 10: Industrial Questionnaire 

Annex10 
-.'• .... : ..... 

-:_,:~'.;:·:::~.·-~~ . 
~..,-~~~~~~~-~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

:.:.:~.:~;/~· :.;;~{~ 
.. ·•_-~(, ·-·. GENERAL DESCRIPTION ... 

·. =~:i:~:~ Full Na~e of your·~~t~blishment 
. - . ·~ 

, · 2.: .. Postal address 
-.. : 

P.O. Box 
. 

4. Location --~- ... ~_ ' ' 

3. 'Tel~phone 
··Telex 

·paX 
.. ~ .. 

·_...::._- . 
. - Urban- ··--- Rural 5 . Head office postal address: . 

.. . 
·Plot number - ymage P.0.Box-

.. .. ·--:- - _...,._ 
... 

: . RoadiStree·r· .Warn Telephon~ number .. 

City/fown· District· Telex . - --.. .. 
.. 

_. 

District Regi~n Fax 
.. 

Region 
. :--. . 

6~ · State the principal activity of the establishment during 1989 

7.- Your first trial production: 19 ...................... . 

. 8. Type of ownership .. ·- · ' ~-- -(tick) 
(a) :wholly r,o' e•;~:nent owne<!.-.~.: .... : .... ~ ..... ; ... .,.~ ..... :......... . ................... . 
(b) \\'ndly private owned ... ; .. ,~ ... : ........ , .......... :. -~ ......... : ......................... . 
(c) Companies.in which government hai 50 or HlOre pe1 :.!nt share capital.. 
(d) ( -. npanies iri. which government has less than 50 percent share capital. 
(c) l · :1panies under Regi011al or District Cooperative UniClns ................. ~ .. 
(f) C :-npanies under other Cooperative Societies-..'. ........ ;._: .. : ....... : .. ······:··~·· 
(g) C·ther (state),.: ......• ~ .... ~.-·~····:~ .. ~_.:.~:.~_ .. ~; ............ ~.-·: ......•..... ::.' ...... .-............... . 

. - .:~·- : . . :_,~:.~~:\-i( .·· . ·- . . . 
· ..... 

9. =- Paid up capital:by source:.· -... 

i 

l 

l 
2 i. .. 

3 . 

4 
5 .. 
6 
7 

-

. 
-

). 

~ . :. (a) Cap,ital from focal sou~-~ l!S: _ ~ · • · ·· 

(!) _ _._.· G6vemmer. · ········-········,·····-··············'····························~···" 
OOO shs: 

... t--·---···~) 
(ii) · ' l>itfastatiils: . .-.... : ....... ." ..... · .... : ...... · .... _ ... ~ ......... : .............. , .... .-........ . 

- -: . 

(iii) · --~·Tanzaniacitizens.: .......... :: ... : ....... ·.~.~-............ ~ ....... : ............ :~: ... · t--------f 
_(i v) . · • · . Other.~~--.~ .. ~ ... '.._.~.:~.:., ..... : ..... ~.:;~ ............................. : .... :: ... _. .i ••• :~_: _ .. , .--..--"'·-· ·-····----1 

... '~ , _(b) . Fo~eign ~~~i~~l..~ ... ::f~~--~~.::~~~.~~~-~~ .. u:;·:·;·~-~~::~~ ..... ~.: .. ~ ....... ~~···:·:·:.::~~: ... .-:·::~:'. · ....__...__ __ :·.,.-._: -., :-< _ .. -' 

,c •.. •. . .. ~·:·:·-;~- ·;-.. . ... : :""···.:· ·. ':.::: ... -,,..::_.· .... 

- .. ,:·_-~...;.'·---------·-·.:..;.:_ .. ·...;._, __ :_,·-_._;... ;._....;;. __ .. _________ -,._: ._. ------------·-__ ._ .. ---..,..-.--------: _ .. -_ .. , __ _ 
·:~: . .:- . .· _:~;··. ..~ .-·.l .... , ..... 

· ... -
··- . 

--~ ~ .:..... .. ,_ ..... ,;· .. , ... 

.. _....._ ---·--- :_ .. 

~- -~LzS!':~'.i·~>=··:: . 
. . ,",",'.:-

~- . '; . . -. . 

.-. ~ . . .. , 

··::--

(tick) 

..... ~-· -........ 

(:,'· 



Annex10: Industrial Questionnaire 

Annex10 

•' . : .~· .~ .~~~~}:~:::~ : . 
'1'.2-Majority o~~ci;hi~·t,}rGe~c.ler cappues'to ·a(b>:an~ sco o~y> 

••• , .. I' • .• .. ·: ••• : ~·~\-·.;i ... .t ... .. • : • . • • •• 

a) Male •••• ~ ••••• ~~ •••• ~:;~;~;:_~:;..-.•• ~ .•.••••...• ~ .. :.~;. •• ~ •. ~~4!·•···············.-··~···········;~ .................... 1 
. .· ':", ·.··! .. 1,· ~"?-/;,,J·.. ' . . . . . . i;,.------------4 

; b) Female~ .. ~ .... ~ . .:._;.·.-.. ~:·-···············~············~···:............................................... ·· . .:' ~. tJ,~:'.'· . . : . . ._ __________ _ 
-~ . 

--.... ·· 

~ '. o I 

-~~-.,~:j -~-::.. 
~·:·:>.. . . -~::~"~ ;~:-- . 

13 •. Source of Investment Funds 
~ ~ . ' .-· _;: . ' . . . ·; ;"·.::. : : : :_ . . . . . . . 

a) Owner's equity/ ffimily··(savirigs)~----~ •• H..: ••• ~-······: ... ······~···.··! ........... ; .... ~ ....... . 
. b) Loan: . : · ; ',:.t (i}.'fr:o~ Institutions .....••.•.• ~.~-·~ .... ~~ •• ~ ..••.• ~ ....••• ~~ ....•...•....•..•...... 

.. . : .: : ~~-~ (~~ ,_fi,~. Refativt:s ... · .............. ~ .... : ................. .' .... ~ ................... .. 
c} Grant. •.•• ~ ••• ~ •• ; •• ~.~-~-•• ~~ •• ,;. •• ~_-····: ••.• ~ .•• : •••••••• ~ ••.•. ; ••••••••••••.••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••.••.••.• ~-----------+ 

. ' 

:·, 

14. Major Problems· · .. : .. 
· ... ,·. 

a) Insufficicltt· prodtiCtioii' materiils ... ~.: .. ·;;,_i~~-···················!··························-:-·· ... . .• .. : ·.• . . ,. . . 

b) Break downs ~d.' lack of spare parts~ ......... ~.; ...... : ....... : ....... :····-··················· 
c) Lack of skilled m~powerO~O~OOO~OOe0.000000:00000Cl~00000~~-00000~000000000000000000000000~00000000000 

. ": .. ·. . ·. ·.· ,.. . . . . . . 

d) Lack of /or:.lrtadequate ira:nspon facilitie's. .. ~.~~ .. : ...•. ~.: •...•.•.........•...........•..... 
. • . _i_:·.. •· ... ..• . . / . • . . • . -~------------t 

e) inadCQu~iC--~Uppry 9f W&iter~~-····~·-~::·: ......... ~~-~-~·-············~···•········: .......... ~ ....... . . ·' .. . . . . 

f) Inadequate. suppfy of el~tricity ... : ...• ·.~ .. ~.~-~-······-~-~-~-···~ ... ~~ .•.. ~.~ ..... :.~·············· 
g) Other(~) .. . . . .. -------· \ · 

\ 

. , ,. 

·~·.-.-, ....... ···~······~· .............. ·"!~····~ ·~ ....•........ .; .. ~··· ....... · ................. ·~·· ............ . 
·~ ·· . 

......................... ··~····················.:~ .... ~-~~··············~·~···············~·-·········C..····· 
. . :-~· ~ '·. ...,, ·~ .... ~ . ~ . .. : . . . ............. ·-·························-····-····················································••et••• ~ '::-.: '.·:-: ,\ . . .. : ... ' . 

. ': •' ~: ·~ . -·. - ; .. :. : ~' .... . .' . ....•.......•.•. ~ ..• ;.. . ..:. ............................ ~:: .......... -·············-··························~ ', \; ~-> . :-: ~- ;;, . . . ·... . . . • ' •., . 
~: . .-.. · •.. :)'~:~);.·'.~.~·~·, • . : . i· ; ....... .· \ 

~ . . . . . - ~ .. ,:·~.; 
~ ..... ; ~ -.:· 1. •• •'· 

·· ... ~\ .. · .. 
· .... '.· 

.-·:. 

''· 

•• ... : 
. .:.~ ., ··.-·.··· 

. ·- •··. 

. " ;~~ ~~·~_:::~. 
:.~::..-~.: ·;,:·:·.· .. · < · :;~'.tiXf U·8•. ''" '.: 

· ..... · 
·· .. · 

·.:.. '\, 

•;. 

' 

i 
I 

. 'i .<' 



. ;.,·,·;""·:·. . ... ·. .. .. . ... _ . I· ~ . ·1~~1'1_~ 
;-~~(_,. .. · ... " , · . . .. ,l,1b:s~cJ;ti.:. 
' ~~~AND REM~TION (Give a~~·n~ofpersons l ~~g~~): :· ' 

; .. "'.. -. !-~- ,;: " • • I:. . ~;:~ ~ :· .. .. ~ ·:~. •:.:{"··. -~ 
'"'' ' . -~, 

· t ·. ·· · · . . code ·:i~<£~\:.,\\· 
I' . .~ ~';,. . . -....... ,.; 

. _, . i" 

i. · - OPERATIVES (foremen, machine operators, fitters, · 
. -~ casual and manual workers etc) ...••..•......•.... :.(number) 

. I ' 
~. . J . 

I 
.. . .·' ',: ... : . ( 

. • . • • ' • . "i. • . 4 

:2.~ · - TOTALGROSSWAGESPAIDTOOPERATIVES 
· in.1989. / .(inClude overtime, bonus etc) 

' ·' 
3. · - OTiiER EMPLOYEES (managerial, technical, clerical 

and other office workers).: ............................ (number) ·_ 
. ! . . . 

. __ .... ··1 

. t .. Males 101 
.-..-~-----1 

Females 102 
·;.:' 

.. (000shs)_l1_03 ..... 
1 

__ ·-_ ... _. _. , • 

Males 104 
Females""'1""'0'"""5-+------1 

..... ! 

_ :drha~oss s~sPAIDroomEMPLOYEES coooshs)j1~ •· · j 
'lll 1989.. (mclude overnme, bonus etc) · . . . · . --------

4. 

~· / . 

WORKING PROPRIETORS·-
. · _. (fu:tive.owners of th~ legal entity) .......................... (number) 

. f.,.· . . ' . . . ' <· ' . . . :- . d • 

6. . r~AJD ~ORKERS (~~of religious insti~tions, 
;.·~~~J~ m~mb~rs, prisoners:,·1~~!~.lllilitia and ~~.j~} 

I ·~ > . . ,_,,. .. - .•: : '.i(' ' 

·-· - . ~_. .~.:_ ·_ --·.· ... · .-_-_ '. . . . . . . : •. " •.·· · .. ··.: .. :~~. _::._ " 
- • .. ,; ··:-, .. ;.:, .. " .. -.·' ·-· .-· 

1. · ( .· . .BENEFITS IN KIND (medical, food/house allowance, 
. eic) •.••.. : ........................... ~ ....... · .. : ..............•........ : (000 shs) 

• • • •. '.I' 

- . . . 
•, .··: ...... -.. 

Males 107 
_______ ..... 

Females 108 

Males 
Females 

·-. 

109 
IlO 

.·. '\.;: .. 

. " 

' . ·. ~. 

· \. ~ 
.. 

'8. . , 'SOCIAL.SECURITY ScHEMES.( N.P.F~, S.P.F. ~d other· · 

: . 'v~ ~{~mQs) ... _:,.:·':··::~r-'-F::---~·-· ; .. ,. ..... ~r~~-~> •. ... . . . . 
?-··,,·L;QTAt-P:aRsoNsENoi'bEhci+3+5~6> cnuirib~r); :;·. ~es ., 113; , .... 

· · ,,, · ·-- :~ · · · · · · · · ·· ... ·. · Fenla.Ies 114 · 
:: ·;). /:-#!· .. • . : . · ... -' ·t. 

.· . '. <·.: ,· . . ·• .. .. ';" . <t&,~'-~,;> ... 
10.··· -_ ·; TQTAI:-LABOUR·COSTS{2+4.f.7+8) .....• :~.: .• ~~-.~~~-~:{000 shs} 

r.·:· .· 
~__,_ ____ _. ,;"': 

.11,ijJ 
~ · ..... ·' . .,. 
:•;, '.·.)~: .. '.::.~~.' '\ 

;. .... 
·~ .. • •'. : . .. . . ' 

.' . ' 

"· 
. ··.' .,. :-·· ·~: .. ~' .. >: 

• 

.. · ,· 
,,._ ·--. ·1·. 

-· . I 

.... ""' "" 



. . 

~--

.. 

-~ . 

- C-lNCOME 

. ... : ,- . ;:: ": ~ 

•";'.' l::"°·' ... . .... 
. ... ' _.:,.:, .. 

' ·····.·.'.;· :_···'! 

-l~ ?!fa ~s Qf GQ9DSIGF.; YOUR:OWN.;P.RODVQI'JQ*(-<r**'~fl g1-ibb.Sq ,?.f t:~;a ~21i ~·noqmo~ .. 
· l . indirect taxes, rebates;.<Useaunts and duty drawback) ................. - ........... ~ ••• ~ ........ L.;.~ .. ~. ,2-Q!,. 0 •• ;~ ... ~-0 -~ . ' . --.. - . I ~ v ... I -..................... ·- ....... : ...................................... ~· -. . , . . . . 
:~ [. ~Arns--6Fne>Of5S"W?Fmrr AND RE-SOLD wITHGUT FURTHER • . _. _- J .. r. ,.; '") ··I. 

_· , -, 'PROCESSING(efcltidc sales_tax, sales of~x~·~e~):.:;::.~::::.~;::.~;::::.::~~~::::.--~;;~~~· .. ~:-f200.r:p g ... ~01-:. _ 

3. ·RECEIPTS FORINDUSTRIALSERVICESRENDERED(repair&. - . . } •. ,,.: ~ 1 · ., 4 1 · ·· . j·' 
.. ·. .. maintenance, contract ~ufiicture etc),_, ..... _ •• : •. .:.~ •• ~ .................. ~.: .. _ .... : • .:..;.~ .. =--·:... 203 . . . -

.• ·. • · f'.-"')rrr--1··~r- t-.~ .. i .. .f-:. 1'-~r·+ f; .... o·~~1 ":t-?~C~-(·Ot'J '", "':;"nJ~.·~~,.,. ,, .. r-----·- .\""•· •.tVL:a.·.• .. .1 • ./4~•• j.:, ..i. ·••.l..t'.. (,f"__,.........,; J.,J,/'J. I .t',.J. .~ .... l!"\,,,.t 'f , .. _. 
•I • i • • . .---....------, 

-4~ f.- RENTSRE~~y~~~USEO~ESTABLISHMENTS · . I ">AA· 1· . ·~ 
! FIXED ASSETj,;:(e;g: buildings, machinery, etc).-... - .... - ... - ... -.~ .. - ... ·-... - .. -· .. - .• ;;; pv·ic ;.:."::H::';G'U . :;-------~--·-:~ ~·-·-~ I . ; - . 

s. j . ~~~=enl~iJ~t'll·.. .. .. ... .. .. ... tilis j '"""u 
· and the like) ........................................ - .......................................................................... ___ .__ ___ __ 

6- . · . VALUE OF CAPITAL GOODS PRODUCED OR BUILDINGS 
. C:ONSTRUCTED BY YOU WITH YOUR 0WtMJ~lf9~::) ":{.If,( .'-='.f)=J n;;;i: ;29_6~, ; c :~;Or:~~. 

. .. .. · ¥OUR OWN USE (including major repairs you have ..... carried out) ................................. 
1
.:;,... .. . • . • . .• ,,. 

7'. r · .. ' PRO~~M lA!f. ~FIXED ~s.~1:5·~~~· b~i.kli~'· ~hie!~~>:-~:::;] 2-°7.J ' ... <: I 
' f . 

8. L. -~~~RECEn1:~)C~~rthanroy~~-~!}~.~~-~~._di:-:i~cn.~-~? ................ · ........ J~~~J, :::'.~ '\:·i'J. I 
----ianafCfiI) ........................................................................................................................ ; ..... ...___.__ ___ _... 

9. SUBSIDIES RECEIVED ............... ''.' .................................................... :;·::J 209 ·1 . .. I .. 
r- -----:·--·- ---; . (_,.,/~ ... -·'--... ... -:.. ... , ~:. ·."""'· "" 

-l ' - .--..... ------. 

10,hciTAL.lNC'O~...Llf~ (I ro 9)'.:: ·~·: ::. ::: :~. ::: ·:·_· ·~:. ::'. ~ ?~ .. :'.Y:.~_:.'.~.'.'.:.'..:J'f itl''i J 
1

"" /' ·t i ... _ .. _, 
0

; l•\J~: ! ............... o .............. ~.-, .. ., .•..• , •••• ,{,rJ~~·\r.. ·f· ic::..: +. ('l~(j'· -:.~·;f"'i;...'('. i' ".r-:-:.;,,.-,;r) ------·----.Ii -t. . .,,_c..;. ........ ·"':"··'!.·.' . .L· • ...-

D. PRINCIPAL PRODUCTS MANUFACTURED DURING THE YEAR 
(if the list is long, please attach it with the questionnaire) 

.
. ~ ....... -------·· ·· ·· ' '""' 

. ;·.,.··: ;-Numb,er of shifts ..... --···-·· ....... .. ,,1::-_t.Jr. ..• -: !·· .. •· 1 .··_·.~i .. ·,~~ 

~'.!:· (i~;ti ··i;1'!~' 
r-:-~Produet.-..-:.:· .•.. ..:.. 
a : : /·,_ :. 

! '.!..vl"' 
i 

Unit (Lts, Installed · Actµal Production 
..,~.,.,f.-'/.•)··- -~._,.,.,,~ ..• . 

Kg, sqm etc).! ·· • ~· ..... ,' Capaeity.·; ;_; .. ,; _ _, 1-Quanti,y•.<; ~ :Value (OUU'.shs) 

··--.-·--·-
.------· ---~--.----··-

i ~~)~'. 
I• . . , -··-··--- .~ .. -'•··-·"····: 

.• t. ··jp·. i! '.-:;~.-.. 
-~······ ........ ~ ............ · •••.• , ................... ~ ................... ~ ....... , ... ' ....J.j" .. .,,..t.!.~ ..... ~ .. ~A.J. 

... _ ............. :----·· , ........ ; 
! r;.r,t.,: 1"' 

---==~"'=""'"-'~::=:~==-'~'=·~,~;~~·1---:......--·-"-"+·-··_ ... _ .. _·--··~----~-~ .. --~··~-·~·~·-~ .. ~-:~G~-~r.!~~~l;~~~;J~;r~~~·;~·~;..._;~~;:~-'~:~~A~~~A~ .. q~·---1' 
I ..... __. .. -...... ,.,.~ .... ._~-- ·- .. ,. -·--·.. -·~··• >-----...---._..-<a __ . . I . I 

. j ',. .. ' I 
~ • io:. ··c.· . 

. :__ _____ ~_ .. ..L___; 

r---------:;--:-; 
! i 

I 

~ ;··.-{.; .. 

.. ....... ·:;~~- .·· 

.· .. 
··' 

· .. 



• 

.. 
.. · .. _ 

Confidential · 
E ·- .STOCKS 

1. MATERIALS, STORES AND FUEL· (raw materials & 
' ' ' 

• • • ~ < 

'· 

·>Form 1c.;.g9:.(1)' .: ·.N . 

' •. ·: . ' . ' '~ . ·. -. .'' :.;:, .. 

• '·.·i •• 

- . ·"~;. ,. 

' .. 
. -·· ; .. ~f 
. . ' \. ,. 

. components, chemicals, packing materials, fuels and supplies)· code '. .. ~ shsl Opening balance .......................... - .................•..... ~ ...... :.-.....•. 

. ' 

Closing bal.ance ........ :.-.............. ~ .................. ~ .......... _ ............. . 

2. WORK IN·PROGRESS (semi finished products) 

3 . 

Opening balance ................................................................... . 

Oosing bal~ce ................................................................ ~ ... . 

. GOODS ON HA~ FOR SALE (finished goods 
and by-products) 

: ' ,. 

! . 
303 

304 '. -

Opening balance ................. ~ ............................................ :..... ..,3_05_'1"----~--c 

Closing balance .................................. : ................................ .. 306: .' .: >· .; ·f'·~ ·~· '.' ' . 

. 4. . TOTAL STOCKS 
'.- .. ..i,:' .•• . ' 

Opening balance (301 + 303 + 305) .............. ~ ....................... . ,';·•'. 

·;. - ' 
· •• :,f •• 

Oosing balance (302 + 304 + 306) ................... ~ ..... ~ .....•....... . · 308.' . ·.··_;> .. :;·. "-----~----....i 
~: ' :-·\ ' 

... , 
'!• ... · 

;" --~ ·._ .;': .·J 
.. ·. ·.:~_. ,:)~<-~:· :. "~-. 

. -, ·. . ... , cOde OOO shs 
·F - . PRODUCTION COSTS 

1. ; .. :;··RAWMATERIALSANDCOMPONENTScONSUMED .. · .. ;·14··.0·l······• I: · · .. ::.:ih~: __ , . 
. - ·.~;,. . (excludematerialsforown accountconstruction) . . . . - '. ;',li'·~ . 

., 

.)· 

·., · · '·· · ~- ·:"r!/~·'t -,~·. · ·~·~ 

(2. :,i/~CALS~~·:··••oo••H-HOH, ...................... _ ........ :~ .... :_;_ .. ·}m J • \/t~;.··,t.; . ' 
. 3. __ .... :·· ~ACKIN~ MATERIALs'_··· ... ~ ........ ~ ....... ~~·~·~-~ ..... ~······~·-~ .. _ .... · -,'.·. ·1403 l ·. '., .>-; .. · 

~- __ 4~·~·,·::.·d~s .ANDLUB~~s (e~c~ptthatuscdin;,~~) .·. J404. J.. -'~~·~\) · 
.. s.;,;; .. ~~.CTfYANDW~TE .... ·.R PuR~ED ... ·.·.·7" ... ~~.-..... ~~, ,:J405 'I . ' <0Zf~:l 

· ... ·;. .:·. ;:·~.~.~ ·• . ~~ l~ . J:f:-·· <· .·· .. · ;, .. ·';";.'.'.:..:.~:-~-~ .. · .. ' 

<;::·: ;- ' . ... . ' . . .. '~: , ' ': ::.~·(i.: .' ,· . . . }~01 J1J\·;· : . 
. ·X;.. . , <t · . .yi;··' .:;;'~\%1~¥;,}; :· 
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